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Jameson wants to set Pacheco's trial in next appearance
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwrightemurrayledger.com

"But if you do not forgive men their sins,
your Father will not
forgive your sins."
Matthew 6:15
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Since 1983, the Sinking
Springs Baptist Church has provided the patrons of the Work
Activities Training Center for
the Handicapped(WATCH)with
a Christmas "shopping spree."
The 33-year tradition began
when original church member Laura Paschall contacted
WATCH about starting a project
for the church to buy gifts for
their members. When the project started, there were just 12
WATCH patrons; that number
has since grown to over 100.
"I bought over 100 gifts this
year," said Sinking Springs Baptist Church member Mabel Ray.

"We buy these gifts for the patrons to give to their parents. I
get candy and sets of different
things, stuff for women to use in
the kitchen, and anything that I
can find that would make a nice
gift."
The WATCH center offers
training, vocational rehabilitation, and job placement for individuals who are developmentally disabled. The shopping spree
is intended to provide its memhers with gifts to give their caregivers or family members.
"It's for the caregivers; it's
not for the individuals," said
former executive director of
WATCH Peggy Williams. "A
lot of our folks' parents are dea- See WATCH Page 2A

Olive Luminaries will
shine tonight, Thursday
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MICHAEL GALLAGHER/Ledger & Times
Members of the Sinking Springs Baptist Church are shown wrapping gifts for WATCH
patrons on Tuesday.
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The case of a Mayfield man
accused of killing four Calloway
County family members in November 2015 may have a trial
date soon.
This is all dependent on how
quickly evidence in the case of
Pascasio Pacheco is processed at
a crime laboratory in Frankfort,
but Calloway Commonwealth
Attorney Mark Blankenship reported Tuesday that he expects
that to be completed soon.
That in mind, Calloway Circuit Judge James T. Jameson issued a statement.
"I'm hoping that the next time
Mr.Pacheco is in this courtroom,
we'll be setting a trial date," said
Jameson, who then set that next
appearance for 1 p.m. March 23.
"Mr. Pacheco has been in jail
for over a year now. We need to
move this along."
Blankenship's report,though,
was more positive Tuesday than
in previous sessions with this
case. He said the Kentucky State
Police crime lab has made much
progress and he is feeling confident that the remaining evidence
the prosecution is having tested
should be back soon.
"I know we're not ready to
set(a trial date)today,but(crime
lab technicians) have been making a lot of progress since we
last talked," Blankenship told
Jameson in open court.

Sinking Springs Baptist Church cries
on 33-year Christmas tradition
By MICHAEL
GALLAGHER
mgallagher@murrayledger.com
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While the Murray Planning
Commission saw a somewhat
limited agenda during its December meeting, it also saw the
resignation of a longtime commissioner who had served on the
commission for two decades.
Ed Davis made the other
commissioners aware of his
decision to step down from the
commission Tuesday night, due
to several reasons.
"I am resigning my appointment to the Murray Planning
Commission as of this date,"
Davis said in a letter to Murray
Mayor Jack Rose, which Davis read during the December
meeting."I began serving on the
planning commission on Sept.
23, 1993—a period of 23 years,
if my math serves me correctly. I
have enjoyed working with other commissioners, both past and
present. I have witnessed a lot
of growth in Murray, and in my
opinion, it has been both good
and not so good.
"I have particularly enjoyed
working with (city planners)
Candace Dowdy and David
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times
Roberts, and I have no reason Attorney Joanne Lynch (right)
speaks Tuesday afternoon in Calloway Circuit Court as defendant Pascasio Pacheco
not to believe that Ahmed Ab- stands beside her during
his appearence in front of Judge James T. Jameson. Pacheco is accused of killing a family
dullah and I could not work to- of four in November 2015
outside of Murray.
gether as well.
"There are several reasons
for why I have chosen this decision,- Davis' letter continued. "The major reason is that I
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Ledger & Times file photo
White sacks strategically placed and containing lit candles will comprise the annual
Olive Boulevard Luminary display Thursday evening in Murray. The display will line the
boulevard between 14th and 13th streets.

It has been a battle getting it
to happen, but residents of Olive Boulevard will continue a
longstanding tradition, starting
tonight.
Residents will once again
load up simple white sacks with
sand, place candles inside and
set them at the proper distances
from each other on both sides of
the Murray street. However,this
simplicity will lead to something
much bigger as the candles are

lit and the annual Olive Boulevard luminary activity bursts to
life after dusk.
"It is going to happen," said
resident Joy Waldrop on Tuesday, noting that what is usually
a Saturday-Sunday activity that
happens much earlier in December is being moved to tonight
and again Thursday evening.
"We had it scheduled for (this
past weekend), but with the way
the weather was,that just wasn't
going to work out," Waldrop
said of Saturday's rains and high
). See OLIVE Page 2A
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WEATHER

TODAY
48

TOMORROW
44

30

26

Daily Forecast
Today: Sunny, with a
high near 48. South southwest wind 3 to 8 mph.
Tonight: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 30.
wind
southwest
South
around 6 mph becoming
northwest after midnight.
Thursday: Mostly sunny, with a high near 44.
North wind 6 to 8 mph.
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around
26. East northeast wind 3
to 5 mph.
Friday: A 20 percent
chance of rain after noon.
Partly sunny, with a high
near 47. Light and variable wind becoming east
around 5 mph in the afternoon.
Friday Night: A 40 percent chance of showers.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 39. South wind
around 5 mph.

WATCH
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ate church coming each year and

Saturday: A chance of
showers. Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 52. South
southeast wind around 5
mph.
A
Night:
Saturday
chance of showers. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around
45. South southeast wind
5 to 7 mph.
A
Day:
Christmas
chance of showers before
noon. Mostly cloudy, with a
high near 64. South wind 7
to 9 mph.
A
Night:
Sunday
chance of showers. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around
52. South wind 8 to 14
mph, with gusts as high as
23 mph.
Monday: A chance of
thunderand
showers
storms. Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 62. South
southwest wind 7 to 13
mph, with gusts as high as
21 mph.
A
Night:
Monday
chance of showers. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around
39. West southwest wind
around 8 mph becoming
north after midnight.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 48. North
wind 6 to 8 mph.

From front
Pacheco, 22, faces four
counts of murder in the Nov.
17, 2015, deaths of Bulmaro
Arellano, 29, his wife, Marisol
Arellano-Hernandez, 23, and
their children, Miguel Angel
Arellano, 5. and Marisol Arellano, 13 months. All four victims
were discovered inside a house
along Kentucky 121 just south
of the Murray city limits when
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
responded to a report of a fire in
progress at the residence.
Kentucky State Police arrested Pacheco less than a week after the killings. Blankenship and
the commonwealth are seeking
the death penalty in the case.
On the defense's end, attorney Joanne Lynch of the Kentucky Department of Public
Advocacy said Tuesday that
her case is progressing. She is
the supervising attorney for the
Capital Trial Branch West. an
arm of the Department of Public
Advocacy in LaGrange.
"Our investigators have been
here multiple times to interview
witnesses and we're waiting
for additional records we've re-
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being able to shop for the people
responsible for their care.
"The WATCH staff helps the
ladies wrap the gifts and puts
them under the tree to be divided
up later to put in their Christmas
bags to take home with them
when they have their party."•
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From front
winds, followed by Sunday's
bitter cold. "With Saturday, you
had a situation where the luminaries couldn't stand up to the
wind. We do have sand inside,
and that keeps them from moving around too much, but what
happens is you have the candles
lit on the inside, and they will
catch fire (if the wind blows
them over)."
Waldrop said the activity
was underway by the time she
and husband Pete moved into
the neighborhood 35 years ago.
It has continued the same since
then.
"The story is Dr. (Howard)
Titsworth had seen something
like this in another town and,
pretty soon, everyone in the
neighborhood was joining in,"
she said of how the project beLedger & Times the photo
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By MICHAEL
GALLAGHER
mgallagher@murrayiedgercom
The Murray Police Department
has announced the locations of the
holiday safety checkpoints for the
city of Murray.
The checkpoints are part of the
Drive Sober or Get Pulled over campaign, a national campaign designed
to eliminate instances of drunk drking. The holiday' campaign will run
through Jan. 2.
The holiday checkpoint locations
for Murray include:
•12th Street at Diuguid Drive
•North 16th Street between Kentucky 121 and Diuguid Drive
•Doran Road at Holiday Drive
*Kentucky 94 at Doran Road
*Fourth Street between Sycamore St. and Murray city limit
'South 12th Street between Glendale Road and Murray city limit
*Chestnut Street at Eighth Street
'Wilshire Drive between Bailey
Road and Vasser Drive
'Glendale Road between Ninth
and 12th streets
*Olive Street between Sixth and
12th streets
•North 16th Street at Olive Street
'Bailey Road at Kentucky 121
'Main Street between Eighth and
Ninth streets.
Main Street between Industrial
'
Road and Murray city limit II
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II DAVE SAYS
By Dave Ramsey
Credit cards are not an
emergency fund
Dear Dave
My husband and I are trying to follow your
plan. We've paid off all of our credit cards, but
he still doesn't want to close the accounts and cut
up the cards. Instead, he wants to keep them in a
drawer and use them as an emergency fund. He
grew up really poor,and I think he's afraid of being poor again. We both know that's not what you
recommend,so what can I do to convince him to
follow your advice'?
Lynn

Dear Dave,
Now do you feel about using layaway prograins?
-Jay
tiger & Times
Iloway Cornf Pacheco's
four family

lab, that will
flown in legal
ry to proceed.
:A as evidence
•pposing actor.

Dear Jay,
I'm not a huge fan of layaway plans, because they're not really the solution to a problem. What's wrong with just saving up and
buying stuff when you have the cash? I mean,
Christmas comes at the same time every year,
you know? It's not like it snuck up on you.
I know there are rare instances when particular items are on sale,and you can take advantage of it through layaway if you don't have the
cash at the moment.I don't really have a problem with that kind of thing in rare instances.
But I would not, under any circumstances,
use a layaway plan that has fees attached. You
might as well borrow the money if you're going
that route.
Here's a good rule of thumb: if you don't
have the money,you can't afford it. And make
sure you don't get into the habit of lusting after
things you don't own,because that lack of contentment is always tied to people being broke.
Just don't make plans like this a way of life,
Jay. If you do, you're liable to stay chained to
layaway programs just like you'd be chained
to debt!
— Dave
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Dear Lynn,
I think rather than trying to convince him,
it might be a better idea to gently ask questions
and talk things through. You said he grew up
in poverty. What I'm hearing is that the cards
represent a kind of security blanket for him.
I can understand that. But if you had $10,000
set aside for emergencies, you'd have the security of knowing that a transmission repair
on the car or a new water heater for the house
would only be a minor inconvenience — and
you wouldn't have to go back into debt to make
things right again.
Explain to him that what you'd like to do is
replace the credit cards with your own money. You'd also be replacing what they do with
a debit card. Ask him if there's a reasonable
amount you two could have in the bank that
would take away his worry and stress. Talk it
out, agree on the amount,and then agree that
when you've saved up and hit that number,the
cards get cut up and the accounts are closed.
Just be patient and understanding. Above
all, make sure you work together. If he's recognized the wisdom of getting out of debt and
taking control of your finances, he's moving in
the right direction!
— Dave
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It's a whirl — Thanksgiving,
Christmas, New Year and then
tax time. Oh,my!
Are your decorations in
place? Have you finished your
Christmas shopping? Do boxes
and bags festively adorned await
anxious eyes? Where has 2016
gone? As you review 2016, ask
yourself, "Is Uncle Sam getting
your best gift this year?"
If your answer is yes, then
why not consider lowering
your tax liability by increasing
your itemized deductions with
a donation to the MCCCF. The
foundation can help you with
fast and easy year-end charitable giving. Are you too busy to
think about how to direct your
gift? No problem. Get your tax
savings now and you can take
your time to choose your favorite endowed charity.

With 37 endowed charities,
the MCCCF makes giving more
accessible. The foundation manages an investment program
which is regularly reviewed by a
committee of professionals. This
allows the endowed nonprofits
to focus efforts on the mission
rather than investment management. Additionally, the foundation allows small nonprofit organizations access to the benefits
of an investment program with
close to $1.4 million in assets.
The Murray-Calloway County Community Foundation has
served Murray and Calloway
County since 2010. The foundation promotes local philanthropy
by connecting people with the
causes they care about the most.
With only 10 days left until the
end of the year, mail your check
payable to Murray-Calloway
County Community Foundation
at P.O. Box 727, Murray KY

From front
need continuing education hours
before the end of December.
Summer has provided me with
sufficient material for me to acquire those hours. However, for
reasons which I will not go into,
I simply do not have the desire
to do so."
Davis said he would continue
to be involved with other community endeavors, and stated
that he wanted to be able to concentrate on other areas within the
community which have caused
him growing concern.
This announcement came at
the end of the meeting, however,
and prior to that,the commission
looked at a couple of items on its
docket for the evening.
First was an advisory meeting
for a proposed office planned development project on Kentucky
94 west of Murray. The land in
discussion is across from the
Anna Mae Owen Hospice House
and is nestled between Kentucky
94 and the new Area Technology
Center along Robertson Road.
The land in development,
owned by Matt Jennings of City
West LLC, was originally slated
to be developed as residential
properties specifically aimed at
accommodating a smaller, senior
population and was zoned R-4 to
reflect that.
However, Ryan Stanger of

City West explained to the commission on Tuesday that the development hit a snag.
"We originally obtained R-4
zoning more for density than for
use," he said. "With the original
project we proposed, we needed
R-4 zoning to be able to get the
number of units we need. It was
actually a single-family project.
It was going to be attached housing, looking for people in retirement age because that is something we thought Murray could
use.The problem we had was we
couldn't get enough units(in this
area) to make it work."
Stanger said that when developing properties with seniors in
mind, a single-story floor plan
is necessary, and with the available acreage, City West couldn't
make such a project fiscally viable without making the structures two-story and no longer
appropriate for a senior demographic.
With this in mind, City West
then decided to re-subdivide the
property into eight lots, seven of
which will be used to accommodate professional offices. However, City West was not limited
to this plan alone, and brought
this before the commission to bat
around various ideas on how to
develop the property.
The need for senior housing
in the city was made vocal by
members of the commission, as
well as Stanger, and amidst the
discussion,the idea of mixed-use

zoning was suggested.
This would allow City West
to develop office structures on
some of the lots within the subdivision while building the single-family structures for senior
residents as well. This was something Stanger said City West was
amicable to, as the meeting was
intended to spur ideas on how
to best develop the land to the
needs of the community.
The commission voted to forward the proposal to the Board
of Zoning Adjustments for its
consideration. City West will
also need to come back before
the commission twice in order to
iron out all the remaining details.
The other item of business on
the commission's agenda was an
amendment to Article II, Section
11 and Article IV,Section I of the
by-laws. The change to Article
II featured a rewording of the
text from its original statement
to read more clearly. The second amendment to Article IV,
however, should be of note to
anyone planning to attend planning commission meetings in the
future, as it changed the regularly scheduled meeting time from
5 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. on the third
Tuesday of each month.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) which is about 0.27 percent
— Census estimates show more than 2015, or about
Kentucky's population has 12,000 more people. Nationgrown slightly in the past ally, the population grew by
year.
about 0.7 percent in the past
The 2016 Kentucky esti- year.
mate from the U.S. Census
The new figure is about
gureau is 4,436,974 people, 100,000 more than 2010. The

42071.
To learn more about MCCCF
and how you can get involved,
visit. mcccf.org or contact Harold Hurt, president of MCCCF,
at 270-761-6880, or any of thi
following board members: Linda Avery, 270-753-0060; Gal
Brockway.
270-753-0503:
Matt Hale, 270-753-5411; Bob
Long, 270-809-3734; Brian
Overbey, 270-767-2000; Dick
Weaver,270-753-2899;
Zach
Dunlap. 270-816-3880; Sharlisa:
Smotherman, 270-293-9304; or
Alice Rouse. 270-293-3973. MI

state's population grew by al,
most 300,0(10 between 2000
and 2010.
Eight states lost popula
tion,led by Illinois, where the
number of people declined by
more than 37,000 or 0.3 per,
cent.
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Census estimates show slight
growth in Kentucky population

Dave Ramsey is CEO ofRamsey Solutions. He has authored seven best-selling books, including The Total Money Makeover. The Dave
Ramsey Show is heard by more than 12 million listeners each week on
575 radio stations and multiple digital platforms. Follow Dave on the
web at daveramsev.com and on Twitter at @DaveRamsey.
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I found the article in the winter edition of "In Our Backyard"
quite interesting ["Employees love their jobs and their passions"].
There is no doubt that games requiring critical thinking and competition help students improve their minds. Chess definitely is in
that class.
Another game that fits this description is bridge. As a child, I
played chess with friends and found it fun and challenging. Shortly
after we were married, my wife and I were cornered into playing
bridge. That was 55 years ago, and we still enjoy the game. Needless to say, we were hooked.
Bridge, like chess, requires critical thinking, competition and
strategy. In addition, as a partnership game, bridge taches teamwork much like team sports, and the game to be played successfully
requires the players to use math,especially the laws of probability.
As one progresses in the game,they find many new bidding options
and strategies in the play of the hand. Like chess, I would heartily
endorse the teaching of bridge in schools - maybe not in first or
second grade, but perhaps beginning with junior high.
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IN OTHER
WORDS
The Advocate-Messenger of Danville, on those vs ho work
behind the scenes with victims of drug addition:
When we talk about drug addiction, we often talk about the
criminal side — who got busted for what drug, what the criminal
penalties are, what is being done to help addicts. But there's another impact of drugs that goes unmentioned all too often — kids.
Sunday's Advocate-Messenger shone a light on this less-talked-about aspect of drug addiction with the story,"The kids are not
all right," by Kendra Peek.
There are many often unsung heroes — social workers. CASA
volunteers, foster parents — who step in to provide in various
ways for kids when drugs take their parents out of the picture.
The work done by these people is difficult, painful and often
frustrating, but many of them do it because they know it is so
badly needed.
Children need happy and safe childhoods in order to mature
properly into happy and safe adults. Drugs take that happiness and
safety away from hundreds of our children, leaving them scared,
alone and unmoored.
The heroes mentioned above find these children safe homes,or
guide their parents toward rehabilitation, or even just sit down and
listen to a kid who hasn't ever been listened to before.
They provide hope for stability — and then actual stability —
when a child's life would otherwise spiral into chaos.

LETTERS POLICY
Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-19127 or emailed to editor@
mu rrayledgercorn.
./ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes.
Emailed letters must have name, address and phone
number.
Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Opinion Page.
.1 Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
.1 Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions
of the writer and not necessarily that of the Ledger &
Times staff.
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Mental health reform passed, but needs continue
When I was in elementary school, my civics book had
a full-page diagram outlining
how a bill becomes a law. The
flow chart started with a draft
bill that followed a series of orderly arrows, assisted (or hindered) by stick men from the
Senate or the House of Representatives. Their actions could
move the process forward or
back, to stall or stop things altogether. Once obstacles were
cleared, the president - the biggest stick man - could sign or
veto the bill.
According to my fifth-grade
textbook, the process appeared
systematic and logical.
And then I grew up and began keeping track of proposed
legislation. Not surprisingly, I
heard many compare making
laws to making sausage, a process that begins in a slaughterhouse and ends with a warning
label and a "Use by" date.
Brenda Benson, the current
president of the Murray Chapter of the National Alliance on
Mental Illness (NAMI), sees
the legislative process through
a different lens. Most recently,
as she and other NAMI supporters were advocating for
mental health reform through
the 21st Century Cures Act,she
recognized the complexity of
lawmaking.
"You see proposals picked

apart and mashed together between the House and the Senate," she explained. "It's a
learning process."
Another thing she discovered is that a bill needs more
than 'a sponsor to move forward:. '
"Congressman (Ed) Whitfield was a co-sponsor. and
every legislator we talked to at
the state and federal level was
gracious and interested in what
we had to say," Mrs. Benson
declared.
When the bill was introduced four years ago, it was
estimated to have a one percent
chance of passing. But when it
was signed into law the other
day. the landmark legislation
was lauded by Senator Mitch
McConnell as "the most important piece of legislation that
Congress will pass this year."
So, after a prolonged and
complicated process. the new
law contains provisions aimed
at fighting the opioid epidemic and strengthening laws that
mandate parity for mental and
physical health care. Also included are grants to increase
the number of psychologists
and psychiatrists, who are in
short supply across the country.
One aspect of the new law
called ACT,or Assertive Community Treatment, will provide
professional teams for those

suffering
from
mental
illness.
Through
ACT, teams
will regularly monitor an
outpatient's
well-being to
determine if
he or she is
Main Street taking medas
By Constance ications
prescrib
ed
Alexander
Ledger & Times and is living
in a safe enColumnist
v ironment.
Such provisions can make a difference between life and death.
"There are so few options,"
Mrs. Benson said, "and people need extra help. Lots of
those with severe mental illness
need someone to oversee their
well-being, and family members are sometimes seen as adversaries."
Some individuals with mental illness are able to work and
manage well in the community,
but they need support systems,
too. The current dearth of mental health professionals, especially in rural areas, puts even
the self-sufficient at risk. Without outreach like the kind associated with Assertive Community Treatment, the untreated

When Kate Campbell came when Nashville pastors would
to our living room for a house be lined up on the Massey Audiconcert and there gathered torium stage, hailing the various
around our Christmas tree our reasons why students should
dearest community and church come out to their churches. I
and university friends. I thought really had the best of the best
I had inhabited one of Kate's when it came to Baptist churchsongs: "This Side of Heaven." es. And although I never moved
There in our living room was at my membership from my faonce a dream come true and an ther's First Baptist Church in
early Christmas present.
Dixon, Kentucky, on weekKate Campbell's father had ends I visited many of the great
been my pastor at Nashville's Nashville Baptist churches.
Two Rivers Baptist Church
At those Belmont chapels,
during my Belmont University Dr. Bill Sherman encouraged
days back in the in the 1970s. students to drive down the road
Dr. Jim Henry was and is a mas- to Waximont Baptist Church
ter pulpiteer, and he made a ma- and Dr. Jim Henry - Kate's
jor impression on a young histo- father - kidded that students
ry major and basketball player could just drive on out a litat Belmont.
tle further to Opryland to Two
IX Henry had moved his Rivers. Then. the inimitable Dr.
family fipm the Mississippi H. Franklin Paschall, the pasDelta when-he had been called tor of Nashville's First Baptist
to Two Rivers
.st from the Church,rose to the podium and,
Hollywood Baptist
urch in with a twinkle in his eye,told us
Sledge. Kate never forgekher that his church was located on
Mississippi roots, and mty Broadway right across the street
of her songs recall growing up • from Tootsie's Orchid Lounge.
during the Civil Rights Move- Only later did I learn that Dr.
ment in the Deep South.
Paschall had grown up in Hazel,
At Belmont. I remember Kentucky,just south of Murray.
mandatory chapel programs
I heard all of these great

preachers,
but I found
myself going
more
often
than not with
other Belmont
students out to
Two Rivers to
hear Jim Henry. There was
something
about his kind
Home and
but profound
Away
By Duane Bolin sermons
spoke
Ledger & Times that
to homesick
Columnist
college students, something in his messages that ministered to me in a way that I still
remember.
Dr. Henry later went to Orlando's First Baptist Church
and was elected as president of
the Southern Baptist Convention. Conservative in his theology, he refused to cave in to the
elite fundamentalist powerbrokers, and that has caused me to
respect him even more.
I think it troubled Dr. Henry
at first when his daughter Kate
began to sing in clubs as well as

mentally ill are likely to end up
in jail or homeless. In addition,
as reported in the Washington
Post, they are more likely to fail
out of school, lose their jobs or
end up in the emergency room.
And lack of treatment leads
to more hospitalizations and
heartbreak for the mentally ill
and their families.
So, for organizations like
NAMI and other mental health
advocates, passage of the 21st
Century Cures Act is not a
panacea but a step in the right
direction. The next essential is
funding that supports implementation. Nevertheless, the
new law is a win-win.
Representative Tim Murphy, the original author of"The
Helping Families In Mental
Health Crisis Act," is upbeat
about the prospects for improved treatment for those with
serious mental illness.
"We didn't get everything
we needed," he declared, "but
we needed everything we got."
For additional information,
go to https://goo.gl/HEJ36r. A
C-SPAN video of the signing
and associated remarks is available at https://goo.gl/Q2fwn5.
Read Main Street online at
wwwmurrayledgercom. Contact the columnist at constancealexander@nvc.com

churches. But then he reconsidered the scripture that we are to
be salt and light in this world,
and that is exactly what Kate
has become.
So, there in our living room,
gathered with our dearest
friends, Kate Campbell sang
my favorites of her songs: "Ten
Thousand Lures," "William's
Vision," "The Way Home,"
"Rock City," "Galaxy 500" and
"Bury Me in Bluegrass." These
are the songs that I play in my
university classes. These are the
songs that I have played in my
Sunday school classes. And this
is the soundtrack of my life.
It was not, however, until
the end of the evening that Kate
sang "Peace Comes Stealing
Slow" that the miracle of the
Christmas season came home to
me, the peace and comfort arid
joy. My wish for you,dear reader, is peace and comfort and joy
Merry Christmas.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
Duane at jbolin@murraystate.
edu.
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OBITUARIES
Kevin 'Harley'Irwin
Kevin "Harley" Irwin,69,of Dexter, Kentucky,
died Friday, Dec. 16,2016, at his residence.
He was born Nov. 9, 1947, in Moline, Illinois,
to Robert C.Irwin and Marguerite McKahan Irwin.
He had worked for Briggs & Stratton. He was a
U.S. Marine veteran of the Vietnam War.
He was preceded in death by his parents and a
sister, Janet Nickel.
Mr. Irwin is survived by his wife, Kathleen
Mack Irwin; sons, Robert K. Irwin and wife Rachel of Louisville, and Samuel E. Irwin of Murray
Irwin
and sisters, Sandra Shaw of Palm Desert, California, and Jo Warnell and husband Jack of Canby.
Oregon.
A private family memorial service will be held
at a later date.
OnHne condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Rhonda L Eldridge
Rhonda L. Eldridge, 50, formerly of Murray,
Kentucky, died at 6:44 a.m. on Saturday, Dec. 17,
2016, at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah, Kentucky.
She was born March IS, 1966, in Murray, Kentucky, to Clifton Eugene and Donna Elizabeth Lee
Eldridge, who preceded her in death.
Ms. Eldridge is survived by her daughters, Va
Rhonda Hicks of Ft. Campbell, Sheila Cannon of
Almo, and Kayla Chambers of Murray; a sister,
Sheila Chambers of Sedalia; a brother, Greg Eldridge of Almcr, six grandchildren; and her boy
Eldridge
friend, Darren Bostic.
A memorial service for family and friends will be from 6 to 8
p.m. on Wednesday, Dec. 21,2016, at 2340 Wrather Road,Almo.
"She knew she could be brave because she was his." Isaiah 43:1
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

WASHINGTON (AP) Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell is rejecting bipartisan calls for a special committee
to investigate Russian interference in the U.S. election, which
American intelligence says was
aimed in part at helping Republican Donald Trump defeat Democrat Hillary Clinton.
The likely meddling by Russia "is a serious issue, but it
doesn't require a select committee," said McConnell,R-Ky.The
Senate intelligence committee is
able to investigate the matter, he
added.
CIA Director John Brennan
has said the intelligence community is in agreement that Russia tried to interfere in the U.S.
presidential election, although
there's no evidence Moscow
succeeded in helping Trump
win.
"There's -rtri question that the
Russians 'N•vre'vtitessing around
in our election;n/s4cConnell told
Kentucky Educational Television on Monday night. "It is a
matter of genuine concern and it
needs to be investigated."
Still, McConnell said the issue should be investigated in
"regular order" by the Senate intelligence panel, which is "fully
capable of handling this."
McConnell's comments put
him at odds with Arizona Sen.
John McCain and other Republicans who have joined with
incoming Senate Democratic
leader Chuck Schumer in calling
for a special committee to investigate efforts by Russia. China
and Iran to interfere in U.S. elections.
A select committee is a
high-profile panel created by
congressional leaders that taps
lawmakers from a variety of
committees to focus on a single
issue, such as Watergate or the
Iran-contra arms deal.
McCain. chairman of the
Senate Armed Services Committee, said Russian interference
in the election threatens to "destroy democracy," adding that
a select committee is needed
to find out exactly what Russia
did and what effect it had on the
election.
"We need to get to the bottom
of this," McCain said."We need
to find out exactly what was
done and what the implications
of the attacks were, especially if

United
Way
United Way
of
MUrray-Calloway
County
• Helping families understand their budgets and
finances
• Combating youth's use
of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs
• Achieving preventative
health care and healthy
Jwmg

they had an effect on our election."
He said: "There's no doubt
they were interfering and no
doubt that it was cyberattacks.
The question now is how much
and what damage and what
should the United States of
America do? And so far, we
have been totally paralyzed."
Trump has called reports of
Russian hacking "ridiculous,"
and his transition team dismissed
the CIA assessment, saying it
was the work of the same people
who claimed Iraq had weapons
of mass destruction before the
U.S. invaded.
Schumer, D-N.Y., said in a
statement that the investigation
must be bipartisan.
"We don't want this investigation to be political like the
Benghazi investigation," he
said."We don't want it to just be
finger pointing at one person or
another." Schumer added: "We
want to find out what the Russians are doing to our political
Systerh and What Citter foreign
governments might dc to our
political system. And then figure
out a way to stop it."
McCain. Schumer and other
senators say a select committee
is needed to "reconcile contradictory information" and give
the issue needed focus.
In the interview with KEI"s
Bill Goodman, McConnell
spoke of his surprise at the election's outcome.
"I thought we'd come up
short" in the Senate, McConnell
said. "And I didn't think President Trump had a chance of winning."
Trump won in part because
he was able to connect with rural
voters in states such as Michigan. Pennsylvania and Wisconsin that had previously voted for
Democrats, McConnell said.
"Trump was able to convey
- oddly enough a message
from a billionaire who lives in
Manhattan - a genuine concern
for people who felt kind of left
off, who felt offended by all the
political correctness they see
around them," he said.•
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By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) Kentucky would shift significant
resources to its growing family
court docket under a plan that
would overhaul the state's judicial system for the first time in
40 years.
Kentucky would get an additional 16 family court judges
while losing 15 district and circuit court judges under a plan
released Tuesday by Kentucky
Chief Justice John Minton. The
potentially divisive plan will be
a test for the new Republican
majority in the state legislature,
which is scheduled to convene
next month. If approved, the
plan would go into effect in 2022
when all of the state's judges
would be on the ballot.
"We recognize there are differing opinions about how to
allocate judicial resources and
not everyone will agree with the
proposed changes," Minton said
in a news release. "However,
the Supreme Court believes this
plan will move us beyond the
years of inaction and provide a
solid start to correcting the pockets of workload imbalances we
identified across the state."
A spokesman for Republican Senate President Robert
Stivers declined to comment on
the plan. Incoming GOP House
Speaker Jeff Hoover indicated
there was not much support for
the plan among the new Republican majority, but pledged to
"keep an open mind." He noted
the plan was developed with input from "outgoing members of
the House." Republicans seized
a majority in the House for the
first time in nearly 100 years last
month, knocking off 16 Democratic incumbents in the November elections.
Minton said the court took "a
totally nonpartisan approach to
this analysis."
"I would hope they would
find our data reliable and they
can then of course do with it as
they think appropriate," Minton
said.
The new family court judges
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would be scattered throughout
the state, mostly in rural areas
with the exception of Boone
and Kenton counties in northern Kentucky. Of the 11 district
court judges eliminated, seven
are in western Kentucky. Three
of the four circuit court judges
eliminated are in eastern Kentucky.
Minton recommended creating one new judgeship on the
family court in Lincoln. Pulaski
and Rockcastle counties. He said
an analysis of the caseload there
showed the lone family court
judge was handling the workload equivalent of 2.18 judges.
Minton said it's an example of
the increasing caseload of the
state's family court judges he
says is fueled in part by the epidemic of heroin addiction.
"The real growth in the modern court system now and in the
future seems to us is going to be
in dealing with family issues and
the need to deal with those families issues quickly," he said. III

Thank you for placing
your trust in us.
We wish you peace &
happiness this season &
in the new year.
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Rhonda Lee Eldridge,50
A memorial service for family and friends will be from 6 to 8
p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 21, 2016, at 2340 Wrather Road in Almo.
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Kentucky chiefjustice
McConnell rejects calls for select
reveals redistricting plan
panel on Russian meddling
By MATTHEW DALY
Associated Press
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Scrooge comes
to Krider Center
Thursday in Paris

Annivetsaly

Santa to be downtown
Santa and his elves will be at the Santa house
on the Courthouse Square from noon to 3 p.m
on Wednesday,Dec. 21,Thursday, Dec. 22,and
Friday, Dec. 23. Santa will make his final appearance from II a.m. to 2 p.m. on Saturday.
Dec. 24.

Need Line items needed
Martha
nney Andrus

Need Line has issued an updated request for
items needed. They include peanut butter, tuna,
Community editor salmon, Jiffy Corn Meal Mix, spaghetti and
spaghetti sauce, canned pasta, Ramen noodles,
omplete meals in a box, pork and beans, stuffing mix, pudding,
tcarrots, mixed vegetables, tomatoes, eggs. milk, bread and buns.
Fhot dogs,Spam,chili, chicken, pork, beef and lunch meat. Personal
hygiene items are extremely low and needed are men and women's
deodorant, toothbrushes, disposable razors for men or women, toilet tissue, bar soap, shampoo, dish liquid, laundry detergent, Zip:lock plastic storage bags (one- and two-gallon size), and hotel or
.travel-size shampoo, lotions and soap. Large brown bags are also
;requested. Need Line is at 509 N. Eighth St. and is open from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday. Need Line is a United Way
agency. For more information,call 270-753-6333.

Murray Electric Board to meet
The Murray Electric Board will meet Tuesday, Dec. 27,at 4 p.m.
:in the Carroll Convention room at 205 N. Fourth St. Anyone interttsted is welcome to attend.

Sew-A-Thon planned
The United Methodist Women of Murray will host its annual
.Sew-A-Thon from Jan. 30 through Feb. 3. Children's simple dresses, shorts and blankets are sewn for missions. Volunteers are needed to sew the pre-cut fabric at their home. An instructional picture
'guide or a computer thumb drive are available for loan for those
who need assistance. For more information, call Margaret Fritts at
270-759-3950 or Anna Wright at 270-753-6835.

Mr.and Mrs. Bobby Bazzell

Bobby and Peggy Bazzell of Coldwater will celebrate their.50th
wedding anniversary on Dec. 23,2016.
They were married Dec. 23, 1966, at the Coldwater Church of
Christ with Coleman Crocker officiating.
Scholarships available
Peggy is the daughter of the late J.B. Colson and the late Jean and
The Kentucky Society of CPAs (KyCPA) is accepting applica- Buddy Humphreys of Murray.She is retired from the Heritage Bank
tions for its educational foundation scholarships through Feb. 20. in Murray.
Students studying accounting at Kentucky-based colleges and uniBobby is the son of the late Hubert and Clara Bazzell of the Coldversities are eligible to apply for the scholarships, which range from water community. He retired from Air Products and Chemicals and
$1,000 to $2,500 each. For more information,go to www.kycpa.org the Degussa Corporation in Calvert City.
or call 502-266-5272.
They have one son,Scott Bazzell and wife Rebeca,and two granddaughters, Liliana Grace Bazzell and Sarah Elise Bazzell.

Winter solstice service to be Wednesday

The Winter solstice "Longest Night-Service of Light" will be at 7
p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 21,at First Christian Church. A nursery will
'be provided. The public is invited to attend.

CCPL to offer electronic assistance
The Calloway County Public Library will provide electronic
resource and device assistance sessions to the community. Participants should bring their electronic devices to the come-and-go sessions and receive one-on-one help and instructions on how to use
their devices. Assistance will be available for Smartphone,laptops,
.eReaders and tablets. Session will be in the CCPL meeting room
and conducted by CCPL computer and technology instructor Savannah Murphy. No registration is required. The dates available are
from 9 to 11 a.m. Thursday, Dec. 29; 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. Friday, Dec.
30, and Saturday, Dec. 31; 9 to II a.m. on Thursday, Jan. 5; and
t1:30 to 3:30 p.m. on Friday, Jan. 6. For more information, contact
iMurphy at 270-753-2288.

Alcoholics Anonymous lists schedule
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meetings at 615 S. 12th St.,
Suite J, in the Southside Shopping Center behind Regions Bank.
All meetings are non-smoking. Closed meetings are for people
;who think they have a problem with alcohol and want to give it up.
;Open meetings are for anyone who wants to attend an AA meeting.
:The regular schedule is: Sunday: 1 p.m.(open),8 p.m. 12x 12 study
:(closed); Monday: noon (open),6 p.m. ladies' meeting (closed), 8
,p.m.(open); Tuesday: noon (open),8 p.m.(closed); Wednesday: 11
a.m.(closed),6 p.m. ladies' meeting (closed).8 p.m.(open); Thursday: noon (open), 8 p.m. Study of the Big Book (open); Friday:
'loon (open),8 p.m. newcomers meeting (open); Saturday: 10 a.m.
Open),8 p.m. speaker meeting (open). For information, call Bearl,
p70-226-3971; Dwayne, 270-799-1065; Cindy, 270-435-4111 or
1Lori,270-799-1065.

First Baptist Church
Library open to public
Special to the Ledger
Library cards are free and not
The First Baptist Church.Li- based on church affiliation.
brary has Bible studies for SunThe FBC Library is at 302 S.
day school classes, small group Fourth St. For more informastudies or personal use that are tion,call 270-753-1282.
available for check-out. Pope
lar authors such as Beth Moore,
James MacDonald, Priscilla
Shirer and others are included.
New Christian books and media are added on a weekly basis.

Special to the Ledger
Jason Woods will present
his one-man performance of
Charles Dickens'"A Christmas
Carol" at 7:30 p.m.on Thursday,
at the 'Crider Performing Arts
Center in Paris,Tennessee.
The show is the product of
about five years of work,including the composing of original
music for the production. The
Paris performance is part of a
long-range performance plan
that may result in a national tour
in 2017.
Woods, who began acting as
a child in Murray, performed at
Playhouse in the Park and was
featured in the title role in the
musical "Oliver!" at Murray
State University. He won national honors in high school speech
competition at Calloway County
High School, and had roles in
several productions, including
"Taming of the Shrew" at Playhouse in the Park.
While he was in high school,
he joined the National Storytelling Project at Murray's National
Scouting Museum. Robert Valentine, who directed the group
of storytellers, remembers him
as "the youngest apprentice
teller we had, and probably the
most passionate."
"Most actors are intimidated by being alone in front of an
audience, but Jason looked for
those opportunities and handled
them beautifully," said Valentine. "No one who has ever
worked with him can be surprised that he excels with this
great work of literature."
In his retelling of Dickens'
classic, Woods takes on 25 different characters as Victorian
England comes to life around
Ebeneezer Scrooge. The style,
he says, is drawn from the life
of Dickens who was famous
for performing his own written

Jason Woods
work.
Tickets are available at Lura
Lee's Gift Shoppe at 112 E.
Washington St. in Paris or online at wwwjasonwoodsachristmascarol.com.

Four more days until Christmas. We
are wrapping gifts for all on your list.
We have marked down a lot of winter
merchandise and added more to the
half off racks. We have a lot of jewelry
that is 1/2 off - as well as Nic and Zoe,
Tribal, FDT,and all 06jems are 25%
off - and Lisette PaiWharA
. .25% off.
Many of our sweaters,capes, ponchos.
and coats are 25% off.
Don't forget your hostess gifts, and

Niven Morgan. Niven Morgan also has
great hand and body lotion in addition
to the cologne.
Christmas and novelty socks are
25% off. Don't forget the people
who help you all year! Hairdressers.
newspaper, cleaners, housekeepers,
etc. It is important to remember them

Wedding, engagement and
anniversary forms are available
on the Murry Ledger & Times
website and run for a charge of
$25 per announcement. Births
run anytime for a charge of $25
with a picture. Please include an
email address to receive a proof
copy. The deadline for datebook
Cemetery donations needed
Donations for the upkeep of Mt. Zion Cemetery may be made to items is 9 a.m. the day before
an item needs to run (far Mon:Evelyn Tucker,2521 Potts Road,Kirksey, KY 42054.
day, the deadline is Friday by
10 a.m.). There is no charge for
Angels Attic seeks items
datebook items or church events.
; The Angels Attic Thrift Shop at 972 Chestnut St. is in need of
Deadlines for worship bulletins
stems as it continues to provide funding for Angels Community
and stories are Wednesday by 5
'Clinic,the Gentry House and provide assistance to other local agenFies. Specific needs are clothing for all ages, furniture, appliances, p.m.
All submissions must include
household items and toys. Items can be received Monday through
a name and telephone number or
!Saturday from 8 a.m. to .5 p.m. or call 270-762-0505 for pick-up.
email address for questions.

with a little gift of your appreciation.
With all parties and gift giving, don't
forget the reason for the season. Be
generous with your time and money
and help those less fortunate.
Congratulations to Gayle Balentine
who won our contest this week.
Check out our FB page, like and
share to be eligible for our giveaway.
Merry Christmas and Happy New
Year to all our friends and family.
Stay tuned to next week's fun and
fashion report...

84 Utterback Rd.• Murray, KY
(270)7594700
WWW.hickorywoodsal.com

"The Something For Fone Store ..

305 South 121t1 • Murroy, KY • 270-753-7441
*2177C www.dkkolley.com
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Islamic State group claims Berlin Christmas market attack
By DAVID RISING and
FRANK JORDANS
Associated Press

Monday, attempts and recent attacks in neighboring France and
Belgium had made many feel it
was inevitable.
BERLIN (AP) — The Islamic
"We've all been prepared that
State group claimed responsibili- something like this could
happen,
ty Tuesday for a truck attack on so we were not surprised," said
a crowded Berlin Christmas mar- economics
student Maximilian
ket that German authorities said Much.
came right out of the extremist
The 24-year-old Berliner said
group's playbook, inflicting mass the attack hit home because he'd
casualties on a soft target fraught often visited the Christmas
marwith symbolic meaning.
ket with his girlfriend, but that
The Monday night attack on he wouldn't let himself be led by
the popular market by the Kaiser emotion.
Wilhelm Memorial Church in the
"I'm not going to change my
heart of former West Berlin left life style now," he said. "The
12 dead and 48 injured — the first chances that I get killed in a car
mass casualty attack by Islamic or bike accident are bigger."
extremists carried out on German
Germany's top prosecutor.
soil. German security forces were Peter Frank, told reporters the
still hunting for the perpetrator attack on the popular market was
after releasing a man from custo- reminiscent of July's deadly truck
dy for lack of evidence.
rampage in Nice and appeared to
The claim of responsibili- follow instructions published by
ty carried on the Islamic State the Islamic State group.
group's Amaq news agency de"There is also the prominent
scribed the man seen fleeing from and symbolic target of a Christthe truck as "a soldier of the Is- mas market, and the modus opelamic State" who "carried out randi that mirrors at least past
the attack in response to calls for calls by jihadi terror organizatargeting citizens of the Crusader tions," Frank said.
coalition."
In Washington, State DepartGermany is not involved in ment spokesman John Kirby said
anti-IS combat operations, but the attack "bears the hallmarks of
has Tornado jets and a refueling previous terror attacks," but said
plane stationed in Turkey in sup- U.S. officials didn't have enough
port of the coalition fighting mili- information to back up the IS
tants in Syria, as well as a frigate claim of responsibility. "There
protecting a French aircraft carri- is no direct evidence of a tie or
er in the Mediterranean, among a link to a terrorist organization,"
other assets.
he said.
The claim of responsibility
The man arrested near the
came not long after German pros- scene denied any involvement in
ecutors said they had released a the attack. Under German law,
man picked up near the scene of prosecutors have until the end of
the attack, initially suspected of a calendar day following an arrest
driving the truck.
to seek a formal arrest warrant
The man, a Pakistani citizen keeping a suspect in custody.
who came to Germany last year,
Prosecutors said they decided
was taken into custody based on to release him after turning up no
a description from witnesses of forensic evidence proving he was
a suspect who jumped out of the in the truck's cab during the ramtruck and fled after the attack.
page, and no witnesses who were
Even before his release, of- able to follow him from the scene
ficials had expressed doubt the to where he was picked up.
man was behind the attack.
Among the injured was Inaki
"We may still have a danger- Ellakuria, who underwent surous criminal out there," warned gery Tuesday for a broken tibia
Berlin police chief Klaus Kandt, and fibula on his left leg. He said
whose office urged people to be he knew immediately it was no
"particularly vigilant" and report accident,
"suspicious Movement" using a
"It came fast, too fast to be
special hotline.
driving off the road accidentalThough Germany had not ly," the 21-year-old student from
seen any successful mass-casual- Spain tweeted only minutes after
ty Islamic extremist attacks until the attack. "It has swept me and

AP Photo/Michael Sohn
From left, the Mayor of Berlin Michael Mueller, German Chancellor Angela Merkel, German Interior Minister Thomas
de Maiziere and German Foreign Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier attend a flower ceremony at the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Gedaechniskirche in Berlin, Germany, Tuesday, the day after a truck ran into a crowded Christmas market and killed
several people.
ran over both of my legs."
Juan Jose Ellakuria told the
Associated Press his son also suffered broken bones in his right
ankle and instep, as well as damage to his hip.
"He's come out of surgery and
he's making good progress," Ellakuria said.
Frank, the German prosecutor,
said there were still a lot of unanswered questions.
"We don't know for sure
whether it was one or several
perpetrators," he said. "We don't
know for sure whether he,or they,
had support. These investigations
aren't concluded yet."
Witnesses saw only one man
flee from the truck after it hurtled through the market for 60
to 80 meters (200 to 260 feet)
before coming to a stop near the
19th-century church, which was
badly damaged in World War II
bombing but left standing as a
memorial to the destruction of the
war.
The head of the Federal Criminal Police Office said authorities had yet to find a pistol that
is believed to have been used to

kill the Polish truck driver who
was supposed to be delivering the
steel beams the truck was carrying.
The Polish owner of the truck,
Aridl Zuraw ski, said he last spoke
with the driver, his cousin,around
noon on Monday and he told him
he was in Berlin and scheduled to
unload Tuesday morning.
"They must have done something to my driver," he told
TVN24.
Flags flew at half-staff on
government buildings across the
country Tuesday, and in Berlin
the national and city flags were
projected onto the Brandenburg
Gate in tribute to the victims.
Authorities said that in addition to the Polish truck driver, six
of the people killed were German
but the others have not yet been
identified.
Germans have been increasingly wary since two attacks
by asylum-seekers last summer
were claimed by the Islamic State
group. Five people were wounded
in an ax rampage on a train near
Wuerzburg and 15 were wounded
in a bombing outside a bar in An-

sbach, both in the southern state Egyptian asylum-seeker, said he
of Bavaria. Both attackers were wasn't afraid of repercussions.
killed.
"The Germans are very nice and
Those attacks and two others I want to stay here."
unrelated to Islamic extremism
Already under pressure for the
in the same weeklong period, huge influx of migrants. Merkel
contributed to tensions in Ger- addressed head-on the possibilimany over the arrival last year of ty that an asylum-seeker was re890,000 migrants.
sponsible for the carnage.
Far-right groups and a na"I know that it would be partionalist party seized on Monday ticularly hard for us all to bear if
night's attack, blaming Chancel- it were confirmed that a person
lor Angela Merkel for what hap- committed this act who asked for
pened.
protection and asylum in Germa"Under the cloak of helping ny," she said in a nationally telepeople Merkel has completely vised statement.
surrendered our domestic secu"This would be particularly
rity," wrote Frauke Petry, the sickening for the many, many
co-chairwoman of the Alternative Germans who work to help refufor Germany party.
gees every day and for the many
The attack also raised con- people who really need our help
cerns of a possible backlash.
and are making an effort to inte"No question, the atmosphere grate in our country."
in this country will change and
"Twelve people who were still
become more tense," said Tarik among us yesterday, who were
Elsayed. the 22-year-old Ger- looking forward to Christmas,
man-born son of Egyptian par- who had plans for the holidays,
ents.
aren't among us anymore," she
"Of course, as an Arab I will said."A gruesome and ultimately
get more hostile looks, it will get incomprehensible act has robbed
only worse now."
them of their lives."I
But Tarek Elmasoudi, an

GIFT CERTIFICATES &
BOOTH SPACE AVAILABLE
Pictured:
Angie McCuiston,Jana Mason,
Jennifer Collins &Sharon Kelso.
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Grooms couple gets Thanksgiving surprise

Photo courtesy of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Shown are (from left) Dr. Thomas Green, Jonathan, Daisy and Korra Grooms and Dana Bazzell,
the director of perioperative services at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Kona became the fourth child for Jonathan and Daisy In November
after-0*
1 y had adopted three other children, having been
Informed that their chances of conceiving without fertility treatments were slim.
ioion ;
• —;

Special to The Ledger
Jonathan and Daisy Grooms
had a Thanksgiving blessing
this year with the birth of their
fourth child, Korra Jane.
Their story begins differently
than many other families, however. Thirteen years ago, after a
year of testing, Daisy and Jonathan were informed their chances of conceiving without fertility treatments were very slim.
They decided at this point to
begin a new journey to expand
their family through adoption.
Jonathan and Daisy have adopted three children from South
Korea. Aiden, is who is now
10, was 13 months old when he
came to the Groomses. Emma,
now 8, was 9 months old, and
Levi,6, was 23 months old.
Needless to say, when Daisy took a home pregnancy test
last April and found out she was
pregnant, it was certainly a surprise.
"I thought I wasjust stressed.
My husband was in the hospital
recovering from gall bladder
.surgery when I told him the
news," she said.
After 16 years of marriage,
the Groomses welcomed Korra
at 12:24 p.m. on Nov. 20. She
weighed in at 7 pounds,6 ounces and measured 19.5 inches.
"She's healthy and perfect.
Our big kids are very excited
to have a little sister. We're of
See GROOMS Page 9A

Mercy Health's BHI
earns commendations
from pro organizations
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Special to The Ledger
Mercy Health of Paducah
announced that the American
Group Psychotherapy Association (AGPA) and the International Board for Certification
of Group Psychotherapists (IBCGP) have commended the Behavioral Health Institute for excellence in and commitment to
group psychotherapy.
The professional associations
alsg commended BHI staff and
leadership at its inpatient sites
in Paducah and Clermont, Lima,
Lorain, Toledo and Youngstown.
Ohio,for their consistent pursuit
of excellence over the last three
years.
"Mercy Health has shown
leadership and innovation in its
training, research and practice
that positions it as one of the
national leaders in provision of
group therapy services," said Eleanor F. Counselman, the president of the American Group Psychotherapy Association.
Mercy Health's Behavioral
Health Institute and related services provide thousands of patients acros§.,six inpatient sites
with expahihRilaccess to muchneeded Aiioutik health services
that exCeed *tational quality
bench m arks.
"I thank AGPA and IBCGP
for this recognition on behalf of
the Beharioral Health histitute
team, said BHI President Dr.
Larry Graham. "We could not
have ..helped thousands of patients- enjoy better mental health
tvithgukthe dedication and caring
of OUT stkiff of wore than 500 psychiatrists, ruir;'e
. s, social workers,
therapisto and technicians."
The %HI treats more than
134100 mostly low-income and
under-served patients annually
from six hospital inpatient wards
located in Kentucky and Ohio.
The BHI uses the most effective
evidence-based group therapy
treatment protocols, including
the psychotherapy or agenda
group therapy model, which has
had a transformative effect with
the most acute patients.
For more i..formation, visit
https://www.mercy.com/en/
paducah/specialties/behavioral-and-mental-health.
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•GROOMS
From Page 8A
course, thrilled," said Daisy.
Much like the surprise of
pregnancy, labor also began as
a surprise when contractions
started during a celebration of
the Grooms'40th wedding anniversary. She was then awoken around midnight with regular contractions, and headed
to the hospital.
The Groomses are looking
forward to many new experiences and feel blessed to celebrate their first holiday season
as a family of six.
"We are so fortunate to have
been blessed with four wonderful children," said Daisy.
For more information or to
schedule a tour of the Miracle
Moments Maternity Center,
call the Marketing Department
at 270-762-1381 or visit our
website at www.murrayhospital.org.
•
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- on the

American
Red Cross

Murray-Calloway County Hospital photos
Dana Bazzell holds Korra Jane Grooms (left photo) after the child was born at Murray-Calloway County Hospital in November. This image recreated another (right photo)
of Korra Jane's mother, Daisy, as she was featured 36 years ago as a newborn In a
picture with the late Eunice Garrison, who ran the hospital's nursery for 40 years. This
picture was used in a variety of marketing materials including the South Tower history
wall that featured Labor and Delivery.

STONE-LANG CO.
Hearing Rehabilitation
210 South 12th Street • Mutray KY • 1.800.949 5728
resm
Visit us on th.
,

FREEDOM FRO S
Calloway County Health Department is o
Freedom From Smoking program to help you gain
control and stop smoking. This program consists of8
sessions. The program will be taught by an American Lung
Association-trained facilitator in a small group setting
(limited to 20 people) using proven techniques.
WHO:

Smokers ages 18 or over who are ready
to quit smoking

WHERE:

Center for Health and Well
716 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071

HOW:

Call Jeri Miller, RN,at 27
reserve your spot or ask an

FEE:

FREE OF CHARGE

NOW IS THE TIME!
GAIN YOUR FREEDOM FROM SMOKING AT NO COST TO
CALL TODAY!
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GIRLS BASKETBALL: CALLOWAY COUNTY 61, CAIRO,ILL., 32

Lady Lakers move into Hardwood Tourney title game
By BRYCE RUDD
brudd@murrayledger.com

DONNIE PASCHALULedger & Times
Calloway County's Charlee Settle drives against a Cairo,
III., defender as Lady Lakers head coach Valerie Waller
looks on Tuesday night at Jeffrey Gymnasium.

An 8-1 record has to feel
encouraging for the Calloway
County Lady Lakers, who are
one win away from crossing
off an accolade on their season
checklist: a Murray Bank Hardwood Tournament championship.
Charlet Settle was terrific
again,earning MVP honors with
28 points and 16 rebounds in her
fifth double-double this season,
Alicia Hornbuckle scored nine
points and Keeli Puckett showed
flashes of her capability with
six points as the Lady Lakers
cruised to their fifth straight win,
a 61-32 whitewash of Cairo,
at Jeffery Gymnasium on Tuesday. Calloway County will play
Lyon County in the championship game at 2:30 p.m. today.
Behind the second-chance

points created from Mlle Fritts
(six points and seven first-half
rebounds), there was never a
doubt who the stronger team was
in the semifinal match.
Normally, a 28-point and
16-rebound performance would
qualify a senior for Region 1
Player of the Year consideration.
But Settle is doing it as a freshman,averaging 18 points and 11
rebounds per game.
Once again, after a reverse
layup on Monday night to wow
the crowd, Settle took a curtain
call with a corkscrew move to
the hoop for her first two points
of the game.
Settle, who is also a perfect
14 of 14 at the free-throw line
in the tournament, has shown
drastic improvement from last
season as an eighth-grader.
"She's physically stronger,
but she's also grown up a lot in
making better decisions with the

basketball," second-year head
coach Valerie Waller said. "Last
year, she got herself into a lot of
triple-teams, and this year she's
just stronger with the basketball.
She likes that reverse layup.
That's her favorite and she does
that in practice sometimes and
we're like, oh wow.
"Our biggest thing with her
is putting four quarters together.
She'll go a quarter without scoring and not realize it. Tonight,
we really tried to get her to play
four quarters and make her realize that we need her for all four."
Playing against a zone defense early, Settle's acrobatic layup was the first of her 11
first-quarter points for a 15-5
Lady Lakers lead.
Settle
Hornbuckle
and
swapped 3-point plays while
Fritts controlled the glass early
in the second quarter, when the
Lady Lakers ran away with the

MEN'S BASKETBALL

)0 See HARDWOOD,Page 11A

BOYS BASKETBALL

Racers: No place like home

Three-game homestand begins Thursday with Wright State
By JEFF AMU
jarenz@murrayiedger.com
After 12 games this season,
the Murray State Racers are exactly at the same point they were
a year ago.
At 5-7 overall, Murray State
enters a non-conference game
against Wright State at 7 p.m.
Thursday at the CFSB Center.
The Racers host the Raiders (84)for the first time in Murray.
Murray State head coach
Matt McMahon said his team
needs to focus on getting better
overall while taking advantage
of an upcoming three-game
homestand.
"Wright State has a nice team.
but this needs to be our time. We
need to hit the reset button because we have three games in a
ii3W coming up at home," McMahon said."I hate that we lost
these two games (at Mississippi
and South Dakota State) on the
road, but I think we have made
some progress as a team. We
have shown more toughness,
and we have done some good
things on the trip. We're never
about losing, but we have taken a step forward as a team. I'm
excited about our team, getting
back to Murray, having three
good days of practice in preparing for Wright State."
MSU dropped a 78-73 decision at Mississippi on Thursday
before losing 88-84 in overtime
at South Dakota State on Saturday.
The Raiders, who are 3-0 alltime against the Racers, won
by a 65-49 margin over Murray State last season in Dayton,
Ohio. After hosting Wright State
on Thursday, MSU welcomes
Brescia (on Dec. 29) and Ohio
Valley Conference rival Tennessee State (on Dec. 31) to the
CFCB Center to close out 2016.
McMahon said the Racers
have improved in the second
halves against Mississippi and
South Dakota State. Murray
State trailed the Rebels 64-44
with about 9 1/2 minutes to play,

game,extending their lead to 3314 at halftime.
For everything Settle was,offensively,in the first 16 minutes,
Fritts was,defensively.
"Allie works really hard
inside and she makes ,a difference for us," Waller said. "Jacie
Spann did the same and our post
players did a good job of pushing their 6-foot-3 center away
from the basket. She made a
difference for us on the boards
and with her willingness to band
inside."
Still, Calloway County's efficiency diminished in the third
quarter. Jacie Spann's putback
and Hornbckle's I5-foot left
corner jumper served as the only
two field goals of the frame,
along with two free throws from
Settle. Somehow,the lady Lakers maintained a 19-point edge

Johnson,
Price lead
Lakers past
Barren Co.
Staff Report

DAVE WINDER/Murray State Athletics
Murray State's Jachai Taylor drives in transition against South Dakota State on
Saturday at Frost Arena in Brookings, S.D.
but rallied to make it a close
game at the end. MSU forced
overtime at South Dakota State,
where the Jackrabbits have won
34 consecutive home games.
"I was most proud of the
fight our team had in the second half (against South Dakota State)," McMahon said. "I
thought our execution at the
offensive end of the floor in the
second half was really good.
We were able to get some easier
baskets inside against the zone.
I know that we took a ton of 3s,
but they had five guys packing
it in, and one way to stretch that

is to knock down open shots. a good job of finding him with
We did a much better job of that inside-out passes and some exin the second half."
tra passes on the perimeter. He
McMahon said guards Jon- created some(shots)on his own
athan Stark and Bryce Jones off the bounce. It was another
have carried Murray State in re- fantastic performance by him.
cent games. Stark scored a sea"Bryce did a good job of getson-high 32 points while Bryce ting into the gaps ofthe zone and
Jones had a double-double of getting some passes to Stark for
16 points and 10 assists against some open 3s," McMahon said.
the Jackrabbits.
"Bryce didn't shoot as well as
"Jonathan was awesome be- he would have liked, but he had
cause he was able to find the some really good looks."
gaps in the South Dakota State
Stark, averaging 20.8 points
zone, and he stepped up and and 5.3 assists per game, tied
knocked down shots," McMa- the Racers' record for 3s in a
hon said. "I think our guys did game with nine against South.

Dakota State on Saturday. Murray State also set a new school
record with 45 attempts from
3-point range.
Jones
contributes
12.9
points,4.3 rebounds and 4.1 assists per game for MSU, which
is getting 13.7 points and 6.9
rebounds from Terrell Miller
Jr., who showed some growth
Saturday by finishing with 16
points and seven rebounds despite playing in the second half
with four fouls.

DIXON — The fourth quarter
belonged to Payton Johnson as
Calloway County defeated Barren County 53-47 in the second
round of the Baptist Health &
Sports Rehab Holiday Classic on
Tuesday at Webster County High
School.
Johnson scored 10 of his
game-high 21 points during the
final 8 minutes as the Lakers
improved to 6-3 this season. He
came alive after Kamden Price
produced 13 of his 16 points in
the first half, helping CCHS take
a 29-22 lead at the break.
"We got off to a great start and
sustained it for the most part,"
Calloway County head coach
Terry Birdsong said. "We had a
few lulls, but were able to get a
couple key baskets to keep our
lead at 8 to 10 points. We had
good contributions from everyone tonight."
The Lakers, who led after all
four quarters, were up 16-11 after 8 minutes and in control by
seven points at halftime. CCHS
clung to a 37-34 advantage with
8 minutes remaining.
Jeremy Darnell drained a
fourth-quarter 3-pointer for his
only points of the game, while
Logan Eastwood (four points)
added a basket in the final period. Aaron Dawson also scored
four points for Calloway County,
which received three points from
Christian Adams.
The Lakers conclude the Baptist Health & Sports Rehab Holiday Classic with a game against
Meade County at 5 p.m. today at
Webster County. II

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

WKU wins
Boca Bowl
in rout of
Wildcats, Cards promise to produce fireworks Memphis
The Associated Press

LOUISVILLE — Tonight's
showdown between No.6 Kentucky and No. 10 Louisville is
sure to produce fireworks.
Admiring the Wildcats'
up-tempo style, Louisville
coach Rick Pitino said his Cardinals will play "ping-pong"
with Kentucky at 6 p.m. today
in Louisville's KFC Yum! Center.
"We don't have the athletes
that Kentucky has to play at
that kind of pace," Pitino said
Monday night. "We have athletes. We have enough athletes
to play our style. Our frontcourt doesn't run as fast as their
front-court does, but our wings
can run, so we will do a lot of
running. That's what the fans
want to see so let's go play a

See RACERS, Page 11A

ping-pong match."
are we right now.
If Louisville (10-1) tries
"Here's what I said to them
to match Kentucky's speed it and I'll say it this game: You
could be an advantage for the do not have to be perfect, you
Wildcats(I 0-1).
do not even have to be great.
The average Kentucky of- but you gotta play. Because
fensive possession lasts just this team plays hard, they're
13.8 seconds and they average competitive, they're physical.
95.2 points per game.
they're not afraid to bang. If
"We have nobody as fast as you don't play you have no
(De'Aaron) Fox. We have no- chance of winning."
body as fast as(Malik) Monk,"
Kentucky owns a 34-15
Pitino said. "... We play fast, edge in the series, including an
but not that fast."
8-1 mark since coach CalipaThat doesn't mean the Wild- ri took over the program. But
cats are in for an easy time. Calipari contends none of that
Coach John Calipari views the matters when rival reunite.
game as a mighty treacherous
"I don't think any of the past
contest
games have any bearing on this
"Playing a top 10 team on game," Calipari said. "When
AP Photo
the road on their court, where I'm coaching against a guy that
are we on December 21?" Cali- has won some games against Kentucky's Malik Monk passes around a North Carolina
pan asked."Love to win it. but
defender during a non-conference game Saturday In Las
let's really learn about where
See FIREWORKS,Page 11A Vegas, Nevada.

Associated Press
BOCA RATON, Fla. -- The
Western Kentucky Hilitoppers
threw to their tackle, ran a trick
play from their victory formation
aietkept scoring touchdowns for
Nick Holt, their one-and-done
interim coach.
Senior Anthony Wales gained
329 yards from scrimmage and
Western Kentucky earned a
bowl victory for the third year
in a row by beating Memphis
51-31 Tuesday night in the Boca
Raton Bowl.
"Coach Holt gave us great energy," Wales said. "We all love
him, and we were able to show
everybody how great we are."
Oddsmakers had projected
the game to be the highest-scor). See BOCA,Page 11A
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AREA SCHEDULE
Tociars Games
BOYS BASKETBALL
5 p.m.
Baptist Health & Sports Rehab Holiday Classic
capeway County vs Meade County, at Webster
County
6 p.m.
WK&T Sports Classic. Murray High vs Grayson
County, at Graves County
GIRLS BASKETBALL
2:30 p.m.
Murray Bank Hardwood Tournament championship Lyon County at Calloway County
5 P.M.
Traditional Bank Holiday Classic second round
Murray High vs Scott, at Lexington Catholic
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
2 p.m.
Murray State at Mississippi Valley State
PREP WRESTUNG
9 a.m.
Calloway County at Clarksville, Tenn , West
Creek Duals
Thursday's Games
BOYS BASKETBAU.
1 p.m.
WK&T Spoils Classic- Murray High vs Ballard
Memorial, at Graves County
GIRLS BASKETBJU.1
11 a.m. or 330 p.m.
Traditional Bank Holiday Classic Murray High
vs TEA, at Lexington Catholic
MEN'S BASKETBALL
7 p.m.
Wnght State at Murray State

SPORTS ON TV
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Today's Games
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
4 p.m.
FSN - Longwood at Texas Ted,
5 p.m.
CBSSN - Fairfield vs. Boston College, at Uncasvilie, Conn.
ESPN2-Elon vs. Duke, at Greensboro. N.C.
5:30 p.m.
FS1 -American at Villanova
6 p.m.
BIN - Oakland at Michigan St.
ESPN - Kentucky at Louisville
ESPNU -Illinois vs. Missoun, at St Louis
FSN -Vermont at Buller
SEC- UALR at Florida
7 p.m.
ESPN2- N. Iowa at North Carolina
7:30 p.m.
CBSSN-Oklahoma vs. Auburn, at Uncasolle.
Conn.
FS1 -SIU-Edwardsville at Marquette
8 p.m.
ESPNU -Clemson at South Carolina
FSN - Bradley at TCU
SEC - Arkansas St vs. Alabama, at Huntsville, Ala.
9 p.m.
ESPN2-Virginia at California
10 p.m.
ESPNU - Kent St. at Oregon St.
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
8 p.m.
ESPN - Poinsettia Bowl, BYU vs Wyoming, at
San Diego
NBA
6 p.m.
NBA- Milwaukee at Cleveland
9 p.m.
NBA-Dallas at Portland
NHL
7 p.m.
NBCSN -Washington at Philadelphia
SOCCER
1 p.m.
FS1 - Bundesliga, Bayern Munich vs. RB
Leipzig
FS2- Bundesliga, Koln vs. Bayer 04 Leverkusen

WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
p.m.
BIN - UConn at Nebraska
Thursday's Games
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
12 pa.
FSN '-Texas AailA-CC at Oklahoma St
310 pm.
ESPNU - Diamond Head Classic, first round,
Tulsa vs Stephen F Austin, at Honolulu
5:30 p.m.
FS1 - UNC-Greensboro at Georgetown,
6 p.m.
BIN -Furman at Michigan
CBSSN - Marshall at Cincinnati
ESPN2- Diamond Head Classic, first round,
San Diego St vs Southern Miss at Honolulu
ESP141- Yale at Temple
SEC - MoYehead St at Mississippi St
730 p.m.
FS1 - Las Vegas Classic, DePaul vs
inning, at Las Vegas
11 p.m.
BIN - Delaware St at Iowa
CBSSN - Kansas at UNLV
ESPN2- UNC-ksheville at Orvo St
ESPNU -LSU at Wake Forest
SEC- South Alabama at Mississippi
10 p.m.
ESPNU - Diamond Head Classic, first round
Utah vs San Francisco, at Honolulu
FS - Las Vegas Classic, Southern Cal vs
Missoun St. at Las Vegas
12:30 a.m.(Friday)
ESPN2 - Diamond Head Classic, first mood.
Illinois St vs Hawaii, at Honolulu
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN - Famous Idaho Potato Bowl, Colorado
St vs Idaho, at Boise, Idaho
CRICKET
1 am.(Friday)
NBCSN - Big League Bash, Sydney Suers vs.
Hobart Humcanes
NBA
7 p.m.
TNT-LA takers at Miami
1030 p.m.
TNT-San Antonio at LA Clippers
NFL
7:20 p.m.
NBC & NFL- N.Y. Giants at Philadelphia

PRO FOOTBALL
NR
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W LT Pct
y-New England
12 2 0 857
Miens
9 5 0 643
Buffalo
7 7 0 .500
N Y Jets
410 0 .286
North
W L T Pct
Pittsburgh
9 5 0 643
Baltimore
8 6 0 571
Cincinnati
5 8 1 393
Cleveland
0 14 0 000
South
W I T Pct
Houston
8 6 0 571
Tennessee
8 6 0 .571
Indianapolis
7 7 0 500
Jacksonville
2 12 0 143
West
W L T Pct
v-Oakland
11 3 0 .786
Kansas City
10 4 0 .714
Denver
8 6 0 .571
San Diego
5 9 0 .357
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pet
a-Dallas
12 2 0 .857
NY Giants
10 4 0 .714
Washington
7 6 1 .536
Philadelphia
5 9 0 .357
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ing of the bowl season,and even
Western Kentucky left tackle
Forrest Lamp got into the act,
scoring on a 9-yard razzle-dazzle catch-and-run. The Hilltoppers (11-3) totaled 598 yards
for Holt, who was filling in after
coach Jeff Brotun left this month
to become coach at Purdue.
Notre Dame offensive coordinator Mike Sanford was
chosen over Holt as Brohm's
replacement next season,and attended the game.
"I told the kids it has been
two weeks of some of the happiest football of my life," Holt
said. "They don't care really
right now who's the head coach.
They believe in each other."
Wales ran for a career-high
245 yards on 35 carries, added
84 yards on four catches and
scored three times. Teammate
Mike White threw for 336 yards
and three touchdowns. Taywan
Taylor had nine catches for 144
yards and his 17th touchdown of
the season.II

Wright State comes to Murray after a 68-63 win Sunday at
Kent State. The Raiders built
a 17-point second half, saw it
cut to two, but hung on to win.
Mark Alstork led WSU with 25
points on 5 of 10 from 3-point
range.
Averaging 77.0 points per
game, Wright State has four
players scoring in double
digits. They include Alstork
(19.8). Steven Davis (14.9),
Grant Benzinger (12.0) and
Justin Mitchell(10.7). Mitchell

PRO HOCKEY

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
POOL GAMES
(Partial Nat)
Saturday's Results
Celebration Bowl
At Atlanta
Grunt:Xing State 10. NC Central 9
New Menai Bowl
Albuquerque
New Mexico 23, OSA 20
Las Vegas Bowl
San Diego State 34, Houston 10
Camellia Bowl
Montgomery, Ala.
Appalacnian State 31, Toledo 28
Cure Bowl
Orlando, Ra.
Arkansas State 31, LICF 13
New Orleans Bowl
Southern Miss 28, Louisana-Latayette 21
Monday's Result
Miarril Beach Bowl
Tulsa 55, Central Michigan 10
Tuesday's Result
Boca Raton (Ra.) Bowl
Western Kentucky 51, Memphis 31
Today's Gams
Poinsettia Bowl
San Diego
BYU (8-4) vs. Wyoming (8-5), 8 p.m (ESPN)
Thursday's Game
Famous Idaho Potato Bowl
Boise
Idaho (8-4) vs. Colorado St (7-5), 6 p.m (ESPN)

PRO BASKETBALL
NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
I
Pct GB
Toronto
29
8 .714 Boston
12
.571
16
4
New York
15
13
.536
5
Brooklyn
7
20 .259 12/
1
2
Philadelphia
7
21
.250
13
Southeast Whim
Pct GB
W
L
Charlotte
.552 16
13
Atlanta
14
14
.500 11
/
2
Washington
15
.444
12
3
Orlando
13
17
.433 3/
1
2
Miami
9
20
.310
7
Central Division
W
L
Pet
GB
Cleveland
20
6 .769 Chicago
14
13 .519 6/
1
2
Milwaukee
.500
13
13
7
Indiana
.500
15
15
7
Detroit
14
16
.467
8
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest %Asian
San Antonio
Houston
Memphis
New Orleans
Dallas

RACERS
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PA
235
325
328
434

w

i.

Pot

23
21
18
10
7

5
8
12
29
21

.821
.724
.600
.333
.250

Narinvent Megan
W
L
Pd
GB
Utah
18
10
643
Oklahoma City
16
12
571
2
PorlMnd
13
16
448 5/
1
2
Denver
12
16
429
6
Minnesota
8
19
296 9/
1
2
Pacific Melon
L
Pct 611
Golden Stant
24
4
857
LA. Clippers
714
20
8
4
Sacramento
10
17
370 13/
1
2
LA. Lieu's
11
/
2
20
355 141
Phoerax
8
16
20
286
Tuesday's Results
Charlotte 117, LA Lairs 113
New Orleans 108, Philadelphia 43
New York 118, Indiana 111
Orlando 136, 14119111 130,201
Toronto 116, Brooklyn 104
Boston 112, Memphis 109, 01
Cleveland 114, Milwauluie 106, OT
San Antonio 102, Houston 100
Denver at LA Clippers, lab
Portland at Sacramento,lab
Utah at Golden State, late
Today,
'" QOM
Mthraukbe at Cleveland,6 p.m
Memphis at Detroit, 6 30 p.m
Minnesota at Atlanta, 6 30 p m
Oklahoma City at New Orleans 7 pin
Washington at Chicago. 7 p.m
Houston at Phoenix,8 p.m
Sacramento at Utah, 8 p m
Dallas at Portland, 9 p.m

Mt
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Adantic Drnsion
W
L OT Pt* GE
Montreal
21
7 4 46 101
Ottawa
19 11
3 41 86
Boston
17 14 3 37 BO
Tampa Bay
16 14 3 35 95
Flood.
15 13 5 35 81
Buffalo
12 11 8 32 69
Detroit
14 15 4 32 79
Toronto
12 12 7 31 87
Metropolitan Division
W
L OT Pts GE GA
21
7 5 47 116 92
Pittsburgh
NI' Rangers
23 11
1 47 115 82
Columbus
21
5 4 46 101 63
Philadelphia
19 11 4 42 107 102
Washington
19 8 3 41 81 66
Carolina
13 11
7 33 82 87
New Jersey
12 13 7 31 75 98
NY Islanders
12 14 6 30 65 101
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W
L OT Pb CF GA
Chicago
22 9 4 48 101 84
Minnesota
19 8 4 42 91 60
18 11 5 41 96 98
St Louis
Nashville
15 12 5 35 94 90
Dallas
13 14 7 33 86 104
Winnipeg
15 17 3 33 91 104
Colorado
11 19 1 23 65 99
Pacific D11/411041
L OT Pb Gi GA
W
San Jose
19 12 1 39 80 72
Anaheim
17 12 5 39 95 97
Edmonton
17 12 5 39 too 92
Calgary
17 15 2 36 89 98
Los Angeles
16 13 3 35 81 81
14 16 3 31 84 101
Vancouver
Arizona
11 16 5 27 72 101
NOTE: Two points for a win, one point for overtime loss.
Tuesday's Results
N.Y. Islanders 4, Boston 2
Nashville 5, New Jersey 1
Columbus 3, Los Angeles 2, SO
Pittsburgh 7, N.Y. Rangers 2
Flonda 4, Buffalo 3,50
Montreal 5, Anaheim 1
Tampa Bay 4, Detroit 1
Minnesota 2, Colorado 0
Ottawa 4, Chicago 3
St Louis 3, Dallas 2, OT
Vancouver 4, Winnipeg 1
Calgary at San Jose, late
Today's Games
Washington at Philadelphia, 7 p.m.
Edmonton at Arizona, 8:30 p.m.

tzms:soaC

SCOREBOARD

W▪ I. T Pot PP
9 5 0 643 301
Sin lay
8 6 0 571 363
Nbaessie
7 7 0 SOO 264
(Nap
311 0 214 248
SO4A11
W I T Put PP
9 5 0 64.3 469
8 6 0 571 313
UNPIN BIN
New °nears
6 8 0 429 406
Cardin
6 8 0 429 337
West
W I T Pct PP
y-Saattle
9 4 1 679 298
ktions
5 8 1 383 340
Lai Angara
4 10 0 286 197
San Francisco
1 13 0 071 264
a-cinched phnoff spot
y-elinchad *vision
Thesday's Gam
KY. Giants at Philadelphia, 7-25 p.m.
Saleirdrfs Genoa
Atlanta at Cardins,12 p.m.
Washington at CMcege,12 dm.
KY Jets at New Enand,12 p.m
San Dew at Cleveland, 12 p.m
WTI at Buffalo, 12 p.m.
Tennessee at indoors**, 12 p.m.
Minnesota at Green Bay 12 p.m.
Indanapolis at Oakland,305 p.m
Anions at Sean* 3:25 pm.
Tanos Bay at New Orleans, 3125 p.m.
San Francisco at Los Angeles, 3.25 p.m
Cincinnati at Houston, 7:25 p.m.
Sunday's Gras
Baltimore at Pittsburgh, 3:30 dm
Denver at Kansas City. 7:30 p.m.
Monday's Gams
Detroit at Dales, 7:30 p.m.
Mrs*
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aren't quite at the level of the
2011 team, this edition of the
From Page 10A
Lady Lakers has certainly
earned their time in the spotheading into the final 8 min- light, regardless of the schedutes.
ule.
Megan Greer's late jumper
"It's nice to talk about startand Puckett's corner 3 with 4 ing 8-1.That's definitely a posminutes remaining served as itive and it gives our kids some.
the back-breaking buckets for momentum going into the
Cairo, which became immobile championship game," Waller
despite being the taller team.
said. "Winning today is one
The 8-1 record is the Lady of our goals and it would be a
Lakers' best start since 2011, checkoff on our list of things
when they started 12-0 on their we want to accomplish this
eventual run to the KHSAA year. It would give our kids a
State Tournament Final Four.
confidence boost going into the
Though the expectations second half of the season." MI

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT

I Press

ve us great en"We all love
able to show
eat we are."
rad projected
hi ghest-scor-

II HARDWOOD

and Benzinger are the Raiders'
top rebounders at 7.3 and 6.3
boards, respectively. Alstork
chips in 3.6 assist per game.II

Be more than a number.

www.harnlIton-

That doesn't mean you can't
beat them, but you just have to
From Page 10A
know what you are going up
against. ... It is going to be a
me,I'm not worried about the great basketball game."
past. I'm just saying,'How do
The Wildcats won their first
we win this game?'I would say seven games, including a
69he's thinking the same way.
48 drubbing of Michigan State,
"I'm happy when it's over. before losing to 97-92 to No.2
Just get it done," Calipari said. UCLA on Dec. 3. Since
then,
"Everybody makes it life or Kentucky reeled off three more
death and it's not life or death wins including Saturday's
im... it's worse than that. Just play pressive 103-100 win over Nod
the game, let's see what hap- 8 North Carolina.
pens and let's go. We've got
Kentucky is led by
our league to deal with, he's Monk (21.9 points per game
got his league to deal with,let's and De'Aiunn Fox (15.9), bodl
just move on."
freshmen, and sophomore Isai
The Cardinals only aver- iah Briscoe (15.9). The Wildi
age 78.5 points per game and cats also get 12.6 points and
have not allowed more than 71 7.9 rebounds per game from
points to any team this season. freshman center Barn Ade;
The pace of Wednesday bayo.
night's matchup is a chess
Monk is coming off
game
both
Hall-of-Fame 47-point effort in Kentucky'4
coaches will be monitoring 103-100 victory over No.
closely.
North Carolina in Las Vegas. 4
"I'm not playing zone,"
Louisville started the seasod
Calipari said at his pregame with five straight wins includ:
press conference. The he ing a 62-52 win over Wichitii
looked into the camera and State before falling 66-63 td
dead-panned, "I might in this No.4 Baylor in the Battle 4 At.
game,Rick."
lantis final on Nov. 25.
Pitino said he didn't have a
The Cardinals rebounded
"favorite moment" in the se- with a 71-64 win over No. 15
ries, but he's learning to put Purdue and have since won
the game in better perspective. four straight games.
Pitino said Kentucky will
With four players scoring
be the most-talented team the between 9.5 and 11.7 points
Cardinals will face this season. per game, the Cardinals are a
"Nobody has the athletes very balanced attack.
and the talent that Kentucky
Sophomore guard Donovan
has," Pitino said. "They have Mitchell leads the way at 11.7
great talent.
per game.•
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Hearing Health has a direct impact on overall wellness. Start 2017 with
better
hearing health by getting a FREE hearing test! PLUS special savings on
our
premium technology for a limited time. Appointments are limited — call
today!

END-OF-YEAR SPECIAL SALE EVENT
DAYS ONLY:
December 27th, 28th & 29th!
Join usfor additional year end savings!

FIRE WOF
Old Paris
in Paris. F
Decembe
January ;
or by
603-557-2
Daily Spe,
No tax.
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Audibel Hearing Center

FULL OR
housekeep
Plaza Lodc
person at
No phone

130 Brett Chase, Ste. B. Paducah, KY 42003

(270)554-1900

CAREE
DRI%

1210 Johnson Blvd., Unit 4*1 • Murray, KY 42071

Come be
21 years i
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ny paid bE
self motivi
motivated,
email ghin

(270)761-1900
www.AudibelHearingPaducah.com
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$1,000 OFF

a set of Audibel

A4TM hearing aids
Exp: 12/31/16
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AUDIBEL
American. Hearing. Excellence.
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CLASSIFIEDS
www.murrayledger.com

email: dassifiedaraurrayledger.com

Wirt to Buy
Cash paid for good,
used guns

clti Peach

-

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager
I

H&H Guns
inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

BEA

I

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Battenes, and all Aluminum

I

Size

l

ILIN.11-.

e

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any
submitted matter

020
Notice
FIREWORKS
1120
Old Paris Murray Rd
in Paris. Friday
December
16January 2nd. 12-8pm
or by ppointment.
603-557-2235.
Daily Specials and
No tax.

ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any
error should be reported immediately so
corrections can be
made.

THE Murray Ledger & Times considers its sources
reliable, but inaccuracies do occur. Readers using
this information do so at their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.
060
Help Wanted

MURRAY STATE

**

UNIVERSITY
Full-time Job vacancies at Murray Campus
Heavy Equipment Operator I $10.34/hr

Apply online & view additional details at
www.murraystatej.Obs.corn
Women/minorities encouraged to apply
Murray State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer.

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

PART
time
Help
Wanted.Working every
Thursday and substituting. Apply in person
at Christian Childcare
Center, 810 Whitnell
Street.

CAREER OPPORTUNITY LOCAL ROUTE
DRIVER/TECHNICIANLAKE REGION
PROPANE
31 SMALL LANE
HARDIN, KY

(270) 354-8011
Come be a member of our UPG team! Must be
21 years old, have CDL with tanker and hazmat
endorsements. We offer competitive pay, company paid benefits, and weekly incentives based on
self motivation. If you are hard-working and self
motivated, then this Is the job for you!Please
email ghines@upgas.corn, or apply in person.

Subscribe today
to get the latest news &
don't forget to check out
the full edition on our
website
www.murrayledger.com!

Local Delivery
3 mo.
6 mo.
12 mo.

$39.00
$65.00
$119.00

Rest of KY
3 mo.
6 mo.
12 mo.

$49.00
$90.00
$135.00

$85.00
$110.00
$160.00

Check Money Order Visa

M/C

Name

Address
City__
State

270-293-6116
320
Aperstunts For Rent

Zip

Daytime Ph,me

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky 42071
(270) 753-1916

IIIIAGYER&IIMES
LEP

For all your storage convenience
CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
•Murrsy Sten & Lock - 1611 N.12th St.
•MBC Storage - 1900 N.12th
bght Etc,in, di and 24 "SuneilL4rxe

CALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS
1BR from 8345
28R from 8375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguld Dr.
TOO 1400-545-1833 itet283
In,e,
t1V:don 1. an .14
pplknrteu,
ngw...;3,-1,,r

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

1, 3, & 4BR houses to
rent Lease/deposit
required
Call 270-753-4109

2BR 1Ba $575 plus
deposit
270-978-0742
3BD 1 Ba gas heat,
new window units and
all hardwood floors in
city limits. $575 plus
deposit.
Pets considered.
270-752-0513.
38R 2Ba brick house_
Appliances furnished
with garage Located at
910 Coldwater Rd
MSU
Close
to
$900/Month. 270-7532225 or 270-227-0836.

Backed by our family's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

Say 'HAPPY BIRTHDAY'
to someone special!

A
D IF

RGL Storage, LLC
640 S. 4th St. &
Sunbury Circle
Multiple sizes,
lighting in every unit,
security lighting,
newly remodeled
270-761-7557
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

v

TT
WITH
SE
E B

HOURS
MON FRI
B 00 4 00
SATURDAY
8 00 12 00

Controlled
Storage Units Now
Available!
Coll 270-753-4999

Visit us online at
www SBSpropeity.com
OF
voivwxnurraykyrentals corn

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
.Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.
122

Murray Ledger & Times fair
lloustng Act Notice

All real estate advertised herein
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference. limitation or disi:turun..-Y
lion based on race, allot% rel,
glori,NP), handicap. tamilial
his or national onvi, or inte,

bon to make anv such rreter
limitation,:or discrimination
State laws tortad discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
oh real estate based on factor, in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising kin real estate which
is not in violation ot the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised am
available on an equal opporto.
nity basis.
For hirther As.islance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
;
1 otcP Milan,.(10)bf-1(01,

SONY RONNE
1111.0•10.”

PER MONTH.
CALL

ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(270) 763-1916.

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Properly
Professionals
270-293-7872

Pets & Supplies
Services Offered
DOG Obedience
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

Licensed &
Insured

LEAF MULCHING
& REMOVAL

270-293-3248

FREE ESTIMATES
CALL KEVIN

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

BATTERIES
OF

KENTUCKY LAKE
RE,MODELING.COM
All Aspects of
Remodeling

HOME
&
Office
Cleaning, Great Rates
and References. Call
Theresa 270-445-1440

MURRAY
200
Poplar
Street

270-917-1980
Lamb Tree Pro
•Trinating / Tree
Removal
.Lioarnied & insured
Free Estimates
270-753-TREE
(8733)
Ciadi Cane Accorard

'On.-,al/ •Pairaing
•Hie .Flooring *peek,
*Imam!*Sr Dilcount
'
free Eitimare3
'Member Ql "A Rating
on Angoe:,

270-436-5959

8 DEBRIS REMOVAL
Ron Frame
1270)227-3140
(2701474-0323

24i 7 Service

'Home /twin emnry
•Hath •K ar hen
Addmon,

MANSFIELD
GARAGE
DOORS

436-5141 A-AFFORD
ABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work

Gallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
Industrial/Commercial/Residential

SALES

James C. Gallimore
W.GECMURRAY.CO M
(270) 759-0890

SERVICE
270-293-8480

Hill Electric

CONSISTENCY

ONLY $100.00

GARY W. DICK
ELECTRIC
Hill Appliance
Repair

Rsal Estate
New Climate

John Doe
7 years old • 2-4-15

ACTUAL AD SIZE!

1 1 9 E MAIN ST
270753-6266

CLASSIFIED
Nice 28r, 2Ba Duplex
with garage. Call
270-227-7414

F

Climate Control

AD.
Large 1BR Apt. Close
to campus. NO pets.
$310 plus deposit
270-556-7928

So

Srecabot & FJneeal

If GARLAND TAKE(ARE Of YOUR STORAGE NEIOS!
1900A N. 12th St P.O. Box 65 Murray, KY 42071
Office -270-753-2905-Fax 270 753 9505
• garlandrentals.gmail.com

University Heights
Apartments is now

accepting applications
for 1BR Rental
Assisted Apartments
M-W-F, 8-2:30
1734 Campbell St.
270-759-2282 or
270-395-7325
Hearing Impaired only
1-800-648-6056.
Handicap accessible.
Equal Housing
K
.
L
.x Opportunity.
EOE

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

.Garland Resta! Boat & Miai-Storage - Hwy.94£

2Bd, woodfloors, NO

pets,
clean
$425
month,
Call 270-293-6070
2BR 2BA Duplex
with garage and central gas heat
Pnce reduced Call
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-9898
2BR Apt, close to campus, washer and dryer.
C.H.A. No pets. $400
plus security deposit
270-556-7928
2BR, 1.5BA, Quadplex,
550.00/ month
270-293-5423
2BR, 1BA duplex
Furnished
270-753-0259

Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You

270-753-1916

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required
270-753-4109

PRE-PLANNING

4eN4

270-753-3853

MOBILE home for rent

2BR, 2 full bath
duplex, all appliances .
washer & dryer, cable
& water are furnished
Pet Friendly.
$700/month
104 Park St
270-753-2225
270-227-0836
38R 2BA, Duplex wtih
bonus room within city
limits. Water and trash
included. $900.
270-293-5423

270-753-9224
Thank you for your business'

Call
Murray Ledger
&
Times
to place
your ad
here l

812 Whit nell Avenue • Murray

Mobile Homes For Rent

Houses For Rent

Out of State
3 mo.
6 mo.
12 mo

Used stove, fridge,
carpeting,
windows,
doors, electnc
baseboard
heaters,
gas heaters, A/C units.
etc. 270-753-4109.
280

$8.25 First Day -20 words or less Over 20 words $50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:
$.12 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Smart Saver
(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

Ovmed Operated by The McClure s

4/7 Surveillance •
a

00 Column Inch.60% Discount 2nd Run.
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Penal.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday
(Shopping Guide)

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

I
Opnits

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING OF MURRAY

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
weekly 8 special pickups
ocally ownedloperated
270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& 'TRUCKING

David's Home
Improvement
LLC

All `far Septic Needs
Dataliatiori
i5 Repair
15,rt Gravel
Whets *tick.
Sand & 114ikti

Water Damaged Roors
Braces & Floor Jost
A. Pits-Ix-lc

(270)293-8684

•

is Y. is hillele, in,F.F ,111

41"

Wi Do insurance Work
Mastercard Acceptel

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

4

Get an ad this size
for one month for
only $300.00

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience

Ii 1% III rfl/l'..111(1

270-753-1916

Zech 270-873-7700

1).1.1. 14'1114n-1.qmIt

David 270-227-1106
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End near for North Carolina's'bathroom bill'

WWI

Governor-elect:

By JONATHAN DREW
Associated Press

RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) —
North Carolina leaders struck a
deal Monday to kill the state law
widely derided as the "bathroom
bill," after it tarnished the state's
reputation, cost it scores of jobs
and contributed to the Republican governor's narrow loss.
Democratic Gov.-elect Roy
Cooper announced legislators
will hold a special session to
repeal the law known as HB2
that excludes sexual orientation
and gender identity from antidiscrimination protections. The
law requires transgender people
to use restrooms corresponding
with the sex on their birth certificate in many public buildings.
Undoing the law would be
a step toward mending political divisions that remain raw
well after Election Day. Just last
week,lawmakers called a special
session to strip Cooper of some
authority before he takes office
next month.
The state's Republican leaders
confirmed they're open to repealing HB2,but in a sign of lingering acrimony, they accused
Cooper of taking too much
credit for winning their cooper-

anon.
The passage of HB2 in March
thrust North Carolina into a
national debate on transgender rights and harmed the state
economically. The state missed
out on new jobs as companies
declined to expand in the state,
while cancellations of concerts
and conventions exacted a toll.
And in a huge symbolic blow
to the basketball-crazy state,
the NCAA and ACC relocated
events.
Monday's surprising events
began in the morning when the
Charlotte City Council voted to
undo a local nondiscrimination
law enacted in early 2016. That
ordinance, Republicans legislators say, challenged social norms
and spurred them to pass HB2.
"Senate Leader Phil Berger
and House Speaker Tim Moore
assured me that as a result of
Charlotte's vote, a special session
will be called for Tuesday to repeal HB2 in full," Cooper said in
a statement, adding:"I hope they
will keep their word to me."
Outgoing Republican Gov. Pat
McCrory confirmed he would
call lawmakers back to the Capitol in the final days of his term
— but also said Democrats of
used the issue for political gain.

AP Photo/Chuck Burton, File
In this June 24, file photo, North Carolina Attorney General Roy Cooper speaks during a forum in Charlotte, N.C.
"This sudden reversal with lit- entire state," said McCrory,a fortle notice after the gubernatorial mer Charlotte mayor.
election sadly proves this entire
Berger and Moore issued a
issue originated by the political joint statement saying they will
left was all about politics and take up a repeal if McCrory calls
winning the governor's race at them into session, but accused
the expense of Charlotte and our Cooper of taking too much

credit in his announcement.
They said the debate over
transgender bathroom access
started with Charlotte and was
pushed by Cooper as "a political
stunt to drive out-of-state money into the governor's race."
Republicans have defended the bathroom provisions as
providing privacy and safety by
keeping men out of women's restrooms. Opponents call it discriminatory.
The law was also seen as a referendum on McCrory, who became its national face. He lost by
about 10,000 votes while fellow
Republicans U.S. Sen. Richard
Burr and President-elect Donald Trump comfortably won
the state. McCrory was the first
sitting North Carolina governor
elected to a four-year term to
lose re-election.
Charlotte City Council member Julie Eiselt said she spoke to
Cooper late Sunday night about
the city repealing the ordinance
to pave the way for getting rid of
HB2.
"We needed to know that the
governor-elect had confidence
that there would be a special session arranged to take a vote on
this," Eiselt said.
The council's move is contin-

gent on North Carolina fully repealing HB2 by Dec. 31.
Republicans have said the
Charlotte ordinance — which
ensured transgender people the
right to use restrooms corresponding to their gender identity — had to go first before they
would consider getting rid of
HB2.
A repeal of the state law could
also end protracted legal challenges by the federal Justice
Department and transgender
residents. Much of that litigation
has been delayed while the U.S.
Supreme Court hears a separate
Virginia case on transgender restroom access.
LGBT advocates were cautiously optimistic that the General Assembly would follow
through with any repeal, but
they also said antidiscrimination
protection is an issue more important than politics.
"LGBT rights aren't a bargaining chip. Charlotte shouldn't
have had to repeal its ordinance
in exchange for HB2 to be repealed," Simone Bell, the Southern Regional Director for Lambda Legal, said in a statement.
"LGBT people in North Carolina still need protection from
discrimination."•

MORNING NEWSPAPER CARRIER

The Murray Ledger &Times is currently accepting resumes for energetic,
outgoing individuals for a Newspaper Delivery Carrier to assist in the
morning distribution. Papers are delivered early mornings6 days per
week. Must have dependable transportation, valid driver's license, current
vehicle insurance, ability to work early morning hours, Saturdays and
some holidays, physically able to lift bundles of newspapers repetitively.

Apply at location.
1001 Whitnell Ave. Murray, Ky 42071
The Murray Ledger eb. Times is an equal opportunity employer.
Questions or comments can be directed to 270-753-1916.!
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CROSSWORDS

WORD SCRAMBLE
Rearrange the letters to spell
something pertaining to fitness.
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axaSfAZ

G4A-E14 tve_co
I am an actor born on January 29,
1945 in Michigan. I earned a
a basketball scholarship to the
University of Southern California. My
mustache is almost as famous as I,
and we've worked with Courtney Cox,
Donnie Wahlberg and Ted Danson.
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SUDOKU
Concept s Sudottts

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers. The object is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only ()Me. The difficulty level
of the Conceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

By Dave Green

4
2

8

9
62

5
4- 5
1

1

4
3
9

2 76
12121

C2016 Concepos Puzzles. Dist. by King Features SynchLate Inc

26
9
7
1
7

Difficu ty Levi ***

v

Answer to previous puzzle

71,3 5

4 5 2 7
8 6 9_3
28 1 4
97 4 fil
6 35 9
5 9 8 6
3 27 1
1 4 6 2
Ditliculty towel *•

28
6 9
1 4
36
5 2
7 1
4 7
9 5
8 3

6 4 9
8 3 1
7 5 2,
9 75
3 1 63
28 4 A
1 2 3
4 6 8
5 9 7
12.

ACROSS
1 Racket
5 Make
ready
9 In the
area
11 Push
rudely
12 Colleague
of Spock
and Sulu
13 Green
fruits
14 French
word
15 Gift
17 Ironed
19 Early auto
20 Spots for
ornaments
21 Like go-go
boots
22 Famed fur
tycoon
24 Yoga
need
26 Rust,
for one
29 Mournful
30 Be in
charge
32"Blue
Christmas"
singer
34 Tyler of
movies
35 Follow
36 Cheer up
38 Referred
to
39 Squelched
40 Future
flower
41 Sassy

DECLAW
PLAY
ALPINE
ROSE
S I LENTN I GHT
DOSES
CITY
POOL
JUNO
MANGER
APU
CAL
LEA
MISHAP
TERM
DEER
RODS
DONOR
J I NGLEBEL LS
ERIE
TOREUP
TAPS
STODGY

DOWN
1 Down time
for a team
2 Associate
3 More
keen
4 Spoil
5 Greek
consonants
Yesterday's answer
6 Horror
director
George
18 Place at
28 Magazine
7 Made
the table
worker
level
21 Hosp.
29 Blueprint
8 Basilscans
data
based
23 Some
30 Begged
sauce
daisies
31 News item
10 Slipups
241964
33 Took to
11 Winter
Hitchcock
court
glider
film
37 Perch for
16 Make
25"—
a visitor
good as
Fideles"
to a store
new
27 Widen
Santa
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Ten years ago
Work has begun on the construction of a multi-story, 72-room
Hampton Inn hotel on Lowe's Dnve
in north Murray.
Former Lt. Gov.Steve Beshear and
Daniel Mongiardo announce their
candidacy for governor and lieutenant governor respectively.
Velma Elizabeth Adams Paschall
will be honored with a 90th birthday party on Dec. 23, in the fellowship hall of Sinking Spnng Baptist
Church.
Holly Bloodworth,teacher at Murray Elementary, is shown accepting
a $500 check from Murray Foundation for Excellence board member Lynn Dowdy for a mini-grant
to publish "Tiger Tales," a book of
writing and illustrations from almost every students at Murray Elementary School.
Local artist and parent Stephanie Balmer is shown offering instruction to Southwest Elementary
School fifth graders Whitney Workman and Haley Tidwell during a
recent art class at the school. The
students were painting tiles to be
used as Christmas gifts for family
and friends.
Twenty years ago
A meeting between the local hospital and the YMCA could lay the
groundwork on a proposed state-ofthe-an sports - physical fitness facility for the community.
Members of Girl Scout Troop 2040
have collected toys and funds for the
Santa Project. Girls Scouts pictured
include Jenny Gingles, Lydia Eaker,
Shanna Spann, Lyndsi Keel, Amanda D'Angelo, Ashley Edwards and
Emily D'Angelo.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry 'Gene' Hinze
of Hazel will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on Dec. 21.
Murray State cornerback William
Hampton is a first-team selection to the Associated Press' I-AA
All-American football team for the
second straight year. Junior receiver
Reginald Swinton was named to the
second team while kicker Rob Hart
and linebacker Ronnie Merritt, both
juniors, were on the third team.
Murray High School .players receiving All-WKC recognition are

pictured and include Salim Sanchez,
Joey Mchr, Allen Thompson, Blake
Ross, Bryan Dennison and Alan
Chase.
Thirty years ago
Student volunteers Eric Easley and
Mark Whitaker are shown stuffing
Christmas boxes with toys,food and
clothes donated by area businesses,
school and church groups at the
Need Line headquarters. Families
from the city and county signed up
for the boxes earlier.
The Murray City Council finalized
its purchase of two tracts of land adjoining the city cemetery at a special meeting in the council chambers. The two tracts were purchased
from Howard and G.T. Brandon for
$30,000 and from Bob Melugin for
$40,000. The nine acres of land join
the cemetery on the north and northeast sides.
Mike Stepto, the son of Michael
and Stella Stepto and Mike Robinson, son of Ronald and Shirley
Robinson, were awarded the highest
rank in scouting, the Eagle Badge.
Forty years ago
The Murray Planning Commission
voted to recommend to the Murray
City Council that three lots at 1200
and 1202 Sycamore and at 412
South 12th St. be rezoned from residential to professional office.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Dwayne Earl Cavitt
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Don Leet.
Fifty years ago
Capt. Robert S. Young,son of Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred H. Young, has been
awarded a Bronze Star medal and
his 7th and 13th Oak Leaf Clusters
to Air Medal in ceremonies at Fort
Knox.
Sixty years ago
Winners in the Christmas Decorating contest sponsored by the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club include Mike Rayburn, L.D.
Miller, Patsy Purdom, Mrs. Charles
Sexton. Keys Wells, Claude Miller, Mrs. William James, Mrs. R.D.
Langston. Mrs. S.I. Hargis. Robert
Smith, Gordon Moody and Carolyn
Wallis.

Woman abused as child needs
help to overcome her hang-ups
DEAR ABBY: I am a 46-yearold woman with PTSD due to a
history of physical abuse, mental
abuse and incest that I experienced
as a child. I'm proud to say that it
has not been repeated with my four
children.
My childhood history
has
made
me want sex
only if I am
in
control
or if lam
role-playing rape. It
has caused a
big problem
with my fiby
ance. I want
this scenario
Abigail
all the time,
Van Buren
and
unfortunately it's
unhealthy. I'm not sure how to go
about healthy sex with him. He is
10 years older than I am and not
interested in "different" sex practices.
I love him very much and don't
want to mess up this relationship
because of my sex issues. Can you
advise me how to handle this? -ROLE-PLAYING IN ST. PAUL
DEAR ROLE-PLAYING: If
you haven't discussed the reason
for your sexual issues with your
fiance, you need to explain the
reason for them. From your letter,
1 am guessing that you never had
counseling to help you resolve the
abuse to which you were subjected. If that's correct, I am advising you to contact RAINN (Rape,
Abuse, Incest National Network;
rainn.org) or a local rape crisis organization and ask for some help
now. The counselors are specially
trained to help victims of various
kinds of abuse, and the place to
start resolving your issues would
be there.
•••••

DEAR ABBY: I'm a woman in
my 30s. My father has been in prison since I was a tot. I was raised
by my mother who, in my opinion,

Today In History
ald died in Hollywood, California.
at age 44.
In 1945, U.S. Army Gen. George
S. Patton, 60. died in Heidelberg,
Germany, 12 days after being seriously injured in a car accident.
In 1968, Apollo 8 was launched
on a mission to orbit the moon.
In 1976, the Liberian-registered
tanker Argo Merchant broke apart
near Nantucket Island. off Massachusetts, almost a week after running aground, spilling 7.5 million
gallons of oil into the North Atlantic.
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BLONDIEO
HAS EVERVIBOOY FINISHED
THEIR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING'

DOES ANYONE WANT TO
STOP AT THE MALL ON
THE WAY HOME'

swer

VINEGAR WITH A TARRAGON TOUCH
Dear Heloise: Is there a recipe to make TARRAGON RED-WINE VINEGAR? I cannot find it anymore, and I find it adds a great touch to my Caesar
salad. -- Fran P., via email
Fran, 1 have a recipe that starts with a bottle of
your favorite red vinegar. For every pint of vinegar,
you will want three to four
sprigs offresh tarragon (if you
can find it) or 3 tablespoons of
dried herbs. Place the herbs in
the vinegar bottle and re-cap
it. Now all you have to do is
let it sitfor three tofour weeks.
strain the herbs, and the vinegar is ready to use. This recipe and others are available
in my Heloise's Seasonings,
Sauces and Substitutes pamby
phlet, which you can order
Heloise
online at www_Heloise.com,
or by sending $3 and a long,
self-addressed, stamped (68
cents) envelope to: Heloise/SSS, P.O. Box 795001,
San Antonio, 7X 78279-5001. Can't wait three to
four weeksfor the vinegar? Speed up the process by
coarsely chopping the fresh herbs before adding to
the vinegar. -- Heloise
REFRIGERATOR ROOM
Dear Heloise: With the holiday season in full
swing, 1 end up preparing food for several days before the actual holiday, and refrigerator space becomes quite limited. To make more room, I make
"shelves" using cardboard that I cover in aluminum
foil. I use these foil-covered pieces to stack plates
and dishes that otherwise would not be stackable.
Makes a little space go a long way! -- Lucy P. in
Tennessee

BASTE ON BARBECUE
Dear Haase: We enjoy barbecuing and tailgating when football season arrives. Here are a couple
of hints we think others would like: First, we like
a special barbecue sauce, so we put it in a squeeze
bottle and take it with us to be enjoyed like ketchup
on french fries and onion rings.
Second. we use a turkey baster to add sauce to
foods. It allows you to place it exactly where you
need it, and this way it doesn't make a mess by dripping all over the grill. -- Jim D. in Chicago
CLEANER CUTS
Dear Heloise: When slicing into cake, particularly cheesecake or frosted cake, it can get messy. Take
a long,sharp knife and run the blade under hot water
to warm the metal so that it easily slices through any
cake. Wipe the blade dry and use it to cut the cake.
If making multiple cuts, wipe the blade each time
while running it under hot water again. -- Jane D. in
New Jersey
NEWSPAPER SCRUB
Dear Heloise: I recently discovered new uses for
old newspapers. I cleaned my ceramic cooktop with
a product. It left a film on the cooktop. I used an old
newspaper that I had rumpled up to clean it. It works
just like old newspaper works on mirrors. It made
the cooktop shine like new.
Additionally, I found that old, rumpled newspaper
makes the exterior of stainless-steel cookware shine.
and eliminates smudges. -- Dennis W., via email
(c)20I6 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Dry eye: Breakthroughs in understanding and treatment
Aoulef, Algeria, receives less than 0.5 inches of rain annually; Ica.
Peru, averages 0.09 inches. and the Dry Valleys of Antarctica get 0.0!
Those super-arid spots might sound familiar to the 3 million folks in the
U.S. suffering from dry eye. Fortunately, they have a better chance of
seeing sufficient moisture than those locales.
Causes: According to a special issue of Optometry and Vision Science,
risk factors include wearing contact lenses, taking glaucoma mcds, being of Asian descent, having had LASIK surgery, using the acne medication isotretinoin, incomplete blinking and dysfunction of the Meibomian
glands (the main source of lipids that help tears coat the eyes' surface).
Sjogren's syndrome, an immune system disorder, is another cause. And
dry eye may have a genetic link to other chronic pain conditions; researchers have found that relieving dry eye doesn't necessarily relieve eye pain.
Solutions: Saline-based eye drops and those containing cyclosporine,
steroids or a small-molecule integrin inhibitor can provide relief. Discuss
these options with your doc.
Unfortunately, 95 percent of those liquids are quickly expelled. So
scientists are working on a drop that delivers microscopic packets of
medicine that attach to tear film and dissolve gradually. Another potential innovation: A tiny, implantable electronic device that stimulates tear
production,increasing it by 57 percent! And for Sjogren's-related dry eye,
in the lab researchers are repairing damaged tear glands using injections
of a regenerative progenitor(stem)cell! Less high tech'? Increasing intake
of DHA omega-3 fatty acids found in salmon and sea trout and through
supplements(DHA omega-3 alga oil; 900mg daily) may help.
A master plan to reduce strokes
When 2015 Master's champion 2I-year-old Jordan Spieth came to Augusta National's 10th hole this year, he held a five-shot lead after four
straight birdies. But that was before Amen Corner. He then lost six strokes
-- four of them to a quadruple bogey 7 on number 12!
That colossal, stroke-accumulating meltdown was bad enough, but it
was nothing compared to the ever-increasing number of ischemic strokes
(caused by an obstruction in blood vessels supplying the brain) that are affecting ever-younger folks. A recent Rutgers University study found that
in the U.S., people ages 42-51 have a43 percent HIGHER rate of stroke
than those ages 62-71. Furthermore, stroke rates have more than doubled
in people 35 to 39 and doubled in those 40 to 44, but DECLINED in folks
55 and older!
It's hard to know exactly what accounts for the trends, but it's clear
that adopting lifestyle habits that keep the cardiovascular system healthy
is necessary. So kiss trans and most sat fats and added sugars or syrups
goodbye. Eat only 100 percent whole grains. Avoid tobacco, marijuana
and hookah parlors like the plague! Know your BP, and keep it below
120/80 -- with or without meds. (If you're at high risk, talk to your doc
about taking two low-dose aspirins daily.)

Hints From Weise

By the Associated Press
On this date:
Today is Wednesday, Dec. 21,
In 1620, Pilgrims aboard the
the 356th day of 2016. There are 10 Mayflower went ashore for the first
days left in the year. Winter arrives time at present-day Plymouth, Masat 5:44 a.m. Eastern time.
sachusetts.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1864, during the Civil War.
On Dec.21, 1891,the first basket- Union forces led by Maj. Gen. Wilball game is bkieved to have been liam T. Sherman concluded their
played at the International YMCA "March to the Sea- as they captured
Training School in Springfield. Savannah,Georgia.
Massachusetts; devised by James
In 1937, Walt Disney's first aniNaismith. "Basket Ball- involved mated feature,"Snow White and the
the use of a soccer ball and two Seven Dwarfs." had its world prepeach baskets, with nine players on
miere in Los Angeles.
each team.
In 1940, author F. Scott FitzgerBABY BLUES'_f)
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did a great job. My relationship
with my father has been damaged
for as long as 1 can remember. He
will never get out, and part of me is
angry at him for making such poor
life choices.
When I was a teenager he struck
me once during a visit. He is also
manipulative and sometimes does
hurtful things. For example, a few
years ago he wrote me letters to
which I never responded. When I
finally got around to writing him
back, he mailed my letters back to
me (unopened) and said I deserved
to see how it felt to have letters go
unanswered.
He has said he's convinced he
will die within five years because
he's nearing the ages when his parents died. I think there's something
wrong with him, and I'm afraid
that after he passes on I'll feel like
I didn't make enough of an effort.
How do I proceed with my relationship with my father? -- CAUTIOUS IN THE SOUTH
DEAR CAUTIOUS: Your father made terrible life choices, and
he's spending the rest of his life
paying for them. I don't blame you
for feeling anger at his inability to
parent you. However,before advising you to write him off, I would
need to know why he lashed out at
you during your prison visit, even
though hitting is unacceptable.
When people are incarcerated,
their ability to reach out is severely limited, as I am sure you know
all too well. I don't think the way
your father handled your ignoring
his letters was bad or wrong. If his
silence stung you, imagine how
yours affected him.
Whether or not your father is dying is beside the point. I think on
some level you know you have to
treat him with more compassion
than you have, or you wouldn't
have written to me. I don't know
anyone who hasn't made mistakes.
Your father made a doozy. But you
say your mother raised you right,
and if that's true it couldn't hurt to
treat him with some compassion.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Dec. 22, 2016:
This year you find that others count on you and
want you to take the lead. Though you might need
to adjust to handling what they ask of you. you will
make it your pleasure to take on the responsibility.
If you are single, romance will knock on your
door. The person you meet through your work or
a community commitment could become a longterm relationship. If you are attached, the two of
you move to a new level of understanding. Both of
you enjoy going out on the town together. LIBRA
appreciates your leadership skills and would like to
learn from you.
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surprise involves someone at a distance
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Last-minute shopping, whether it be for
gifts or groceries, could be more costly than you
originally had thought. Be aware of how much you
enjoy splurging, as you might need to rein in your
spending. A partner or close loved one will be full
of surprises
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You are on a roll, and you might be hard tri
stop. You could be taken aback by a family member
or roommate who becomes too controlling for your
taste. Expect the unexpected, and you will not be
disappointed. Anything is possible today.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
5-Dynamic: 4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so: *** You'll want to head in a new direction. You
1 -Difficult
might want to reach an agreement or at least get
the support of someone who is likely to be affected
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
by this choice. Reach out to a trusted friend or
**** Confusion anses when dealing with loved one for some feedback, and you'll be glad
someone who holds sway over you. Be open and
you did.
share more of yourself. A loved one knows how to SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
charm you into doing whatever he or she wants. *** You might want to consider the different
Observe this person, and you might pick up a thing options that surround a meeting and/or getor two.
together. Somehow, you can't resist one of your
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
friends: just being with this person makes you feel
**** Understand that someone you see often good. Let go of a need to be so serious.
around the holidays could be unusually demanding CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
of your time. Fortunately. you have a lot of flexibility **** You might want to relax with some work
in your schedule. Understand that a partner might friends after you complete what you feel is
have bouts of jealousy. Be flattered rather than important. You are likely to switch from a stance
annoyed.
that you have held on to for quite some time
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Others will be delighted by the change, but give
**** You like surprises, which is why you don't them time to adjust.
make rigid plans. A partner could get too territonal AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
for your taste. Stay centered, and know that this *** Take advantage of the moment. Sit down
moment will pass. Be more open-minded, and be and make some key calls when you find a quiet
willing to be impulsive more often.
place. Read between the lines with a loved one.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
This person might be thrilled just being with you,
**** You feel best close to home, where you but he or she also could have something important
have more time to yourself. A loved one might feel to share.
the need to be unusually controlling. Don't allow PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
this person to push you or try to control you. You ***** You find it more meaningful to relate
are your own person. Support yourself.
to others on a one-on-one level. Someone at a
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
distance, perhaps an in-law, might want to change
**** Take the time to verbalize your thoughts plans, but he or she doesn't want to upset you
and gain a sense of what is happening. You might Encourage openness, and avoid being overly
want to avoid a difficult situation, but it needs to be serious. Tonight - Be a duo.
handled. A powerful conversation has benefits A
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EVENT ENDS
JANUARY 3R"!
FOR ALL
TOYOTA OFFERS

TOYOTA

IS ON

huyatoyota.com

JUST ANNOUNCED!
$500 BONUS CASH ON 2017 CAIVIRY Fht RAV4!
Includes RAV4 Hybrid.

LOOK HOW MUCH
YOU CAN
SAVE!

Excludes Camry Hybrid

.0

2017 RAV4 XLE shown with available Options

2017 CAMPY XLE shown with available options

20117 RAV4

2017 CAMIRY

Excludes Hybrid

Excludes Hybrid

APR
FINANCING FOR

APR
FINANCING FOR

YEARS2

$500

$1500

BONUS CASH'

TOTAL BONUS CAW

72

or

or

YEARS 5

• 72 monthly payments of $14 27 per $1000 borrowed

monthly payments of $1389 per $1000 borrowed

TOTAL
CUSTOMER
CASH'

TOTAL
CIOSTOMER
CASH'

$2500

or

$11500

36 MONTH TOYOTATHON LEASE

or

36 MONTH TOYOTATHON LEASE

DOWN
PAYMENT

1ST MONTH'S
PAYMENT

SECURITY
DEPOSIT

2017 CAMRY SE
6-Speed AT ECT-i
4-Door Sedan Model #2546
•Due at signing includes
$1000 IFS Lease Subvention cash

DUE AT
SIGNING 7

DOWN
PAYMENT

2017 RAV4 LE

$229 w

6-Speed AT ECT-i
4-Door FWD SUV Model #4430
'Due at signing includes
$500 IFS Lease Subvention Cash

DUE AT
SIGNING 7

1ST MONTH'S
PAYMENT

SECURITY
DEPOSIT

$255 w

1ST MONTH'S PAYMENT MADE BY DEALER.

BY DEALER.
1ST MONTH'S PAYMENT MADE
SECURITY DEPOSIT REQUIRED.

EXCLUDES APPLICABLE TAXES AND FEES. NO SECURITY DEPOSIT REQUIRED.

EXCLUDES APPLICABLE TAXES AND FEES. NO

TOTAL BONUS CASH, CUSTOMER CASH AND LEASE OFFERS INCLUDE $500 BONUS CASH
Or An

Or An

New

New

2017 RAV4, HYBRID
0.9% APR FINANCING FOR 60 MOS.
PLUS $500 BONUS CASH

2017 CAIVIRY HYBRID
0% APR FINANCING FOR 6 YEARS
PLUS $1000 BONUS CASH

OR ANY NEW 2016/2017

OR ANY NEW 2016

HIGHLANDER

APR
FINANCING
FOR

APR

FINANCING
FOR

INCLUDES HYBRIDS

INCLUDES COROLLA iM

60
mos

YEARS

2

•

monthly payments of $16 67per $1000 borrowed 2016 Highlander XSE shown with available options

3

$2500

CUSTOMER
CASH

13

$1250

CUSTOMER

'16 HIGHLANDER GAS

$2000

CUSTOMER
CASH

$1750

CUSTOMER
CASH

$1000

CUSTOMER
CASH

'17 PRIUS LIFTRACK
'17 TUNDRA CREWMAX
'17 SEQUOIA

$15

CUSTOMER
CASH

'16/17 COROLLA •'17 COROLLA IM
'16 HIGHLANDER HYBRID
'17 PRIUS V•'16 PRIUS C

'Includes $500 Bonus Cash
13

13

13

'16 RAV4 GAS GAS*
'16 RAV4 HYBRID*

'16 PRIUS LIFTBACK
'16 TUNDRA CREWMAX
'16 TUNDRA REG/DBL CAB

'16 AVALON GAS
'16 AVALON HYBRID

CASH

13

2

options.
72 monthly payments of $13.89 per $1000 borrowed. 2017 Corolla XSE shown with available

13

$750

CUSTOMER
CASH

'17 YAR1S
'17 TUNDRA REG/DBL CAB

13

$500

CUSTOMER
CASH

117 HIGHLANDER GAS
'17 RAV4 HYBRID'
•Includes $500

Bonus Cash

15

ASK ABOUT OUR $1,000 MILITARY
& $750 COLLEGE GRAD REBATE PROGRAMS 14
THAT'S OVER cg ABOVE ALL OTHER INCENTIVES/
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TOYOTA

ToyotaCare

Every New Toyota
Comes With ToyotaCare.

No Cost SPFV1(-0 A Ril1k1.oriP7

Toyota's No Cost Maintenance Plan.

SEE YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA DEALER TODAY!

TOYOTA OF MURRAY
1301 South 12th Street • Murray. KY • 270.753.4901
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I love you. I
want a new
!pad for Christmas because
l want to play
Subway Surfers on it.
And I want a
toy horse.
Love Tenley Edwards - Age6
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Greg Mansfield

Wednesday, December 21, 2016

Merry Christmas
'Thank you
.for four business.

I want a Lego
friend
I
want
a baby alive
I want a phone
and
lay
house
and
the
that
poop. I want a
subway surfers. Also
Lego dolls,PC Super
baby alive that pea.
lots of games.
hero Lego set,orbaes I want a baby alive
Love Aleya Phelps- Age cruch, neon street
kitchen. I want cloth6 rollers,tablet, a big
ing for my baby alive to
toy car that's a truck. wher and a baby alive
I would like a toy airKimberly Rivera -Age bed for
baby
my
alive.
plane and a hippo to
7
Marion
Perez
Age
7
sleep with. Please
Parents
Martha
Palma
Parents
Jenny
Perez
bring
brother
my
a
Mario Perez
toy. We have been
Sorry I've been naughgood.
ty this year. But i'll
i
want
a elf and i want
Love Anthony Simmons try to be better
next
a
sepkin pack and i
want cande canes
Age 5 year, And I 'll like for
Christmas,cooking
i want neclicis.
set but real. And foot
I want lego's for
Ariel Lozano - Age 7
relaxer and orbez to
Christmas and a hipParents- Gabby Madrigal
go with foot relaxer.
po.
Love Carson Stewart and Shopkins happy
I want a hover bard
-Age 5 set. and myfriends
another reborn alecjust for a visit, and
tric scooter a pet dog
I wants a cheetah toy new case for my tabthat's a puppy can the
let and my own charg- puppy shopkins. I want
for Christmas.
Love Evie Grace Stokok›- er please And elf on
my own tv, books. A
lot of books.Some
sa-Age5 the shelf and a chocolate pen.and board
art stuff and a lot and
I want a Mad Max toy games.and a new bike. lots of jewelry. Thank
and beads to make
fro Christmas.
you
for giving me
Love Braxton Warren - neclases. and last
presantes I love you
Age 5 thing everything you
know wait and yummy please give me what I
wanted.
numies.and beads.
Ca m my Lefko - Age 7
everything you know i
Parents - Pam Jones,
like.
Courtney Lefko
Ingrith - Age 7
Parents - Maria and
Edgar DearSanta I wanta pink
Y%krt.for Christmas
and I love you Santa.
I love you and i wish i
Eliza Duncan -Age7
can go to walmart arid
Parents - Kimbrily and
MO for toy and have
Russell Duncan
a give card with
a 100 dlors
on it. I have
been a good
girl I hope I get
what I wish for
Garage Door
come true. I
wish I can get
Sales & Maintenance
on a airplane to
Fa nce because
(270) 293-8480
it will be fun.
Nariah Lewis Age 7
Parente- Kate
Nicholson
I want a new "Lord of
I want a Barbie doll for
thertings* game a rici 3 Christmas.
new Xbox 360.
Love Angatina Williams
Love Zackary Haws Age 5
Age 5
I want aflpa zoo and
,f want,a bike and a
a frozen blanketfor
paintset for ChristChristm
as.
mas.
Love Brie Zetterberg Love Kensley Hutson Age 5
Age 5
I wanta dollfor ChristI want a racetrack
mas.
thatcan go all over my
Zoey Joyner - Age 5
houseand a new backpack and new bouncy I do NOT wunt a cat I
ball. I have been good.
wunt a dune buggy and
Love Avery Jenkins - I wunt sunm legos and
Age6 I wurrt Sorry and I wunt
a globe and I wunt a
Please make
it
snow
dog.
on Christmas It never
Seth Cossey - Age 7
snows on Christmas.
Parents - Missy
I want lots of preCossey,Kin C.
sents.
Love Linder Kunkel Age 5

I want some rubber
band bracelets and a
mattressfor Christmas. Love Chloe Gillum

I want a toy called
"Chip"for Christmas. I
have been good
Love James
Fieldson
Age6

I love you. I
missed you.
I wondered if
you could bring
me presents. I
I want a black motorwant
a real dog
ycles for Christmas. for Christm
as.
Love,13ra,rton Baker Low Isabel Frankin -Age5
Age6
I wont 176 naughty.
tvant a stuffed animal for Christmas. My
brother would like a
4-wheeler. My sisters
womld flka new volleyball, tablet and a new
phone.
Love Evie E3illington Age5
*op been good. I
want a
anise
and a puppy.
Love Aubrea
I love you. I have been
good this yeAr.i want
a p4ay us0 set for
Christmas. Thank yew
Michael ChenaultAge 5
want a baby alive fk:rr
dirietmas. I have been
e year.
Santa
cookie.
I, Carter Age 5
aw Patrol for
sand singing
birds.
Love Guetie Dunn - Age5
2
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SANTA,LETTERS

I want a football
I would like an elechelmet and a footbal
tronic
basketball
jerasey and fooball
game,a Toad Amilbo
deche and NE3A PS4 and super mario suand Madden 17 and
per smash brothers,
in my stokeing I
a
new
super mario brothers
taeeth brush.
and tracks for race
Knox -Age 6 cars. I also really like
Parents - Dyane
&
JD
NBA stuff so anything like that would
Logos & Ninja turtles. be good.
Jayden Gore Age 7 Merry Christmas!
Parents - Brittany & AND THANK YOU!
Donovan Barnard
Landon - Age8
Parents - Matthew
I would like a sleeping
McNutt
mask, Moana dress, I
would also like a MoI
want new playdoh,
ana and Maui doll, I
more tools, ninja
would like Moana's
turtles, mouse trap,
necklace too. Anyin
my stocking I want
thing else can be a
minecraft eurprize
surprise.
boxes,good candy,
Emma -Age6 not bad. Also want a
Parents - Jeremy go cart to go in the
and Valerie Andrews creek with.
Nolyn Peach - Age 5

Thank you for the
gifts that you bring!
Please thank your
elfs too! Jesus is
the Christ child
and his birthday is
what Christmas is
about! I would like a
barbie dream house
to share with my
friends. Blessings to
all!!!
Bella Eve = BELIEVE!
Bella Eve - Age 7
Parents - Matt &
Linda Bartholomy

Can you bring me a
lot of games so I can
play them with my
family. I also would
like the Star Wars
Legos so me and me
daddy put the together.'That's all I
want. Thank you.
Zayden Lucio - Age 5
Parents - Caressa
Lucia & 13radley
Johnson

Wednesday, December 21,20.16

Alit want christmas
is my twofront teeth
andjoy and hapiness
for everybody. I hope
everybody has a great
holiday with their
family and firends!
We have a key to our
house cause we dont
have a chimney. This is
a II I wantfor Christmas.
Love you,your best
buddy Brailee - Age 5
Parents - Sasha Arnold

would like a tablet or
a phone,else & anna
dolls, kitchen set with
toys, baby dolls, make
up,jewelry, princess
dress up clothes, new
cowgirl boots.
Evelyn - Age 3
Parents-James Kendall & Drittney Thorn

dtriidls weekly!;
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I want rain stuff for
christmas. ALso
mindcraft ketchains
for christmas and big
rubiks cube too.
Nick - Age6
Parents Derek &
Jenifer Plummer

I want a nice camera
and nice case to go
with it. I did not want
to make it hard on you!
Danica - Age8
Parents - Daniel &
Monica 5piceland

'Wed n'Os day; DecOmber)2112016

I want super mario
maker and a calendar.
Jack -Age 7
Parents - Rud & Lora
Jarvis

Thank you for making
Christmas happy. This
year I would like Lego
Dimensions.:)
Grovany - Age 7
Parents - Juana Grano

lye been good this
year. I would like a
white christmas so I
can play in the snow
with me mo an dad.
Frankie - Age 7
Parents - Rose &
Ronnie Smith

I want an american girl
doll for christmas. Her
name is Lea,she's the
2016 American girl of
the year! Then I want
a barbie that comes
with a sports clothes.
Next I want a doll
house that is medium
sized and furniture.
Aubrey - Age 9
Parents - Derek &
Jennifer

I would like a new !podtouch case one that
would keep it safe like
a otter box. I would like
emoji anything too. I
aloe would like a bookabout world records
and maybe some
new amercan girl doll
clothes. Please. Thank
you!
Payton - Age 9
Parents - Trisha &
Heath Conklin

ieep.ocy.e pue 3.9u.1104
e luem

How many dollars is
the north pole? How
many presents do you
haveTHow do your
raindeer fiy? I have
been good this year. I
want shark toys and
(ego sets and a bull
shark please. twill keep
my bull shark in a giant
fish tank.
Love,Jack - Age 6
Parents - Kevin & Emily Cunningham

Hi, how are you? What
is your favorite kind of
cookie,so we can make
them for you? Does
your reindeer like carrots? I hope they do.
Tell Mrs. Clause Hello
for me.
Can you pretty please
make sure people who
probably wont get
presents get some
*
*
.
and
my friends get
- 111 PHU Sdle fid.(k! ..• . NI(erlikdie Spuds did new
what they want? I
think my dad would
Shdska Nepal Brat elm. Jewelry, Very Voidlitle Shoes:Ndughiy Monkey Boots/Bootie'
s. like another plunger
Judith Mdfdl. Plus SI/CS too CI Burnes. Starves Gloves. K110 Gedi WIEWSIlidlOIS Ai' and a pair ofglasses
rid my mom would like
i
ifloWers, scrapbooks
and us to be good. I
would really appreciat these things for
everyone. What would
you like for Christmas
Santa? Well the only
thing I want is a pet
pig. A pink one please
I will make sure I dont
peak at you when you
bring me my pet pig.
Your friend
Maddie - Age 8
Parents - Kevin &
Emily Cunningham

I'mjust writing be- 77;---fran
`
tAlwarite_tais
cause I want to know
barbie has and be
what your age is. And 1 and Eloya and Ohu
le my morn saw you
Rudallha- Age6
a motorcycle
Parente - Enas
,,Ay!
P5 Do you want to
I love you so much and
know what my christ- I love how you make
mas list is?
presents for all the
Malakal Age8 gooc.1 little children and
Parente - Paul & all I want is that every
Heather Grogan person on the earth is
happy and never anI wot.ddjike[egos. I
gery and lots pf prewUIdHke lego friends. serrte.Love,
1would Ike apump I, a
Adam - Age8
kids cookbook,a pokaPArents - Gwenda &
mon handbook. I want
Steve Wilhelm
to know haw old you
are please tell me?
Addle- Age8 I have been a good boy
Parents - Paul & this year and I would
Heather Grogan like to ask for lego
° cities and a tow truck
I went an american girl with shook and would
like a Iron mar toy.
ta 7
da
t:
a 1
p l wigare
Kenny Age 4
tw
,ntaa
Parents - Katie
-Agei
Ellsworth
Parente -• k & Kelly

#11P1—

Heti1216ec! oruali.
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Dear Santa I want a
pink Y filikrrfor Christmas and I love you
Santa.
From Eliza Dtrican-Age7
Parents - Kimbrily and
Russell Duncan

i want a huvr board
and a miloon bucks,
and a elf on the shelf
and a pet snake and a
brick of gold.
Cameron White - Age
7
Parents - Kelsey
White and Gary Holt

WRA n,ets d ay

C603.C4111a•c-.241'2-016

I been a good sudent
so i wnated pogo stick
and a drone shorn per
didn and a xbox and a
RC car.
Gabe Puckett - Age 8
Pareti.tt
—5%'Kirnme &
Jeff it'uckett

I want a hermet crab
thank you. and and a
sled. and you should
buy a raindeer stuff
animaljust right for
my elf Fnuldie.even
my favorite holiday is
christmas.
Hattie Thorn - Age8
Parents - Misty Thorn

C'

C113 rert,c- -
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I was saying a airplane
v,iaatberford
toy that says united
I v t a robot frond
airolane that'sliket •
airplane and wheels
that.doss everri011tig
that go in like a real
for me.
airplane end give me
Keaton - Age 7
Parente - Joe and Laura
a runway to that the
plane goes by It.self
Fr-iueon
It goes at 100tO
10:00 in the monilng
and get fullel 10:00
to 1.00 and fly 1:00
to 3:00 fullei at 3:00

This Christmas(only
want babies if I can't
get babies I want
reborn twin babies.
Christmas is my favorite holiday. I like
Jingle Dells the elf
Jingle Bells. Merry
Christmas 5t. Nick!
Kallie Franklin - Age 7
Parents -Molly and
Jumtin Franklin

i•nog PAO)I

-1.9i-140-104 Peal
AM uem

Me name is NeWishing
vaeh and i wish
• everyone
fora phone
and a bike and
a !Amy .
a stuffed cat. I
Chris,tinns •
would like some
KD's and 'it,
8c:a I •ppyfr
hill's, ear rings,
,car!
oranges.(shoe
•.
size 1)apples
an grapes oh
Darrell Beane
an christmas
candy.(a phone
Auctions &
to play games)
Auction Crew
Nevaeh Payne Age6
to 6:00 fly 6:00 pm
Parents - Deborah Payne to 8:00 Am and dose
it again and again for
it
all. im ten years old
My name 15 caraline I
with
a airport am 6years old. This
Edrick - Age6
year'good. I would reParen
ts
--Jaaki‘Johan
alty like it if you could
bring me a iblum pech
eclushe andjull and hp '1Od like:
, Horse,All sick
bed.thank you and/
to be bØter,Sarble
merry christmas1 .
Gewaline Otvlunez - Azje43-"wl''0rbLez‘
,
Parente _ Jesse orate= Love Dee**,-rutffi
Happy
Birthday ifeUe
Deedra Jofiteon
I have been good and
Parentskinds rneanto my
Johns
on
brother because they
are mean to me and I
would like a tap scree"fitbit and beanie beties and a power ranoI have been,
ers clino charc.h gun
year I w4ticil'
and ps. I saw rudolph
have a Oficial; unbefore, I like his look.
ikitty
,a robotea
Emma Grace - Age8
Thank
Parents - Daisy Jane
love
you.
grOrep
MetY W Age 7

I do not care whet you
get me I want love,
hope,and kindness. I
love you Sonia. My elf
that you gave me is
funny and crase plese
geve me a purple ring
for me I love it Merry
Christmas Santa and
one more thingjewelry.
Ella Burkeen - Age 7
Parents - Susan,
Richard Buriceen

osly 5J9JJnIMIflG
pue auotid e i.uem

I have been a good boy
this year. I would like
to have a magic track
and racecars,legos,
and a toy gun. I promise to help mom.If I
can I would like some
new shoes.See you
soon.
Love,5kylar B.- Age 7
Parents - Justin and
April McKnight

I hope I get lots of
presents this year.
Some ofthe things
I'd like for Christmas,
the crisp cross crash
track,leg rocketship
set,a transformers
bolder that turns into
a dump truck,and a
rubix cube. Thesse are
some of the the thing
that I'd like for Christmas.
Riley Hudson - Age 7
Parents - Melisa and CJ
Hudson

JacinG
fsilop0091
pue asnou Aei
oevi e i.uem

I been a good student
I've always wanted a
telephone I wanted
to see the noth pole I
wafted to see the effs
What i want to getfor magic and you. And ex
Christmas. Did my elf box. Love
peanut bring my list
Kaleah W - Age 7
if he did thank you elf.
Parents - Rebecca
But I want a big helluWright
copter please i am beging you a I want a big
all I want for chistmas
amry truck mooetrol
is a poppy troll doll
please. Hove you verey and a troll bed with a
muck i will even give a
pillow and a shiet and
spesel cookey and it
a book that comes
will have my name on
with it ok I love you
it. i will give you a prez- Santa.
entfor you.
Love Braelyn Gamble Kyle Davenport - Age8
Age 8
Parents - Jan Hedrick Parents - Deni5n Gamble

for Xmas I want a barbie life in the dream
house & a amarican
girl doll & a gold fish. I
love xmas oping presante &jesus birth.
Xmas is fun I love you
santa. your the best.
thankyou for what you
&your elf's do. I love
xmas eve & xmas day.
you still the best. byt
he way I also want a
telescope & a violin:)
I've been good.
Rainey Miller - Age 7
Parents - Kyle & Shelly
Miller

I want a !pad for
Christmas and a basketball Thank you oh
yeah I've been nice:)
Golovin - Age8
Parents - Hiedi and
Scott
Williams

Ijust want to tell you
what I will like for my
Christmas gift.
I will like a remote contro toy plane, a game
phone, a game watch,
and a pokemon watch.
that's all. I wish you
luck geting them.
Devine Ezinma - Age8
Parents - Mrs. Ezinma
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Garland Rentals:
MC Storage, Murray Store & Lock
&94Eiloat&

Wishing everybody a
very Merry Christmas &
a prosperous New Year!

*

1-ic)rite of Murray Keritucicy s Best Per...al Property
N'011.

GarlandRentais.com

and your rain dear's. I
Hunting Clos, Xbox
will leave you and your
one, boots,dos,iFoin
rain dears a snack
Carson Hall -Age 7 thank you for giving
Parente - Michelle me the time of my life.
Lacy Fieldson - Age 7
I wunt
a
hot
will
chack
ParentsBrittney,
rnoge reg glos in the
Marty
nite day legos.
Fipit.
I would like for ChirstIsaac
Ray
Colson
Age
mas some'egos and
7 imaginex and nexo
Parents - Anna Sand- knight leafs. I hope for
oval peace.
I wand a big stuft anBrady -Age 7
imal for chrismas and
a new lego elvs set for I want nike socks. I
chrismas. I want a lot alsow want fish face
of cany for chismos a i from la turtles. I
want a new bla n kitfor want a nerf gun that
chrismas
has bullet's. And I
Hope Martinez -8 want a carnordiles
Parents - Rebecca shirt. A basket ball.
Martinez And I want a toy of a
elf. I hope you have a
I wantiPhone sevgrat day.
en and ehopkins and
Jaxon Wallace - Age 7
a bike and a charm
Parents - Hunter and
bracelite and some
Julie
shopkins shoes and
Juni bjones book.
I want lego's(Monster
Leeya Johanson - Age High)and cristmas
7 is my favirite time if
Parents - Ebwina the year I also want to
friendship rings,and a
puppy dog and I hope
I want a haverboard
for a elf on the shelf
and a bike and a cirand
I
want
barbie
doll
a
bike.
and
book.
I
want
a
Randall Parker-Age 7
Olivia -Ags7
Parents- Misty and
Parents-Gana&
Brian Parker
Valeries Powers

.....••••••••••

I want a scoter and
a race car and something to hold my tablet and a disk that is
a minecraft disk that
has sceltons and zombies.
Ivan - Age 7
Parents - Blanca Diego

I want a chokolatat pen and
a baby alive ,
5kate bord,
tablit,,frinds
last but not
least good
rates on'my
house.
pe: no one
told me to
say that. It Is
hard to delayer
2,006,000
prezente in one
night hove you

SANTA LETTERS

I want a c.am ry drone
and a phone plese lots
of pokemon and a xbok'
one and the farming
simlat„2017
Brayden 1417Imee - Age
7
Parents - Ashley*aw%stance

And I warrt
a
hamster and I
I want Five Nights at
want a igwana freddy's stuff.
.)04
,e1
N,
and
a skaetSeth Ellsworth - Age
bord water
%KRIS
jet
pack
a
ex
Parents - Kathryn
!teal I %lair tortilla
pokemon and a
Ellsworth
20 calipr gun
huver bord.
I want super ma rio
Cameron - Age maker and a pet and a
8 1000 doler clron and
AuCnorr.
alms.
Parents - Kel- a remotfor the ps4
,Fr.
rorm
ly Wilkerson, and and mot robot for
Chris Lampcins the ps4 and pokemon
(270) 247-3253 • 800-380-4318
moon and sun for my
h.tr•.LOtti
I want a rosister mba2k1 7.
bcrt dog and
Alden
Tinsley
- Age6
I wot aKcup.for
a phone and a
Parents - Mike
Creme,
(pod touch,and if you
and rnekrbr—d for
could can you get me a !would like 4 nerf
cisme t.
xbox one to arida
pack
mojulus,twister, nerf
Ina bodgam for
of
pokemon
cards
to
recon,scout drone,
cremes
thank you.
nerf battle racer, ps4,
and lethdo for cremes
ase Barnard - Age 7 ps4 controller call of
and alga suf dol for
Parents - Jeff duty black ops3a
cretins
nerf longshot.
andileth book for
I wanta poocill I wort
Nathan Rogers - Age
mettle
a
rail pooda I want a
8
gond led bookeijelol for
horse, SI rail horse I
Creille
want pool I want a
Me and my sister
and book _'r Cams fruit bat
I want a tur- want a baibie house. I
tle
want things to color
e7
-Age 7 with. My sister want's
fly
Christina
all critor of the movMoody ie frozen. Also me
and my sipter want a
WM YOU get
Wive you Santa and I
Mona ditiii.""
i4now your alive I hope
idaly Alvarado - Age 7
Miletrietniaalharik
you
git
this
and
I
want
Parents - Gorge Alvayou
shopkine ; love lily
rado, Hortencia
AguJ
Grady'- Age8
Lilyonna - Age
7
ilar
Carol and
Flarents
MatthswAty
Joel Crady
shia White I want ps3 and
poicemon. A bunch of
a rabitand rabrt I want a
party in a box
xbox360
gams.
food.
I amS
good
boy
and
I
Lane-Age 7
Alex Nelson - Age 7
love
you
maciph.
Paente-Cynthia Parrish
Parents - bonnie and
Peyton- Age 7
I wad!Saga durtbike or
a go kartora raser.
ithinkIOW have a
.box amitione,,ganis
er traitto.
e etch dog
falitheatit a 12000
&Aerie: want a move
MEW kayak
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can & the other was
James Dowdy - Age4 Hi, I'm Sadie,and here
eating marshmallows Parente - Kelsey Dow- are the things I want
on my wii u but they're dy
I'm writing them,I
wand a snuggles, my
pretty good. there's
not much I want for
wantto make every- dream puppy toy,
more pokmon cards
christmas because I
one happy. A teacup
sweeft:tails ealice
say christmas is not
chihuahua. a kitten.
pets,
puppy in my
about that but I do
Chocolate pens. New
pockets,
real
baking
like getting presents. socks and a reindeer
set,
barbie
pop up
Kenadee - Age 9 bell.
camper,
and thats
Parents - Kelia & Chloe Hopper - AGe6
it
and be sure to eat
Dwight Wallace Parents - Amanda &
cookies and have a
Tracy Hopper
merry christmas.
I Have tried to be nice,
Sadie franklin - Aga8
our elf Earnie is the
Parents - Amy&T.W.
I would like lots of Barbest elf in the world. I
Fr`anklin
bie dolls and guns o I
would like from you a
can go squirrel hunting
Hatchanimal,jewelry
with my dad. Be sure I want EVERYTHING in
I want a unicorn that
and play make-up. I
the world. Can I have
the gun isjust my
This year I would like a can glow in the dark
a petfish and puppy
also would like a stuff size. i Have been a resketch
pad,color pen- and[want it to glow
animal kitten. We will
ally good girl this year. poster!Thanks
cils, american girl doll
leave milk & cookies
Hadley-Rose Rushing - Your Pal Mercy - Age8 clothes, American girl lots of colors. I want
a
laloopsy for meal*
for you
special
and
Age6
doll closet, a scootmy brother a nd I Awl
reindeer food. Love
Parents - Dave & Holly I hope you have a Mer- er for A.G.D, A.G.D
a rocket shipfor my
ry Christmas! How's
Abby Harris - Age 5 Rushing
items,cothas,dw/w
little br9ther. I also
rudolph doing? Now
Parents - Jason and
games.
enough about that. I'll
Iran wit*a good thing
Hilary Harris I'm new here at Murray
theta/my favorite and
tell you whatl want/
&U.SA and I've nevI wartt,it to be a space
For Christmas I want
need. I want a troll
What I wantfpr
erseen snow before,I
4hip ftRucker. I would
doll, twister, headhamster and soom,.
christmas thteyea
Wimted itto snow but
AtSo ipk4ne,
books called Wc r1,1
is a helicopter. I love
it keepeort raining! Rase bands,and lots and
them.and a racecar
make itsnow for Christ- lots of hershey kissesi Dear Dumb.17la r-\ p1-4 Thank youand merry
Happy
and any book that will christmas
Now what I need lots
with road. and train
mas
so
the
other
kids
new year.
help me With Ovalng an
of hats,ear muffs,
with tracks because I
would be happy ti ool
like
trains.
I
would
like
Xiomara
ZtlIblEugeni
o - scarfs,fake mus
Pa
to have some trucks
Age 9 es and rely rally
thatyou can roll with
Parents - Pitzel U. Santa.Tthnk youl
I hope youre j
having',
your hands.and paw
°86PhIne
Ca m ba & Vladyialar 0. make it snow!
I
warrt
patrol stuff. I love the
Krotov Tatum Nichols - Age8 a good Christm
as
is ju
I would like a ipod,
rents - Todd & TrfF3
paw patrol and magic
1700:0
tracks. I love you San- I want
- drone,and a *ler
il;,candy
hoverboard., Please be
ta! Merry Chrsitmas! co
mint),
lealopsete
p-re
safe wheirStiv take
This year4 have beer
Also power rangers.
per
Oh
your triparound the
very goof'. It doesnt
Thank You!
explo
bike, a
for
matter what get
for
I
scooter, balr*Y"
*aY
'
do
wurri
P9me
:
.'
bzi---t
h.
l for
°
Ise
R3.4too oh
let shoes,tap christmas, but what
and also Mecklo too
Paxton
I wantfor christmas
shoes,jazz
and mystep dad and
Parentswould be a pair of
shoes, y flikShane Foster-Mae- my mom too okay?
walkita
e tides or some
er, the galgame.
tera And all I want is a
secy note 5,
Sparkly backpack with
Ethen Pang Age9
and that's it.
Parents - Robin Zhang I want a 1000,basket harts on
Thanks!!
& Xulor4Peng ball cards andtbubs
Madison Hill C h ris bryerrtjirsey
Age 9
Parents - Fer Christmas I want and a cube world series bag.
Deanna and hOrnster and soom
Dear
Santa,
Louis Hill books called Wonder,
I would I Ike a red
Dear Dumb Dlaryl1-4 Parents -deff &W.Oaly
tractor.
‘. Inside Bensons
arid
any book that will
Shields
Gabritfilvior
Sporting Goods
help me with being an
empath.
Jowhine

:819 S. 12th St. Murray
270-753-1342
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Santa,

Jurassic

Dear 3an-ta,
wouicnike rn ncess
Carriage that Harper
and l oan rue , n some
more Barbie purses
and some more .3a rile
7.1othes.
McKenna Ho acloo4 5

tra

H
like an
rT
Mmedocc
can be
with watch.
Eli Hill,5

•
and
a me with onsters
rs.
atm M

Dear.anti

a baby
bear and
animals.
n,5 112

ear Santa,
Dear 5
1,,would like a talking
1 woul- !naand
Mrs.
ttftzie
We.
tmas Elsa.doilirkfwiltreed
doll,a C
kitty
hoes and orown9
err too. also like
ice palacika stockaq
tes,5
1 rabbit.
nd a
nk bed and
Thank you!
uclith Thomas

'Ye','Ple 11-f•Y,‘Rel'iqF,r 1)(4,1?11 6

triodi'sop'slam 'duo
xoqx‘soo eum.uni.4

011.0 6ppar.)
12611101N 0A61 luem

J

%,te d n e

tyitifi!r?;11.,,i,9 1 6

5

A086 I have
r by
Parents - Jam
nd clad. I
animals,a
that swims
Dear Santa I have
and a little esatoy I
beem good this year
hope getft,
always
is
My room
Nadia Pktilie - Age6
cisen. I want a robot
Parents - Jamie&
catand a robot dog. I
Tanaee
hope I get it.
Love, Aubrey Carroll thie
Age6 I have Ot
i
Parente - Jaime& David year wwant rri iCkey
mouse clubhouse. I
I have been very good
hope I get It. Love Sebaatlaithkwant a new guinea
Fariand - Age-6
pigs.
Parents - k1.n.&
Sadie Wood 7 Age 7
Wiliiam
Parents - Càndlc

i have been g
year. I have bee
tiktorto my rriortiaha
dad arid my brother
and sister.!hope I
lego Dimensicnita,-F
Saari A1,ars1/011,
irents - Ividharnftiad,
0
kArnerri I warrt a box ow/wow
bacpack and
hope I get
I have
e .
year, I
I want g
legoo. I fic,
di Patel Love
6 Dowd*
'ar its - Yogerah &
keen good th
I
Sw
sip Mrs.
an *box
I h, e been
rc
ti)te
I hdlie
get it!
enie
7
Reece Ga
e. I
Pare
sewing

I have been really
this year. I want
for christrnas. I
get it.
a Elliot
Love,J
Age6
Theres
P

pue sassure4
6 3.UVM I puy

•,esANTA 14,171",s

mbre cats and I want
All I want for Christthem to be girls.
mas tils year,is
X pokemon movies, I
To: Santa CluSe
be
to
my
famity
for
bruther
dreamed my
From: Brianna Pa -r'
healthstand happy.
was bad,.My catis
port - At
When they are sich
funny.Ivemade my
and sad I am too. I love P- arents - Jan He(1,cat Cassy string.
vary much,arid
-them
'
good
My sister is a
I have been good
they forgive me when
cook. X170x owen and
I forgetto be good. 4t,,, help my sister dc
pokemon and old
iissieomework. I want.
ThanksSanta
pokemon. Kayak and
I and a
a Hi
Age
Lilly
Wooldridge
tradmill,
a hamstr
I got It.
hope
SCO
8
water set pais ipoci
- Age 7
5.
Parents - Chris& Lov
touch and a B8-8.
nte - Cassie
Mary Wooldridge
Levi Age El
Parents - Scott
I wanta baby alive for Ian;iJod kid. Will
ive nr..at,monster
christmas and a elf.
I want rie* bikes a reand a barbie dreattE,Z4
mat contatcar a box
house.
a
mat
X
re
germ
ful(of
ney Ayashi - Age6
control helokupter
6
Zyogi
Parents - Sejal
are,' • control air&
CheIey
Parents
Patel
plane
Michael
a new baseball bat
to
like
I
have
would
tennis balls, a kid
Skylanders and a new t„have been g9od this
flashlight,
year. I have been to
game.
a basketball, a gun
Driften Beane - Age 5 my cousins Ruse
thats Mask,abaseParents - Michael and' and I was nice to efty .
I
want
0,4
a
ball and
Deanna Beane friends. I want a skymonopuly, stab wars
landers imaginator
characters a plane
gmae and litgUree to
I wharrt a lot of stuf
thaVkys.
go with the garnet I
yden. N - Age 7 and people thIngk
also want!ego di
not
real
but
you're
Parents - Starlett &
sions.
me
like
Derek some people do
Love Mason Leach I love you Santa.
Age6
Mani - Age8
I want the game GTA
&
Amberly
Parents
WilSteve
Parents
the
V and I want
Dennis
helm
kachu key chain and
the sctuirtle one and I
Thank you for all these Dear Santa 1 have
wantthe video game
of hard work and beirrgood I went
years
7.
NE5A2K1
poke mon cards a raceand
flying
please tell
8
Age
Justin track a robot and
car
Parents - Mom,Cory the elfs and reindeer
the same thing. I hope a trex I hope I get it
Love Logan - Age6
you have lots offun.
Just want to let you
Parents - Ethan
Mak sure January you,
know, I have a new
Campbell
elfs,
cLsus,
mrs.
the
she
little sister Percy,
and the reindeer have
wasn't with us last
I have been good at
year. Please don't for- a awesome vacation
get her on Christmas 1.11Devembeit MER- school I warrt a rbizot
and pokemon sun and
RY CHRISTMAS!
eve.
Age
moon.For 3D5 and
Crouch
Love,Stills Davis-Age Chandler
8
a movie I hope thate
4
Parents - Kristen wha I getfro christParents- Nick and EriParks sue.
ca Davis
Love Samuel Imes a
15
'phone
want
I
All
Age 7
a
puppy
tobe
theitr
nunt
l wa
nd a
anci
&
Aimee
Parents
girl and bigger bike tow

-
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Dear Santa,
Dear Santa,
This year I've been
--This year I've bee
good ra iike a dirtirike
utte good. I'd llka
because they are fun
the shefff
to ride. If your elvAls
CFitmas1 want
arent too buertleo
.ber;ause tRey do fu
'ny things. Ifyour elves like a racecare,
Malachi Reed,6
aren't too busy rd
Parente - Josh Reed
also like a nother elf. I
mise to leave you
Dear Santa,
same cookies.
e.ritsol Earls,6 This year I've
Parents - Ashley El- ood. I'd like a for ZomPear Snta,
dridge es Strike Nerf gun.
I wouW4,ke a toy at.
epea
rantft bccause it
mapfor Chrisias.
and an Of
• -loots4ata time If
..
Drayden Fielders,5
ayour elves aren't too
This ye ve been
Mrs. Mitzie and Mith
Way I'd also ilk a Meggood. I'd like a foxy fr
dolls.
j Dàr Santa,..,
Shark.
ga
for
Christmas,
1ronman
plushie
,
31
Ince
would
I
James Kendall
Liam Grimes,6
are
plushies
because
for
)use
and areal
- Amy CorParents
eve
%are
If
your
cuoot.
year.
this
Christmas
ss . anta,
nellus
alsbI'd
busy
not
t4o
5
. , Noah Wells,
.., . • like a big
k
promI
gun.
a
t4srf
like
tra
,a toy
Dear Santa,
ise to leave cookies
Dear Santa,
Ise with key, a
this year I've been
and milk.
I would like a PowHaunteetl-tou
Carter Neal,6 gtko4114like a nerf gun
er Ranger 1-Rex and
as.
Parents - Stephanie & for Cy9stmas.I want
Portert. -on,0 a Superman robot.
Mithael Rogers it bec.kus I can lightThan'ksV
tothers.If your
Jeremy& Haley Neal
6
nter Yones\
ar
are nottoo busy
eI
I wou
I'd ouId aleClike aolf. I
Dear Santa,
ear 5
cream
promise to leave Milk a
been
I've
ThisIear
Barbie
ould
tikia
arbie
on Christmas
cookies
a
ultimate
like
ra
good.
horse
stuffed
'P-up
Eae
set
leg°
-man
spider
,iferr Christmas.
cam
Nicola')Bernal,7
Honesty Dale,6 for Christmas. I want
hell,5
Parents - Christine &
it because I like legos.
Jesus Bernal
If your elves arent too
Dear Santa,
Pear Ss
tera
like
also
buys,I'd
This year I've been
I would like a Ng Blue
ra climber. I promise to I wanta phone and a
eood. I'd like a Zoma
Rigja Turtle that
Chimp for Christmas. I leave cookies andanilk. peano.
transforms into a
Lola Parker - Age6
Carter nibs,7
want it because my fahouse and people
- NIchele &
Parents
Parents - Katie &
vorite animal is a monthat goes with it.
Chris Piprker
Athony DU179
key. If your elves were
Also,there ape bad
not to busy I'd also like
guys too. I woaid like
This Christmas, I want
a Play 5tashon 360. Dear Santa,
a transformer that
a robot monkey that
This year I have been
1 promise to leave you
turns into a car.
does whatver I say,
veby good. What I
Jackson Wyatt,6 some cookies.
Imaginators,and a real
Ava Hughes,7 would most like for
puppy. lye been good
Parents - Leslie White Christmas this year
Dear Santa,
this
year. Dye
because
train
toy
a
is
I wouki like a pogo
Eye - Age6
•
Bridger
for
tracks
make
can
I
Dear Santa,
stic a cat and an
- Jeffrey &
not
Parents
are
elves
your
If
it.
for
This year I've been
n Doll
Eye
Trffany
also
would
busy
„I
too
good. I'd like a RuChriert s.
promI
car.
toy
like*
LayLa Barrow,5 ddIVFI ctuffed animal
First ofall Happy Holise to leave you some
it is cute. If
Some people
idays!
your elves are nottoo cookies.
5inta,
not real but
your
6
say
Laster,
Bralyden
I wouk busys I would also like
.How's
wron
they're
&
Chris
Parents
clay.
r and a
Oh my
Laster
the.
Amanda
Dervtly Guzman,6
roei,JIke
are
elefs
Parents - Nancy &
one of thpn was'eatManuel Guzman
ing out ofIhe trite'
Aix*

U.

m W.1
I 1449g614134-i
go mo.we
lusts
alai Imre'elPeG uA,1 `11-1

Ap 94443.mq n !!M Au uo
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"iwiffir*

Wiirrt

we donne
christmas is make deeds".I have
doing 1 -oniework
kids, bacause I
4- the trash.
Ii e itiIf your eilves are I take ,
Last but noteast I lisnot bo busylWatild
ten to git on the good
IMO like eliopkinS and
I prom's** leave you list.
Love, Gabriella Johncookies AN milk on
son - Age 7
Christmas E.**.
6 Parents - Gramma and
Brad
Ily &
Pa
tany Overby I have been a good boy
this year. I would like
you to know how Iv'e
Maim been a good
been &good boy. iv'e
2
my mom and
and my brother.
Her*is,what I wantfor
christmas this year a
„bike some logos June
13. Jones chapter book
l!ection, Reel ipc
dt,colander 2(
remo*ol animals,

pork ir upaq aneu f

Roq
0 V U99451 2AVti I

ofthese are I help my done all my work at
school, I want a new
girl Morn when she is sick
I have
and I scratch her back video game.
Id like
this
Tim iford - Age 7
wile she says. And I
s I want
to tellt
also do my homework Parents - I3rand Deanna
for christmas by
evernight. Will you
staying on green and
I have been a excelbring mesome short
helping my mom and
socks and some make lent girl this year. I
dad and being kind to
up. How are your rein- have helped others,
others.. I would like
done chores,and read
deer?
a horse in a box and
Emily Parker - Age 7 God's word. I would like
snuggles the puppy
Parents - Cregg Parker to tell you a few this I
and sunshine ranch.
Kelly Turner wantfor chrsitams. I
Santa leo has been a
would like an American
good lef last night I
Girl doll house,a set
left marshmallows out I have been a good
of gymnastics bars, a
for him Jolly roger has girl this year. I would
german sheperd puplike to tell you a few
been good too. I love
py,a dark brown haired
things I would like for
sant"!
American girl doll,a
Love, Jaytee - Age 7 you to know that I
Parents- Kasha Mcle- have done lots of good rope,an odincher, and
a blond haired ameriod&Johnny Mcleod deedsfor example I
can girl doll. I hope you
cleaned my room and
have a safe trip.
have been a good girl Ainc.ked up after myEmerson Herndon self and family. I do my
this year. I would like
Age6 "I/2
homework during the
for christmas a OaParents - Aymee Jay
kolot bay„Ua l000like day. Could you please
a doletrA drese,libme bring me soma June El.
t have been a good
Jones books clothes
shoes,them cape
girl this yearlhave
and leather boots.
things that you can
Allie Speedman - Age cleaned my moms
put a snake in and a
7 house.lwould like to
nkin. A bawnsy ball
Parents - Chris & Da- ttell you a.f4
t)ovkcian set on
.,is
dra Speedman want for
It and it bowns. And a
Janie 5,
sharpener. And thre.a I haen a good boy and nike s •*mid
tobs of I" tike.
Bail•-Age7 4114 I really want a ros like to give this to you
Merith, (Sun and moon.I really marry christmas santa.
Charlse want a pop out pokeLexie - Age 7
ball I have been good
Parents.- Kenzo Sri!!
at hors and school and
I want tae kwon do
Ashley Hardison
I really need stuff)
belts, boards and
need.
uniforms. I also want
Jackson Fox - Age 7 I have been a good
stuff for my elf to play
Parents - Justen Fox girl this year becaus
with,
and Jenufor Scott I make shur I do my
Bentley Glie - Age6
homework like my
Parents - Steven &
math,speling,redTarynn Gile I have been a good
ing. I wod like like to
boy this year I would
say something wate I
like to tell you a few
wantfor Christmas I
things I would like for
want a contry calenchristmas this year.
dar counter a big tedy
would like for you to
know that I have done bear all of the skipy
lot's of good deeds at janejons book,dog,a
elf pet reindeer, a book
home and at school
that comes with a elf.
some examples of
Nevaeh - Age 7
these Is I havedone
good things atschool Parents - Kelly Mcreain
and atImage I have
I have been a good
girl this year. I would
like to tell you a few
things I would like for
christmas this year. I
would like a baby alive
doll and a book that
tetigyou how to train
a doIhave done
s
lots ofgo=t

a
rites atfreddles
Also minecraft eNrts
and minecraftbox and
minecraftjacikfte also
minacraft cups.
Jason -Age 7
been a gooctivy
Parente - Tara
and ip$20.00
I have been a good boy
t chocthis year. I would like
okolnirt and some
to tell you what I want
miwohnseilows and"
for christmas. I want
more pokamon.
Caleb Collins - Age 9 100.00 bucks and a
Parents - Ashleiy ipod and a clock and a
brown pwers ranger morph
11 and pokemon
and bacon. I have
a good boy at
and school like
example I help my
da work on cars and
?take out the trash.
Jake Duncan:Age8
Plughbfbn 194Jnca n
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Dear5anta
Dew Santa,
Dear Santa,
wantfarm
Dear Santa,
I Wantliatchimals
I want a drone that
-equirrient I want a do4 and a
has a video camera on for Christmas! I also
the green ones.
car that Is killeautiful
it. I want a hafra Hod I want dolls,paint,and
with pink wheels:Also Also a lava lego
want a gowcat. I want a coloring book. I have
ROOF.
set. How are
a toy doll and a little
been good!
also Segos I want aaie
1111 MI TIE
the reindeer?
Jacquelyn Lird,5 computer. I like complan I want a chokk bod
Mason,5
Parente - Maria Agu- puters! I wants lot of
I want a car. I want a
I 436-5080
2274646
Parents irre stuff for Christmas!
hamstr I wanta mokOEN URNS,OWNER
Lillian Wending,6 Jacob & Laken
kinto robot I want a
FaKvell
Parents Chris WendDear Santa,
Merry Christmak
monstr pack I want
ling &Jessica Smith
I want a toy makea disck bot I want
6.Happy New
Pear Santa,
up set! I also want a
a rastpack I want a
How are you
toy unicorn with soft Dear Santa,
mockin trow boat. I
doing making
How are you doing?
and colored hair for
want a making frag.
presents? I
Reagan Newton Christmas! I have been I love you! I wanta
wish I could
spaceship that has a
Parents - Alicia Eaves nice!
go up to the
Santa,
Dear
Elisabeth Orellana,5 jet and Santa's hat
North Pole with you.
I want a who11ig box
Parents - Diane Orel- on it. I want another
Dear Santa,
lana spaceship with aliens I would like a etand I
ofstring c.heit.e an
I nout toy moofing
in it,The Gotham City love you Santa, And I
Elsa doll and a R.4olph
truck and makkin trow
a good
Jail would be nice too. hope you
Pear
toy.
is pia nd legos.
Jude Shelton,5 day.
Kaishaon,5
oilhouse
JJ,7 I w Santa
l3uchanan,5 Parents - Chrtstopher
Parents - Mary Hafner
Parents - Joe Moats and 13.arbies for
Pa re rite - Undsay
Christmas.I also want
& Kassy Jottnson
ohnson &
Dear Santa
a Santa hat)
Pear Santa,
ckanan
anta,
Jordyan Moats,5 I want a canto dirt
I would like Omega
nta REAL giant
Parents - JOseph & bike bag 50 lily stuff
vortecs and firi3t off
Pea
• gat mixed
andia
truck
Daisy Moats
ter
I would like defust
1w.
ith my Dad's. Ca
ox.Now
hitere. I wa ould like,
you get me a bunch of race
Dear Santa;
legos.
mas.A
Hot Rodan4jwânt
S. Miles, 7 I love that you bring
ch! I real cop
them littikWA
Parents Perry & me toys and that
tuff a
need a tett of mo
MInja Miller ou have a .r1 r-it!
'arid
trucks too. Santa
clo ycot:.the
Thank you,
loveyou and thank
h PoINIFYift do
Dear Santa,
fo—~toys.
you have elves make
I want a Hatchimal
COoper Underh
TudikFaulkner,5
do
your tor?Santa
for Christma
Parent's Parento - Scott&
do
Clause, want a toy
wanta
Ashley U
Antonia Faulkner
?Nowa"
been good! I AV-want sleigh like yoursfor
toys doltiA on*
Christmas,and I realan lpad.
Dear Santa,
Merry ChmaEllie Coursey,5 ly want a reindeer like Dear SantA.
Happy Christmas!
I would like a big army
-6
Prudence
Parents - Tyler & yours!Also a Santa
- Tosha
Pa
Shaye Coursey Clausetoy. I have been thing that shoots red I would like a remote
Franklin
bullets and a,combine control toy truck.
great all year. I only
That's all.
and a grain buggy. I
Dear
Santa,
flipped one clip!
Dear Santa,
I want a toy unicorn
Logan
I wanta pet horsey
Silas Dunn,6 need a Zombie game
Nrents
for Christmas! I want
and a fire trudik. I want
Parents Trice & too. I like you,Santa.
Misty arker to be a firefighter
a makeup monkey! I
Gauge Smith,5
Amanda Dunn
deserve a good presRyan Smith
Parents
someday.
ent because I have
15urnett Dear Santa,
Mallory
&
Hans,
Marley
Santa,
Dear
5
been goodl
I want LEGOSfor
witathy
Parent.
a
can
have
I
wish
I
Meghan Scott Duncan,5 bunch of lightning
Christmas and a RuDear Santa,
Hawkins
Parents - LaShanda
red-rioae
the
dolph
that
puppy
a
want
I
Scott & Christopher McQueen cars! I wish
reindeer toy. Thank
is light brown.
Dear Santa,
Duncan for Star Wars,too. I
ng le gifts
Collin Naber,5 you for
I would like
also want Skylandere.
(Dear Santa,
geeseffn, and a set
Parents - Casey &
I want Pokernon too. I
I %girt a fon plese and
Jessica Natter Parents - Hot/Jones a toy car a
been good playing with
a cat and a cap and a
my brothers.
rongo skatbrd and a
Hayden Free,5
pet.
tviakayla,7 Parente Pavi
paretrie opal Ehiripow,44 Amanda
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nta,
tadslet &
r,
gang
whi-te
S redding c tier.
Savannah,7
Parents - Hope

Dear
My rit
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e 12tie Hop e i.uem
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Pear Santa,
wanta new Diciole,
a new scooter,a 4
weeler, a football,and
afotoball gloves,some
slick pants/under srtmur,some under a mrour shirt,some'under
armour shoes/high
tops, under armour
sheets and pillow,
under armour things
that you put on_your
wall and a good Christmas.
Gio,7
Parents - Diane Orellana
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Dear Santa,
Amymah I
Thank you for all the
yunicorn
toy's
you have given
make sure 116 pink (
me I love you sante
mid white like most of
notjust becase you
them also apony but
give
me presents it is
those ones that are
Travis Asphalt
beca
se you are nice
glass ones all ofthem
and
you
arejeneres
if you can well theme
you
are
kind
you are
Dear Santa,
all I want thanks, your
the
nices
t
perso
n in
I wanta My
good freind.
the
wole
world
and
you
•Life doll piease.
Amymah,
' are the kindest person
And a doll
Ahmed Abdullah
',know and you are so
house and a car
jelle
res you work so
and a
c;at
Dear Santa,
-hard
thankyou very
and Pc r t;n1Ort,
I love you wen you are
much
for the gifts you
Amerikon girl
bring me toys and I
Dear Santa,
have
given
my and have
shining smiler
love you fio much that
I wuritfore cresmus
a
very
merr
y chrismis
rnorevecee am not a
but I am
is a m/etr hiay doll a
and
happ
y
holid
ay.
tuffanlive okay. Santa I love git<, a gimna sake oReag
an
R.,8
love you hove you r
'ndamerckriril
pare
nts
Aman
da
&
dyeyou I love you I
r.
cuff. A cat toy
Joey Rice
*love. Can !have a Nerf for rny cat,sandbox
gun,okay santa,I love and a fathed UV Mea
Dear Sa
,a Pop
you so much. That I
phone and a glob a new I Woul
putuel-,on,8 want to see you,eant
ushbot if I2erbea Zeb- er Po
,
I
also
Tabl
at your statshon
ryl Mary Cream santyl woul
video OM;
a
rrtgi
heir
o
okay Santa okay at
RIleigh Newton 7
Graft
StoI
want
a
wtaph,ea
sot,
iewo
ouse.
5.00 s.
Parents - Alicia UK,- es ry mode! Arida 3ds
dolls
Alanu and
Chloe,7
Bnndy King,9
Darrian Jones,7
le siestr ebe,
ParentO. Brandy
Dear Santa,
Pare
nts Chuck &
ins, lolrfday,
This
yere
I
whan
t
Holly Jones
pord
Ile toys, Dear Santa,
...:.
a, i
some
thin
ge
big
can
elf, d wn and a ro..
,a Mon- I whant a phone and
you make elf.
Dear Santa,
ster h'
se. her drat bike and trapleah
Tanne
r,
7
I wut a mikefone and
cumpuder and baseball Parents - Mary Galloway a dlake
a averichrs
hat and a dlake
Jaclyn,8 gluve sand box a lot's
NY
ben
and
a fake ipack
Angie of nerf
laptop.
Dear
Sant
a,
and
a
fake
hook.
Dear Santa.
Dear Santa,.
Cavitt,8 I wud like a
Fran kie
A now home,toy sari- Parents
Hiyer
tni
nta
eidre Trim- cumpepoutr with'MinPare
nts
Carrie
ta,
toy
my lif want a
fish,
elf,
heldit
ble & Chad Ca1.4. craft with the guns,
Ague
ro
copt
ter_
er
isvilth as
'mod and a lot ur hef
Md
- I want pupy.
Eustus,7 Dear Santa,
guns and sokse for
Dear Santa,
I*
wur
Iporzoo
crism
is
and
a
smrt
I want a lot of shopDear Santa,
Dear Santa,
Bar
et, hippos
pon.
I
woud
os
like
a
lot
keine,and a troll and a
This yearfor Christwante
and
and I wunt
uf loges. I luve Santa.
babb
y crid with a baby
mas,I wanta Ameria puppy and a frozen
Kolto
n,
7
doll
and
a pertend elf
can girl doll,and want set seckert box elf
Paren
ts
-Joe
&Uri
Wilson
(on
the
shelf
. Andaldte
it to be Lea:
costume elsa dress
nd
a
lpod.
And
ere
- Ella Katne,7 anna drew&elsa milk .
plugs
and
a
set
of long
& an3ames shake maker cupcake,
ereing.
maker make up set
Kora. 7
froxen doll taloa anna
Parents -Dawn Young
doltkitty home doggy.
Madison,7
Mutate - .,all Zetter-

We wish everyone a
Merry Christmas a
Ham New Year!
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I have been good this
year I wnat shopkiens
for christmas how is
Mrs. Claus doing?
Love Mya Karns - Age
6
Parents - Mary Karns
& Steven Pitts

I want'Li, on do
belts,boards and
uniforms. I also want
stuff for my elf to play
with.
Bentley Gil.- Age6
Parents - Steven &
-Tarynn Gile
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I would like
flowers and
a babydoll. I
might like new
kicthen stuff.
Claire Age 3
Parents-Liz and
Shea Forrester

I would like
a inside out
joy,pikachu,
rudolph, papman,a stuff
rnal, puppy,.
I have t.)een good via
-nic,,atltDtt
year I .054dalie a new
please. How
;,3D8'onStenlepew
Pleasehelp e
are you dowl
skylia4401040101acters. is rudol
ii
and
SonieW10
0,
of
39S
like?
pair
Oh I fo
socks.
tun/
a me
co.Pe
Loy
Peyton - Age 7
-ants - Hil and T er Wittig forehiliettaas,

1 have been good this
year. I wood likefor
,schristmas. A Amer
kan girl doll spa and
Ainerican girl doll lc,
cream truck. I hope
you come soon I r-r, —
you I am waiting for
yowtslae and present,
Mayla Belle Smith Age6
ra rents - Mitchell &
Kelly Smith

2%111 Plno/AVAra9144 adoeLl 1cvpii9pa9p 2111144 6/1h44.3414agt
1.103 pooelNefhtl aAell I
4.0lotV 9uu0P wArti min ProhY1
I mow,01.noA 3.uetei
Lissa Oieu

5 cif

u .1the

SANTA LETTERS

Pleases help end
world h
and that
kW has Hair,:
kets for the
winter.
Love Taylor hi
Ca
Pouliot- Aes /3
Pa
Parente Tam-

I want a n
want a 9,

7 )-

i have been pietty
good this year. My
list is
kins seats°
MC spy
nikie,
belle
Jaclyn -Age6 kins,
MI,die- ,
shirt
ney prl nceet3 clreee,
I want a shopkins
disney princess dolls
backpack. I have been
set of 1 1 , paw party!
very good. I want
stuffed animals,eamit",, and eh
shopkins bike. I want
bake oven,skye(fro*: gclete beckfnch shirt
a book. I want a fake
glassesiolm cans
paw patrol)footle
Sh frit hat and hf
puppy. mil want
pajamas.
skate. I want shopkins
Marley - Age 5 band and arm t.
I want a phone.
ParenteFlan-ing finn bayor head
Jayiynn Varneke - Age9
Carley - Age 6
Parents - Chris & Jes- Their are lots of
Parente - Thom
sica Bet
s I want
as tisk the
Ho hoiho. I love you
km Age ultratiree of
5a
have bpen a
mark partystar rush
wantSome Itlooks so fun from
hristmas.
hat I have seen. I 81150
• crt a
loafteal a )aldo
bring mimosa
114 mbar/ jersey,
4.
but
oelfl

I have been good this
month. I want a four
weeler,!ego star are
the fors awakens,and
a nerf gun hiperfiren,,
Owen English - Age
Parents - Chad&
Sammie Englic

I have been a good gril
this year I want to
tell you a few things I
wantfor christmas a
big wolf and for you to
be happy and a robot
dog. Marry chrismas.
Errwleelhompson-Age7 I have been very good
Parents - Tusak 0. and my brother and
Camran sisters too. I want a
play house.
Emma karma Me/'y
I
Age 5
nts
Mary
.
4̀Ana
ear'
rne &
from ourfain
n Pitts
.. its". •

Hi- I was a good girl
this yeah I took the
trash out felean
the deshe 1 hell
me'folr. I
reshe is
sad.rwoukl like a few
thang's like a mike and
iifupple bike. amarcan
goiri doll. a fake puppy
that can bark!a fake
apple. artto color. piant and markers.
Trinity Dernett- Age 7
Parents - Lori liZach

r
10eel..494 401.11•429

I have been a oraod girl
this year. I would like
to tea you afew thins
I would aka,* book and
a zoonier kitty and
some close. I want
a bnsx and a zoomer
hedsog.
Anixa Townes - Age
Parents - Winey

Allow

-sundl°ow
M91..1 e luem I loouos
4.10h1 AU He suop

'V

I have been a g
boy
this year I feedthe
doge every martin.. I
washed the dish fast
tilts. I Gland the tadle
off. I want a toy traek
and a trale for christmas. I want a mack
trolk for chrlstma5 I
want a bike forchristmas.
Christian Bradford Age 7
Parents - Misty

L4

4

toti.

7h di ti t. • oe
•tor vOist

Ghr Ctinas
Hipp'i
ear.'

-SUØJPd

for
chriettras:
skylanders
toy fgiants)
a lego robotics toy Harry
Potter and the
iirekte of the
Phoenix,liarry Potter and
the Half.131ood
Prince.
Christo Seivan
Antony - Age8
Parents - Chitra and Solomon

I do believe in you but
some of myfreinds
dont so here are some
things I want 2k1 7,
pokemon sun, NA
basketball, mini ball,
Olidepo Jersey,LBJ
jersy and LE5J 13's.
Aldan - Age 9
Parents - Tammy &
Josh Lovett

h Elks - Age8
Parents - Jonathan
&UsaEilisl hope we
can have a wonderful
christanas and she
the love ofjesus crist
becauae thats what
this Mkschristmas
seaseatle about I'm
really exittel about the
christmas season. I
lvoe going to see the
christmas lights in
the park.On christmas
eve my family gose to
midnight maas. Have a
marry christmas.
Ellen Drew - Age8
Parents - Ruth Ann
and Chris Drew

and an
turnit.ufts77,i that It
tra
feettitiL
„julian - Age9 love you so tnucll, I love
all that
have brong
Want for
ohrilstinias is for doctove tature
arid to have op more
bad people causing
problems. Another
thing I want is no more
*ward because if
Altdidrit know people
drown or get covoreg0
in snow and die.Out
the most Important
thing I wantapuppyl
Thank you santal
kllyson - Age81/2
'lrent
s
Karen
and
sy,mond
wantal It he children
in the hospital to have
gifts. What I want le
a giant monster high
dota baby alive, a
minion
canwa
,a snow
a new bed,
a bliggiantretuft animad,aesikftteopiitttoji
bean laieitivant my
'nom to bees a car. I
', 'ant my crlndrna to
laave a ce r t-00#
, Cecilia
e - Age 9
Parents - Nicole
Bonelli
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Happy Nev.,
to our
Customers & friends
Looking forveard to
serving you in 20 17.

Merit

I think I
been good I wantfor christmas
r, secret life of
this y ..:.l
is3Am
hope
er1ca
n
girl
lego
pets tear climber, uno
that •
me what setthat is grace.
attack,tablet
.
I want
year I hope ANd a reborn that
Carter
Smith
- Age6
you have been having
feels real. And
I
want
Paren
ts - Josh &
fun this year. And my
a garmin. Thank you
Melissa Smith
elf JoJo has been hav- sante'.
ing fun and he has been
Love Claire Age 9 ifon, roket fishing rode,
doing fierily things,
Parents - Billy Ray & NFL football ticets,
and he has not been
Kari Wilcher exercise equiment
making a mess.
huge page of reeces
Caleb Dudley - Age 9 I would really like some pokemon cards,dart
Parents - Christie & stuff.3o wha
want
I
bord,army man,HarJeremy for Christmas is to
rpy Potter books and
have a new fitbit, and
moves,flat ball, thunI wish no kids starves. one of the tatoo neck- der track air hogs, pop
No kids have canser.
!cases but it's not
the pig,food for the
-Cameron
really a tattoojust a
hungry, moive ticets.
necklace. And for you,,,
Logan
Brock
- Age 9
I would like a !phone red to have a save travel;
;
Paren
ts - Joshua &
dragon,tall barbie doll, on December 25th
Melissa Smith
Barbie drone, mermaid and the thing I warrt
doll, sof blanket that's for christmas is to
I've tried my best to
pink and blue, princes. have it-Happy Merry
be good this year. I
elsa castle, CinderelChristmas.
would like shopcins. My
la carriage, no more
Hannah - Age9 little brother.Jacob
homework,phone case. Parente - Amy Elmore would like a truck that
Paityn Jones - Age 5
he can ride,oh you are
Parents - Debra Jones Hi Santa!How are you the best. My favorite
doing? Do you want
part of the christmas
some cookies or do
is
not
presets it is
you want chocol
ate
Jesus
!
brownies? I love you,
Merry Christmas!!!
Santa.For a present
Olivia
Bogle
- Age8
I would like a nerf gun,
Paren
ts
&MoniJoe
I would like a My Little
ca Bogle
Pon9for my sister. I
would also like a My
I wold like the following
Cowgirl life doll for
my
for
christmas. book
sister.
Bye,
Santa
.
I
of
the binicula books,
hope you will come to
magic sceth board,
my house.
whoo game board,
Brody King Age8
Parents - Richard and Andrea
Mchead
I have been good this
year can I please get
a welliwisher. My I also
get a new barbie doll.
Please give presents
to mom and dad and
all children ehould
celebrate christmas.
Receiveing is not as
good as giving, you
should spread kindness and cheer every
day. Thanks for Ilistening. Merry Christmas
Santa.
Ava Karns - Age 8
Parents - Mary Karns

Steven Pitts

Rocket fishing
rod,chocolate
pen,5 king size
hershey bars,
soccer ball,
basketball,2
water balloon
packs,dog
stuffy, pie face
showdown,gas
out, blue ray

TT VY.*

I have been good this
year I want a lego set
and spy bag please.
Morgan -Age 5
Parents- Joe & Monica
Bogle
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Dr Santa,
Dear
Sal
tiftit
rita,
Dear Santa
HoW I liketitie way you Thank you pr sending
Thank you for
Thank you
be sojolly adjolly and our classfropty.I wont sending Twining Frosty.99
happy in yo4 withjolly
a
mon
man
and
&Lego
kles.
We
loved
would like a computand-I betthe North
set
and
a
si€/lan
der
finding
Thi
thim.
er for Chirstma5. I
Pole is`grea
t.
How
also
game
on
x-box-1
in
Christi
liae
wantjust cause 2far I want lege, men and
skylander game and a
would like somL
Chirstmas. Thank you a pokemon cards and
aveger game x-box-1
art
suppli
es,
for putting coke cola
each of them a ex.
and a lego aveger of
lego's
and a
in my stocking every
Adam Pooler,8 ortron.a dogas a pet
Chocolate Pen. I
year. I want eroto type
Parents Luis anda boo
about
frost
y
enjoyed my Pre2for Chirstmas.
the eff. and toysfor
sents last year.
Parents - Grant Todd,8 Dear Santa,
my baby brotherand a
really liked the
Hairs Waste
I Morgan Oliver would elf and reindeer.
hair curlers,
Management
Dear Santa,
like an American girl
Anthony Awarado,9
Vayla,9
Thank you for the elf doll. Aliso the other
Parente - Melody
named frosty. What I
thing I want is to live
Dear Santa,
Wojciechowsky
want for Christmas is with my mom agin.
Thank you for senda phone with a cheeDear Oanta
,
Morga
n
Oliver,
9
ing
our
elves
frosty
.
Dear
Santa
,
tah on it. I wish
Poketn
I
had
Paren
ts
ripPam
Reed
I
please
have
I
want
a get and go stich' o carats.
gherman
ghepe
elatri
r
ck skatedog.
aq
beans.
For
christ
puppy and mho,back- bond,Xf3ox
366
Jess Solis,8 Dear Santa,
mat)
please
amnia
?
and
rollarelcaste. and I3artbike PolviParents - Mable Duffy I want a toy gun aed
And may I have a Hatbell, 7
erer,
basIdt
ba and
a )(box 3e0 a whIte
chimal for Christmas
te - Garrett &
Dear Santa
a
one with a Mite
a
conplease and a phone.
rea
I will give you your
footbull.
troller and a miter
and a new char for
favortt coockie shuger wheel cop car tbe band christmas and a sIzabal
Dear
Santa,
cookie and thank ycna
Parente
cruise with it with the tie neclece.
wants dirt bike
for all the presents
clothes.
Madieon Thorn,8 and a nerf gun and
and candy. I want
ear Santa
,
an
)
Noyau
n
!Unic
e,
10
Parent
-Ashle
s
y
Thorn
pokam
an
cards arid
x-box for x-rnas
?want one Xbox
.
and
a
Paren
a
ts
Etisha
White
a
Nentendo 3De and
dirt bike, you are the
PS and a phone and a
Dear Santa,
a basketball and new
beet
person
Ipod.
in
the
Thank
unisendin
you
Dear
for
g
Santa
,
shoes andatsillione
Frosty to our class,
verse.and I know how
Drake
Thank you for sendmuch you hate almond ing the elf on the shelf we enjoy seeing whir. and a elf on the shelf
and a teddy bear and
he is every morning.
milk. so I am giving you frosty.
Dear Santa, fie&
I
can't
wait
new
soccer
shoes
and
For christmas
I
would
warm milk. and I want a until Christmas with
wart
frota
a chants to be santa
like a pa:al/but for
dog for crimas.a new
a Artf
ril d
and
toys
under
my
tree.
I
Chris
tmas will not be like you.
car that is called the
from my
hope that every body
a
home,I will in PeeAndY,7
mustang.
,dada
is
all
right.
ecaus
e
otonic
a,
lIlinis
There
Paren
.
ts - Andy &
Adoni
s
Cox,
8
they
are
7
going
to
work
will
be
lots
of
dogs
Cristi
na
Paren
ts
Pa
Amand
cee &
a
hard
oh
istmas
.
I
will
there
,you
so
migbt
Th Landon
Adam be happy on chistmas want to be careful. I
Dear Santa,
when all the presents. have made reindeer
Pleas can I have a toy
Dear
Santa,
I love chistmas food that will be inside bow and a scoter and
Pokeamons or
chistmas is my so that other animals
will not eatin. I enjoyed a rtdt and a topiellIt- Pokemon cards,Opfavriote hollidord roler scays.
°Jamie,Pokemon
day. For chist- my present laet year, Lance,7
thank you.
plushy, toy. cat&
mas I want a
Aubrey,8
Poke man toy.
new bike and a
Parents - Jessica & Dear Santa,
Sammy
,7
robot that can
Casey Naber I whant a ball whith-„
give me stuff
,-Yeanny
the handal on it my \
and a giant
Dear Santa,
mom will send you a
Santa,
color paint set. I want and phone
ichter. I hopl am on )Dear
I want ad
Luiaza,Jarquin, 10 and a case and I want
JERRY'S
list.\
books
for
Chi
Parents -Maria some lead pencils
and
itley Therrien,8 nom nons and
SPORTING
a AmierGonzales my own owl calander
Parents - David &
# GOODS
and a diary arid my miStacy Therrien ican gill doll,shopkins.'
Hann*7
Dear Santa,
tilas my cote and a
on
'VW
I want a XBox
hamst
er and a castle.
36Q.
Angelina Colson,8
Landon Parente - Anna Sandoval

402 S 6th St.
Mayfield
270-247-4704

Wefis0-ary, Q0cerrirt*( 21, 20.41

Dear Santa!
Thank you
Dopey.
I want a hoverboad,
a nerf gun, nba 2k17
and madden
a rival, a drone, a new
snewboad, in my
stocking a yoyo,a tatt.4.eles01 that's it.
Jackson Ames,8
Parents - Mindy Rose

t4

Dear Santa,
I wanta,animal set
or dinosaur. My favrite things are animals. Are you ready
for Christmas? Are
- you done making toys
or are you still making
toysfor kids? Do you
like cookies and hot
chocolate? How many
raindeer do you have?
Chandler,9
Parents -Haley & Will
Castleberry

(L1eG .1ego
ritio4

go really fast. And I
was I've been good to
other people and 1 like
to have a soccer ball
adn I like ruling book
and I want to have in
PS4 and I love frosty.
I like reading santas
book. I will have fun in
Chismas.
Ivan Damien,10
Parents -Antonio
Damien

AIM WiliknitI MPH
'01.0eg Ago

Dear Santa,
I want a doll house,
I want a fake dog, I
wantlots of socks, I
want to have a elf on
the shelf, I want to
have my birthday at
the pool and I want a
robot that is my age
and that it can clean
my room.
Leslie Pacheco,8
Parents -Julieta Pacheco

eg Jima
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SANTA IX TTYX

Wedri4sday, Dttternber 21, 2016

Dear Santa,
What I want for
Dear Santa,
Dear Santa,
Christmas is a comMay
I
have
tick
ets
to
Thank you for all you
puter,tent,air drone,
the Seahawks game in have done. It is not
flashlight, puppy and
Dear Santa,
the Titans stadiam?
that you have to it is
some!egos. PS.I want Thank you for sendAnd
I
woul
d
like
a
comthat
you like to see
the computer and
ing us frosty. Here
puter
.
Than
k
you
for
the
smil
e on Christlegosthe most. I want is what I wantfor
brini
ng
my
elf.
I
hope
he
mas
morn
ing. You are
the computerto play Christmas. 1,1 want
land
s
home
safel
y.
a
wand
erfu
l person for
Prodigy(Prodigy If a
an Xbox 360.2. 1 want
Kaden Mohler,9 all you have donefor
math game)I woOt the a lego set. 3. 1 want an
Parents Megan us kid's including me
lego.so I can start
Remote Control AirJohn
son
& Kori Mohler and my friends.?hank
a lago city Galacticn
plane. I want thank you
you for evry thing.Pa
Thank you for the
for doing Christmas
Dear Siinta,
Dear
Sant
a,
I want a phone.
Wye.P.S. 1 want a elf
for us kids.
I would like Pokeesin
Than
k
you
for
givin
g
Kensely Knott,9
on the sheet. I love you
Connor Pile,8 my class and Mrs.
stuff and a fliGker. M
Pare
nts - Ka lan &
anti
.
Pa rents - Whitney & Wyatt's class an elf
little brother-Would e
Jess
ika Knott
Exxon Jimenez,9
a thing thatlights up
Scott Pile name frosty. I want
Parents - Hiveet
and makes ries my
a new bike and a new
Dear Santa,
likes Alletrituy- . Z"Oel & Haman Rangel Dear Santa,
American Girl doll with
What I want for
movie rny
Thank you for sendbrow
n
hair
and
a
brow
n
Chri
stmas is robot
DearSA;
ing usfrosty. A new
want.VIdface
and
with
that
I
toys
,
Xbox and games.
things that I want for
niy raitncitna - These are some
want
a
hair
styl
e
set
Chri
stmas is an ameriJace Holle,8
wantelioney stafrmjr,.., things that I would like
Parents -Thomas
riana need a diary my - ,,for Christmas. 1. Lea can girl doll, a new pup- for my new doll and in
,some candy canes, my stocking I want a
papa needs new tools Clark 2.Phone 3.Pupptop, Of the har- bell bow and some pop- Dear Santa,
Ty dog needs a new
py 4.Pie Face show
corn for movie night
ry
pott
er books,the
P',4, toy. The end.
Thank you for our
Yetti in my
movies Mulan 2 and
and for a present I
Curtis Cruz,8 sp
clas
s elf. Because I
if you could.
Trolls and Finding Dory want a new bak pak.
Parents - Lertleha
love
when
Frosty gave
rey Robinson,8 and Miracles from
plee & George Cruz
Emma Lawrence,8 us green and red toParents - Deanne & Heaven,a scooter and
Parents - Kacie & gether cand canes for
Brad Robinson a notebook with markDear San
Derek making a 2nd or 3rd
ers. Bythe way my
Thank you_
elf.
Dear
Sant
a,
book for a 100%. ToDear Santa,.
sister wants another
Here is w
Than
k
you
for
brngi
ng
day
Frosty wasfunny
baby doll even though the
ForChrlsrnas Mint
I am hopingfor gra
elf
I
know
you
will
toda
y because he had
she
has 7. 1 want 1
nintendo 3ds,Kir:otiverse Shoes. I
give
me
a
gift.
I
want
a
a
more
drink
thin
of Mountain
g a hover
by planet roloot,sky
wantthe lirry P
new
bat
and
new
comboar
d.
Dew
Hope
?
Fros
you
ty is a red
have a
tandem imaginations,
wan Mee
pute
r
and
new
merr
phon
yChr
e.
istm
Jagu
a5.
ar
and he said
I really
crusherdet swarm
Yonl Damien,
Abigail Hathcock,8
roar. And(want a
mak- toy, bowncer flying
Parents -Antonio P53.
Parente - Heath &
ne and one that
Kenn
y
liat
hcoc
k
Damien
Robert Lozano,9
on land,and
Dear
Sant
a,
Relents -Gabby&Jesus
er
trak
s,
eye
Dear Santa,
7.-er
Thank you for sending
brawl sktlander and
I wantan Xbox and
..ifrIstOta
class Frosty and I Dear Santa,
our
*idly nilp,the land
Phone 7.1 would love
IWOOOrric
like
toih
ave a present
I want Nerf. I want
irronis irobot.
Audrey
gold controllers. Can
and I Want a race car
ilek 9
Nerf,
Nerf, Nerf, Nerf,
e'en Nix,
Pa
-Olivia
I please play with my
because I like race cars Nerf.
Parents - John & friends?
Copelarki
Nawaef,9 and 1 want to have a
Gaidge,9
40,44efanie Nix
Parents - Reem train track and a train
Parents - Crystal
6

Dear Santa,/
Thank you fbr sending
frolay. 1. wanta Xbox
One:Twarrt aset of
football players and
a drone.I want Game
boyiwith cool game
and a rockat car that
go reall fast. A baseball, hat, bat and,
gloves. 1 want a basketball hoop and a ball.
want a coiripertor
ands boaraWith markers.1-want--~ri and
a racetrack.tWant
the who Harry Potter
series,. I want a haverboard. I want a monster truck toy. I want
air-hockev table. I
really wat
big ro'lot that
ot metal
_Asc. Hove you very
much.
Luis Lind,9
Pev
. a* - POsela Morrie
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SANTA LETTERS

the shelf and I want to
have razor spin cycle
thingy and a football
and football gear.
MERRY CHRISTMAS
Drady - Age8
Parents - Courtney
Fryberg

49131,14fi.,140 40.j1.110A"
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guns,rmo cantrol
Parents - Jacars,fishing siplise,
clyn & Bryan
and a bow and arrow.
Tompkins
Bryant Nelson - Age 8
,
Parents - Andrea & I've been good
Thank you for
Tim Nelson this year. Get
your business.
me 1000 preMerr
y Christmas & ,
I want one thing: LEsents. I want
GOS only, lego city.
Happ
y Neu) Yeari
a fitbit. Also I
I really want a tiny
I want lego cit;i light
•
want
a
bask
etIego indominus rex and truck,and a lego polise
ball
card
s. Also
a tiny lego t-rex I ve al- jail. 1 Aso want a RC
Camp Septic
I want a phone.
ways wanted the tiny digger] want to have
I want a new
Cleaning of Murray
I wantfo rchiristmas
ones. Roman has a
a
kitty
toy
beca
use
baske
tball
.
1
.:73 -53-924
is little life pet talking tiny one and I want my
kittys can be funny
3it a baseball
bird named cool cook- own. 1 have been helpexpesally midge the
( rcis. 1 want
ie, blank paper,all the
ing my mom watch my fat cat. Thank you I
an
big art sets,a cute
baby sister and clean- hope you have a merry tar.electric guiThank you for what
I want a dirt bike
husy plushy, glitter,
ing the bonus room.
christmas.:)
I got last year.Hove
I wanta skateboard.
paint,jel pens, buyer
Thank you, Santa!
the
Bobb
star wareDarth
y
Age
8
1/2
I
want a mese)westboa rd,jigle pens,light
Jackson Fitch - Age 9
Vade
Pare
r car.
nts
Chan
el & brook thunde
up skates have two
Parents - Robbie &
been
tryi
Rob
n got be
Schwenck Also I want a Kevin Puwheels, lisa franks big
Mary Fitch
this
year.
pi
rant'
Wa
r
Hairs Jersey.
coloring book, magic
I've been good this
have
a
set
Tyler Marcum - Age 9
pen my little pony and I have a few questions. year.
and
all
Get
the
me
.
,20
wimp
0
y kid
Parents - Nicole &
lisa franks magic pen, How do you know every presents
seri
and
I
es
vAtin
a
taW..
t
a
it. 1
John
atha
Marc
n
um
quick cups,fashiou
kids address? How do fltbit and legos and
wattlike good care of
palace,cif spotlight,
yeu not get hot all the poke
them.
I wu fit all the legos„
la colors mege palette way-on the other side moremon cm rd5 and
Lt!'' riautista - Age8
lego
s
and
elecin the world and
eye shadows, wet n
of the world? I thank
tric guitar and a dirt
P.
- Elena
milinelen falken lego
wild deck your nails,
you Santa. I would like bike and an ipad and
and
the
gost
buster4f
multi-ties 76 piece
some books & movies candy so please get
Thank
lego and I %tuft a mine How are y
make up kit.
for christmas candy,
me all this I have bean moderist tine go kort you for elf
Disha Patel - Age 8 toys, you are avvsome really
Thank y
good Merry
and thats all. and a
Parents - Heta I Patel 5incerly, Amelie - Age 8 Christma
s. Thanks!!
dog to I wunt it to be
Parents - Daniel &
Will Burkeen - Age 9 brown. and i wunt a
doll
Dear St. Nick, i want a
Leigh Johnson Parents - Catherine & heleicofter from s
1 think I
this
xbox 1,3ds pokemon
;year may I please have
Jamie Burke(
and a ty ftter lego
sun,linen good this
I want leas rainfora kaby doIN will take
thats all tha i wunt.
year I took out the
est home and lea the
I would like the new
Ty - Age 9 care of them.
trash i feed the dog,
americcan girl doll
american girl doll. And
SiotttIrtlt
r
Parents - Amanda &
i been nice to others
and mony arid a phone mrs. pittman's baby to
rent
s
nann
y
,oy
areCase
y yThar
Willi
kar7
and most importantly frinchep necleses. New come
and
name
girl
a
d
I believe in youl Thank
erings benly boos and Ava to be safe.
Huw are you? Thank
How
you merry christmas
more stof anmals bedyou'for the snowGreer - Age 9 you for elf snowflois.
and nice as well
ols chrishmas stuff
flake. Thank y
Pa mints - Dave &Mi- Thank you for what
Love Dylan Westra - anmils. Stuf with
at la
cha Miller gotlast year. I loved
my name on it.facke
Age
love
d
t
what you gave me.
Parents Lisa Pullen dimend rinosjella pell
This is whatirelly
!think I have been good think il
croto born a glitry
want for chrismas I
this
hIci year. If lam, may
I have been trying to
tent, gliter and'pemtt
+rave
want a ton of outfits
aI
plea
se have 4doI be good theta year I
puf ball thane that go for myikoll Rebecca.
brea
k
it on purpose.
house? lfromtee 1 will
want not need want a on your back pack.
Your
I also watit a boy of
frien
d,
talce care of it. new game called star
Hayden -Age8 magformers.I would
Nath
anie
l
RhydlOyer Mas
Ruth
ware the force awakns
Parente - Tonya & love some baking toys Parents -:19111 -Age ',1a &Terry
a book or 2,a new
Justin Morton like a ultarrdt easy
Parents - Re
C*tendon
controller and a dog
bake oven, chocolate,
that berks poops or
1 would like for christ- pen,and orbees crush. stlo
w are you? Thank
pees. I want an elf on
mas is some nerf
Noran Ago8 you for elf snowflake.

4.9.1098'JAW

cloths for me and my
american girl, that's
wat I want for chirsmas that are toys. I
want an ipad and an
gautar. I have question
to. 1. How do you get
to all the in the world
in one night?
Alethea - Age
Parents - Sharonne,
Aaron Irvin
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Parents - Wendy
I want some paw poHow are you? Thank
111011),
How are you? Thank
traltoysandl would
101 10111
you for elf snowflake.
you for elf snowflake.
How ate you?
1110.111e.•.
like some sports balls
I
I
what
what
for
you
for
Thank
you
Thank
Thank you for
like soccer, basketgot last year. I think
got last year. I loved
; elf sneKvflake.
!have been good this
playmobeal me and my balls and a soccer goal.
'Thank you for
I please have brother play with it. I
I would also like to get
11c) (
what I got last year. Maypoint
book
a 1,000
think I have been good my brother some toys
year. I loved
ell' h'ili"!
this Aar,a spinosaur- this year. May I please also he is 1 years old.
the calico critraputah
a
tooth,
us
Michael -Age 4 1/2
have a huvurbord? I will
ters. I think I
tor claw,a star wars
e&
Candac
s
Parent
it.
of
care
good
take
have been good kylo ren science kit, a
Todd Cope
friend,
Your
this year. May
80,000 dollar bill, a
8
Age
Baker
Olivia
I please have
900,000 dollar bill,
very good
been
I've
Allen
Janice
s
Parent
I some new doll
anciflnally a millon dolyear,I'm even
this
Baker
"clothes? I will
lar bill.
patty trained! I'm
take great care
Logan -Age8
hoping you can fit a
of it. Your friend Parents - Joseph Rader How are you? Thank
big stuffed dalmayou for angels and
Kenzie Age 7
tion, bath toys, bubble
snowflake. Thank you
litrenta- Beth Myers How are you? Thank
bath,& Shopkins In
for what I got last
iow are yerg 111
you for snowflake.
year. I loved the ameri- your bag. I'm making
wiu for sit' ,n
Thank
you?
are
I have a eleceres
How
may
can girl doll stuff I got. cookies for you & the
'hank you forwhat
you for elf snowflake
cooter and a pogo
I think I have been good reindeer.
gottat year. I loved
you for what I
Your fren.d,
stick.
Love Emma -Age 4
the pirate ship. I think
last year. I loved
Jesse Clark - Age 7 this year. This year I
Parents - DJ & Sherry
I have ben good this
Parents- Kim &Nathan want a american girl
rlAY bug game. I think
Underwood
doll sheet set,a bike,
year. May I Mese hipve
i have been good this
and higa stuff.
a metal cietecteig will
I pfease have
May
year.
are you? Thank
How
Brooke - Age 7 I want a robot panda
1211r°fit.
a hatchima 5? I will
you for elf snowflake.
Parente-Shama Burgess bear and a "Baby Alive"
take ood careof it.
Thank you for what I
doll, please. Thank you
Kettle -Age 7 Your
got lastyear. I loved
for now.
I want a rascal flatts
Parents Rich Tobera
I Age 7 my american girl doll
I love you Santa!
cel for christmas. I
,Chris chaer. I think i have
Pa
Brookynn Powell - Age4
also would like a hamtiovitare :2
been good last year
Grandparents - Tanya
AA, ,
mock swing and a basyou for
I please have a
May
and Mitchel Burkeen
wha
Thank y( ;
an",
How are
black choker and rain- ketball and goal. I hope
you and the reindeer
got last year. I loved
you for elf snowflake.
duw choker? have a
I want a crawling 13aby
my american girl doll. I Thank you for what I
Melissa and elves and Mrs
good day.
Alive. Next, I would like
Claus are doing good,
think i have been good got last year.(loved
Jack a pack of shopkins if
year mav I give
my barbie clothes and How are you? Thank
I can't get my classlist oftoys.
you
have
I
think
I
purse.
for the face elf
Nou
room gift back from
Hover bord, Harry
your
beertgood this year.
snowflake. Mom and
school. I've been 50
r5 - Ale 7 May I please have a
Patter wand, Harry
dad thank you for
good at school and
9 - Lyn r,fiey american girl doll with
Potter Lego,Stephen
what got last year.
eth Brown
so nice. But, Tyler
curry shoes, back to
will
I
gown?
ball
white
a
I loved the lego set.
the future shoes, back thought I said a bad
take good care of it.
lam sorry I have den
word. But I didn't. I
Thank
to the future lego,
like you.
Your friend,
dote
I
good.
would like if my friends
nowfla
Ava
Isaiah -Age 7 pokimin cards,boman
mom would call My
r what I
7I
haene
4k9
-'4.C
tits
w"
:re
c
Pa
,
6
:
Parents - dad & mom draft cards. WWE
mom so we can have
ed
belt, mani ipad, Harry
Schwenck
a sleepover.I would
Patter cards,eevee
How are you? Thank
like a snacking Sarah
EX,spy gear,Harry
are you? TI-lank
you for elf snowflake.
baby Alive, also. Can
Patter butter bear.
r elf snowflake.
Thank you for what I
Gage Age8 I also have an Elf on
you for what I
got last year. I loved
Parents - Heather & the Shelf? Have a goo
000d
got et year. I loved
the bike. I been good
n- Your
Keyon Chapman Christmas & hope
- thilps.st May I have
and may I
!egos
my
other kids get prezfa new bike a fitri or baige shoos? I
itavo
pleasedI
sents,too. Bye.
&Wan - Age 8
will take good care of
Ellie Carter - Age 5
Mandy Brogar
7 it. Your friend,
5
4ge
l Cloolt41:
:We
Parents - Stephanie &
Parents - Janet PSyerra Pritchett- Age8
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'eueG Jeaa
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Mad,6
Parents - Kacie &
Justin
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a good Cr ristrnas for
Dear Santa,
Dear Santa,
Dear Santa,
the kids. I waft a corn.
the
all
for
you
Thank
Dear Santa,
Thank you have given
Thank you for all you
pouter for Christmas.
t
brough
have
you
toys
Thank you for all you
me.(wantfor Christhave given me. This
I nt a HOry Potter
me. This year for
mas I wut Pie Face and have given me. This
year for Christmas
bar;
a
avid
pie
want
I
mas
Christ
I watfor Christmas is year for Christmas
I want is the fisher
3
Jimmy G;
want pie face,an amet- face and minecraft.
rabble bubble ball.
price loving family
Brett Bennett -Parents - Kenny
Caelon Swift,6 can girl doll I want an
doll house. I want doll
&
Tamara
s
Parent
Parents - Elxas elf on the shelf. I luv
house accessories. I
Per
Santa,
t
Bennet
Michael
you Santa.
want some doll house
May I haves Ipod
Stacy Deluna, 7
Dears Santa,
furniture.
touch/black mid a
Parents - Miguel & Dear Santa,
Thank you for all the
Haidynn Ray,6
Deluna Thank you for sending cowboy suit *milk you
toys you have brought
Parents - Micheal &
have
I
Wy
for
frosty.
my class Frosty. My
me. This year for CrisHolly Ray
?I
0,
$ 2 in my,*
students are really
Dear Santa,
tmas I want walkey
Merry
a
have
you
hope
enjoying our own eR.
Thank you for all you
talkey.
I
Dear Santa,
Santa my family has Christmas. Have-futil
Logan Crick,6 have given me. This
Thank you for all you
been blessed this year. love you Santa.
Parents - Ashley & year for Christmas I
have given me.This
Jackson Neal,9
Derren Crick want a trashcan robot I really don't have anyyear for Christmas
Parents - Lacy Hart
thing) need. I do have
and a pokemon todI want a controlled
a wish though, more
dy bare also a yo-ki
Santa,
Dear
monster truck. I want- Dear Santa,
Cooper than anything, I hope
watch.
I want a Mytlfeatts
ed troy elf on the shef. Thank you for all you
all the kids in Conahave given me. This
;
bed.
doll
I love you santa.
way County ;find their
Dear Santa,
9
year for Christmas I
5
Charlee
Samuel,7
bellies full and at least
Thank you for all you
&Rob
want the lego minee
Parent
Parents - Michael &
special gift.
one
have given me. This
Samuelson
craft play set.
Nikki Simmons
I know this can hap13rayden,6 year for Christmas
pen if all of us that
want a big monster
Dear Santa,
Dear Santa,
in.g
truck and gun ball and have so much will give
bri
for
Dear Santa,
Thanks
Thank you for all you
just a little. We can
robot zumo attacke.
i
Thank you for all you
a
want
1
twelf.
have given me.This
Jamie give to programs like
have given me.This
E3A2K 1 7
wialt,N
also
year for Christmas
Needline,Family Reyear[would like a
i
ilai7ile
f
and
I want shopkins and
document camera and
source, or up for
s And
Dear
Santa,
Maddl.
Christ
for
dress and trolls, I love a smart board and a
the Soul
you
all
for
you
Thank
please donl. _bring a ,
you Santa.
christand
er
cumput
ur
Santa
eagle stuftioiso wart
have given. This year,.
Audrey,6 mas books. Niger
ancLopen our
hearts
I
want
mas
for
college
Christ
Parente - Julie & Justin balls an poop imogi
needs all
to
eyes
e fo
4
pillow ancl a phone and drit bike money
More than
us.
around
want a cheesewheeler and all the
a chrome book thank
Dear Santa,
to
and I aiso wanta
you fOr rudolph our elf. year. Marcy chrismas ever we need
Thank you for all you
gs
44
:
1
“
and
blessin
our
-':±-.;tablet.
Jaclyn Stark,6 santa dos, I love ou.
have given me.This
Ben St.okolosa,8
Bradley.6 our packages. I wisW4Parents - Emily & Tim
year for Christmas,
t:,-ne
take
&
'fr•
would
all
we
Parente
Stark
I want American girl
5
AdrianlSt .
to shine HISight for
Dear Santa,
doll. It's name will be
others!
Dear Santa,
Thank you Santa for
cupcake. I love Santn
you for all that our elf gest we named
Mrs. Noraa Ranse
Sophia Adams,6 Thank
year
This
me.
given
you
him his name.(want
Parents -Jessica! For Christmas I want
Santa,
Pear
Russell a footteddy bear and a mickey mouse and
I want for
/Moat
mickay
a
and
a Yobi and a halchimal a track
nas is a RC car, a
car.
mouse
Dear Santa,
and a stuffed cheelsafyah,6 RC helicaptor,and
tah. I hope I git thee
Thank you for all you
Parents -Efleha& Poketnon cards. When
things.
have given me. This
Petrick will ms.elf come back?
Isabel Stone,6
year for Christmas I
Ambrose,9
Alden
want tea set phone
Parents - Suzy &
Dear Santa,
Dear Santa,.
princess carriage.
Thank you for illyou
Thank you for all you
it tIthotlY e'Yrifie
Pies Santa pies git me have
Dear Santa,
given me.This
have given me.This
thee thags for Christmas
Christ
sending
for
for
you
year
Santa,
Thank
Dear
year or cristmae I
mus I love you.
Can
I want Cabe dog, pie
youset
sure
watch
Make
an
eV
to
bond.
l
a
skortee
want
Catelyn Ahart,6 face and a neW doll
a
Me
brfrIn
elves
to
everythe
all
Ouse
6
you
,
Chilton
Clyde
Parents -Cary& Rachel house and a hatchan a
'Vu
sure
that
Make
1
one.
p.
•
&
toyiee
Rolom
e
Parent
imal.
rremote control
Clyde Chiltern all the presents get
'1,12,ail of the kids. And
make this Christmas
Parents
WedneAd4y, 9pcprrtbgf

ROI -

— •••- —

l

mas
and
f tu and the
pokemon sunsra moon games
400-moded minecraip Harry
Potter movies
cat toys a R2172 drone movie
vito games.
Peyten Johnson's
Parents Shawn Johnson &Kris

Dear Santa,
This year I've been
good. I'd like a Hatchimalfor Christmas,I
can play doctor and
tech it tricks. If your
elves aren't too busy
I'd also like a fitbit. I
promise to leav cookies and egg nog.
Capree urris, 7
Parents - Lisa &
Chuck Houston

Jo4,1.uM au4
u9ni0 9ne4 noR Sfue4.1.
'elueg Jead

Dear Santa,
Thank you for all
the toys you have
brought me. This
yearfor Christmas, I
want stuffed duck like
Quack Quack and a pix
fame. I love you.
Braxton Hearn,6
Parents - JT & Emily
Hearn

eltu •9u.4 Lamb aneLi
nog iie Jo4. noR
Jead
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Dear Santa,
Thank you for all you
have glen me. This
Dear Santa,
Dear Santa,
year for Christmas
This year I've been
This year I have been
I want a priensses
good. I'd like a baby doll good. I'd like a Playcariga hachbld mrmafor Christmas. I want stasin for Christmas. de bavinge gorey and
it because it moves
I want it because we
candy. I love you sanit legs and one dress. can play games on it.
te, merry Christmas
If you're elves aren't
If your elves aren't too sante.
too busy I'd also like a busy I'd also like a elve. Megan Darnell, 7
banana.
I promise to leave milk Parents - Linsey &
Alexandria,7 on Christmas Eve.
George
Parents - Angela &
Ca merena Damian
Alex Alzpurua
Parents - Antonio Dear Santa,
Damian & Maria Cam- Thank you for all you
Dear Santa,
arena have given me.This
This year I have been
year for Christmas, I
good. rd lick a Nerf gun Dear Santa,
want a skate board,
for Christmas. I want
This
year
I've
been
a
ninia turtle play
lt.bec,auee I can have
set, and a ninja turtle
Nerf fite. If your elves very good. I wat a
bed set. I also want a
aren't too busy I'd also Hyperfire for Christlike a Ginee Pig. I prom- mas.I want it because Batman car. I love you
ise to leave cooks and it has8 bits you can
Santa.
mik. You are the best. shot wihe my friens. If Alden Patton,6
Hayden Tacker,7 your elves aren't too
Parents - Eric & Mary
Parents - Kaycee & (busy I'd also like
Joe
Andrew Tacker perfire and a two shot
gun.
Dear Santa,
Sebastian Tejeda
/his year I have been
Lopez,6
good. I'd like a Nerf HyAndrea Lopez & Jose
perfire for Christmas.
Tejeda
It can shoot up to five
bullets a minutes. If
Dear Santa,
Merry
your elves aren't too
I want a brown
busy, I'd also like a lego remote control
Christmas
fire station. I promise eletrice gatar,
Happy
to leave cookies adn
Xbox, Mincraft
milk on Christmas.
story mode
New Year
Taylor Morrow,6 and minecraft
from our family
Parents Crystal & pc. The Star
Ryan Morrow Wars move
to yours?
Roge one. Lego
Dear Santa,
Star Wars halo
I've been good. I'd like lesgos.
Xbox for Christmas. Roman,7
Brecken Wisehart,6 Parents - MelParents - Wesley & ody, Jordan
Presc% •pfirig
Samantha Wisehart

Dear
This
e been
good.
zoomer
ea
chimpfor Christmas.
I want it because it
:6Sn do tricks. If your
eleves are not too
busy_I'd also Re a big
stuff teddy. I promise to leave milk on
Christmas eve.
Hunter Largent
Parents - Kevin &
Stephanie Largent

.11•....••••••-
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Dear Santa,
k you for frosty.
are the things
for Christmas,
and
and crafte things,
the p
nts,,
hoverboard,a laptop,
give you a treat an
headbands electronics
eggnog. I hope you
game,a light up tramlike It. and I hope you
polaan, pottery things,
have been goo4 this
sflopkins,
chocolate
year and thank you for
pen
and
beados.
ks Mild
my
"aneNgly Audrey Nsworthy,8
Par
Caridice&
nd alos
an N.
bunk bed. aly hope dr. PS
get
ear Sant44,
hard
Thank yowl*our elf
Frosty.I wish to have
olli U
rhill,
nts Apt.11941.81 a Xbox one,Xbox live
iderhilt gold card,wffi and a
o
icylanders trap team
rta
have
5
n
my
Eiew school
Casa
s,9
clo
ndarivtony
a
&
Julio
romo rsey aflda ne
Limas
Gantiftirais
its
cowb
Dear Santa,
un
• pants
and
nd sweat This year I havelnen
very good. I'd like a
to
Silld Gltriikt"gotei
Barbie
Dream House.
all the cowtioys geal•
I
want
it
because its
ind new art stuff
big.
If
your
elves aren't
new soda ctick
too
busy
I'd also like
monirji and WOW,ne
a elv on the shelf. I
and laptop.
Caygler
-e ,Est 9 promise to leave milk
Parenter- kgrandjak and cookies on Christmite.
Peyton Byerly,6
Parents
- Marianne
Dear Santa
Make sore that all
eVerlY
eifs,getto tiller
is what
st-

753-6266.
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We are the business
sales specialists with
the right relationships
to make it happen

Please bring me a
hamster,(a real one)a
bird,(a real one)a new
game,an !phone 4, a
new TV,a new couch,
clothesfor Kayla, a
presentfor my fish
and that will be all for
me. Merry Christmas
Jaxton Kirk - Age8
Parents - Kevin Kirk
& Kathleen Weatherspoon

I would like to see my
dad who is working
and living in Nashville.
I want to open presents with my sister
Anita with our dada.
Presents like a Hello
Kitty Purse and new
Barbies. And a horse
for Barbie. It would be
a fun day. Thank you
Santa!
Magdalena Alonzo-Age4
Parents Amanda Duffy
& Andres Alonzo

I want a babyjust like
Heidi's. I want a duck
too. I love you.
Daisy Brockwell - Age
3 1/2
Parents - Doug & Ashley Drockwell

Andrew

pinom pue
-od med au.ros luem I

My name is evan i
would like a basketb afl
and a tree house out\side. I would also like ci
couch in my bedroom
in front of my dresser.
Please and TN*k you!
Eva r
Parents - Danielle &
Ross Elkins
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y name leandrew i
am 6 yea old this
yisar i ha
MeV
ly
e it
if y
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My name is Jaxse
am 7 years oickl
been very go.M.ihi5
yea I would really like if
you coula bring me an
'Phone 4 arid a remote
control grave &goer
monster truck. Thank
You and Merry Christmas!
Love, Jaxsen - Age 7
Parente - Kelsey Honer

roRaJL

'SANTA 1,1ITTERS
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want se pokemors
moon pack of cards,
My Name
stuffed mew,stuffed
6years old!
yokai toy,yokel watch
name is Bryson. I
really good I woad
and a stuffed vapore- am 6 years old. This
really like It If you
on,stuffed flareon,
year I have been really could bring me a dirt
stuffed leafeon.and a good. I would really like bike Thank You Mirry
Can I have freddy
stuffed dog toy.
it if you could bring me Christmas
plushys toy,:toy drum, ErkiJadeMongrarn-Am8 polcemon and ratm
Trice Jonf - 'kr6
and a hachmis. hope
stuff:Titan k you and
Parents
ihette
you briong me,sisI want a pie face game, Merry Christmas.
Jones
sy,and bruther Dean
project mo2,aclua
Eiryson Rose - Age 6
presints.
beads,for my dad
Parents - Amberly My name is 011ie. I am
Alexa - Age6 to come home so my
Rose, 7 years old. this year I
Parents - Irina & Da- family can biktogethhave baen really good.‘
vid Stroud er, notepad and color
My name is Noah. lam 1 %YOU
Ily like it if
markers.
7 yearold.This year 1 _ilooyou co
I have
good this
Addison Harris -6 have been really good. 7 electric
year. I want a ps4, moParents - Drady & I would rea*clikeit:if
you and M
tercycel, new scatter
Whit
ou couldining me a
mas Love
a mario shirt,a steke. Thank Ybu and
011i
phen curry shirt,a hu- I have been very
err-.. 'irletmas,
vPare
vorboa rd, a snowboard this year. I would like* Noah
wland - Age
outfit and motoercy- ,Power Ranger Dino Su- Parente - Haley How->. my name
41
cel outfit.
per Charge,Pie in the
land
Love Eli - Age8 face game,a football,
ve
ya
e been
mo •••
Parente - Leanne & ,basketball,and ftar
My name is Macej
itt,. ••
Aaron Wers Force AwakimS
am 6Mows old this
t bue
0
X1VX 360game. Also yer I hambeen rally
My name is Kirstyn
my sister Kaydence
good I would rIly like a
I would like a
would love super Hero snacks cup
barbie doll and girls dolls, my brothcharacters the
a basketball
er wants shoes and
and,rnerry chris
for Christmas. clothes, my older sisMacey Fisck
e6
I would also
ter wbuld likejewelry,
Parents - Stephanie
like a really big mak-Az and Harley
Peck lam 7
plitSthouse!
Quin Stbff.
year I
Please and
God bless my,
My name is Maggie I
faly,
'Thank You!
JOBW5 and Santa.
am 6years old This
it if
Kirstyn I: Trace Reed - Age6 year I have been really a three
Parente - DanParents - Mika and good. I Would realty Ilk( oorn. Thank
ielle & Roes
Mahuata Reed it if yotkould bri
Merry chrie
Elkins
a amen
For christmas i want
you ar4,,p1
Pa
a remote control race ma& '1"4
car.
Riley - Age6
Maggie
Parents - Chris
. . & Parents

I have been very good
this year or at least
I've -tried to. If possible I womid like to have
a nerfrguti and some
legos.lhope everyone
has a great Christmas
and spends time with
family and friends.
I hope that all the
animals in the shelter
gets a home,and all
the homeless people
find homes and get a
second change.
RR/mond-Age:9
Parerrts-Ramona Green
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My name is Lincoln. I
My name is Jude. I am My nameis Alicia and
Merry ChristWishing everyone
am 5 years old. This
6
years
I
live
old,
with
This
my
year
Grand
mas!
For
year I have been
a Merry Christmas
parent
good.
and
I
s
All
have
I
want
been
nice.
These
Christ
mas,
For Christmas is new
These are three things are three things I am
&a Happy New Year!
I
would like:
shoes,new clothes,
lam wishing for an
wishing for
a
phone,
Ninja Turand
Barbie
in the
elf on the shelf, a cell
remote control tank, dream
tles, monkles
house. This is
phone, and
a
dinosa
ur.
and
a
purple
air
hog.
dragall
the
stuff
I
want
Mitchell Brothers
also my mom and dad ons,tigers,
My name is Preston.
elephants,
My name
to
Sara.
is
be
out
I
am
of rehave.
I am 6 years old. This
shre-ddar &
5 years old. This year I
Alicia - Age
April all from
year
I
have
been
nice.
have
been
good.
These
Paviog. Seal Coating e. Str,pog
Ninia Turtles. I
My Flare is Taft
These are three things are three things
I
am
would also like
I am wishing for a toy
wishing for a baby alive Leatherwood . I would
Thank youfor your buoinedd.
a Hulk mask
like a game for the
car, a robot,and a ted- doll, a toy christmas
Hwy
280,
Pottertown Road
and
X-box and MSU Cup. I
muscles.
dy bear.
tree and orbees.
(270) 759-0501
A
kitty
ball for
have tried to be nice
40+ YeaA4 ofEarerietuv. Goodly owned.
my Tobey KFtt
My name is Kai. I am 5 I have a question for
.to my sister claire.
Taft - Age6 and a baby b
years old.
This
year
I
you.
Has
my
family
Parents - Ellise & Chad for baby sister Leyoral Dear Santa,
have been good. These been nice this year,
Thanks for sending
Leatherwood And that0 it. Thank
are three things lam
usfrosty. We have
and
I
want
lots
of
you.
OH!
And
Merry
wishing fora
alot offun
kermar
,
a
money
and
I
want
a
Chris
tmas
My
Santa
name
!
I
Wyatt
race car, and a train.
new outfits, idea s
toy polar bear and
loveyo
u! Okay Bye,
Leathe
rwood.
I
have
shopkins
with
Gemm
a
KaèI
Springer- Age 4 and drinks, We hope he
been
a
pretty
good
My name is Melisstone
and
a
shopki
ns
Parents - Britney cornea again-next year.
boy
this
year.
Could
sa. I am 6 years old.
book to look at and
Springer &Josh AI- And thanks for clock.
you please bring me a
This year I have been
a toy rabbit I want a
snow plow and a dozderdice He has fun ziplining, I
would
like a 1.stuffed
nice. These are three
mother elf for my first er? Thank you.
unicorn, 2.$50 gift
things I am wishing for one.
ftatt - Age8 Dear Santa,
card to Toys R Us. 3.
a bike, an elsa doll, and Kalleigh Villanova - Age 7 Parents - Chad & Elise What I wantfor
Asi gift carel for a MesChristmas is I want
a christmas tree.
Parents- Nihitney &
sage place* scolnka compu
pla
Greg I have been good this
es 5. shop*ts adn 6.
prodigy.
year. I want a drone
My name is Elena. I am
360 witlitha Expend- sums tharft-.
and a drum. I will play
6 years old. This year I This year for ChristPS talk tu clock about.
ables 2 game. I want
with them a lot.
have been good. These mas 1 would like an
Koine Johnson - Age6 a big bag of candy. I
elf on the shelf, Doc
are three things I am
I gectitlifik,
Parents - Christopher want a brnx bike with
McStu-ffins Hospital,
wishing for a motor
Harry Potter.
Johnson a ramp. I want cable
Minnie Mouse Glow,
bike,a frozen car,and
Brilee G.,9
televis
ion
to watch
anything Dory,a set
a my life doll.
Parents - Tonya &
My name is Zoey. lam sponge bob.
of dishes,a baby doll,
Chris Garland
Jed Lynn,6
5 years old. This year I
a sante decoration
My name is Aaliyah. I
Parents - Janette
have been good. These
for my Nana and I ask
am 5 years old. This
Audrey Dear Santa,
for her -to have better are three things I am
Thank
you for ben()
year I have been nice.
wishing for an amering
my
elf Lenny to us
These are three things health. All the children lean girl doll, hatDear Santa,
everywhere to have a
here
is a list of things
I have been wishing for beautiful
What I want this
chimals, and a roller
Christmas
I want.
a horse,a cookie, and
Christmas is a few
and everyone remem- skating monkey.
•Hoverboa rd
an A.
pokemon card's and
ber Jesus's birthday.
•Sketch book
also a few cool nerf
JaeeMae Gaciciy-Age4 My name is Carson.
•Highlighters
guns
d too and also
My name is Olivia. I am
Parents-Sue & Wayne lam 6years old.
want mine craft story •the book Raymle
5 years old. This year I Gaddy,Kathleen Farmer This year I have been
Nightingale
good. These are three
have been good.
These
things
I am wishing for
Sam Houston,8 •trolls
are three things I
dume buggy, mrs adys
peppa
a
big,
books,
and
Parents - Jill & Brent •tickets to six flags
am wishing for a doll,
black kitten, babby's,
•chocolate pens
puzzles.
Houst
on
dress up clothes, and puppy's
and that is all I want.
stuffed penguin.
Gunner - Age & I Love
Taleeah Rupert,8
you
lam
a
very
Dear
Santa
,
Parents - Paul Berhow, good boy and
Paren -Whit
ts
I
wot
Thank
you
elf.
ror
I
the
Charlie
Lisa Berhow these things masic
want
a
Amerisan doll.
pens.
)
Angela Deluna,8
Chasen -Age 7
Pa rents - Martha
Parente - Miche-al Trisha
Va uez
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I have been a good girl
My name is Thomas
My name is Hayden.
I've ben good 1 wunt a
My Name Is l..)4a. lam
this year so please
Mathis. I am years
6
I am seven years old.
epuy cite and shopkins
f years old. This years get me all the preold.
This
year
I have
11-'q year I have been
Move been really good. sents i want.i want
Isabella - Age 7 been good.
These are
, good.I viculd re- I would reallyllke it if
Pa rents - Heather
a zip line play dough
three things I am
Pte it if you'could
you could bring me and sets dance sneakers
and Jessey wishing for laser gun,
bring
rne
a
H
hove
art
set.
Thank
you
and
potter
y
cool
EH
books
scooter,and nerf gun.
Hayden
I want A Fitbit watch
merry christmas!
a camera computer
Haydent-4
=
7
e
and A Dirt Bike and A
Lyla Ward -Age6 remote control car.
My name is Marley
Parente - Sal*
Parents - Eddie Ward
Avyn
- Age 7 tablet I also want A
Harding. I am 5 years
Parents - Melissa and xbox!
old. This year I have
My name is Carter
My name is Ella. lam
Chase -Age 7
Jesse
been
Smith. I am six years 6 years old. This year I
Parents - buddy threegood. These are
things
old. this year I hove
have been really good. I I have been nice I think
Miranda wishing for I am
spy purse,
been really good. I
would really ilke it if you I have I want a iPod,
would..aeally like it 4
I was a good boy today barbie doll, and ken
could bring me a Zoom- fitbit,puppy,toy
doll.
you could bring me a
er Kitty. Thank you and puppy s,OW pillow,for and I am waiting for
rokit fishing rock2
merry christmas!
christmas. I want a fit My
wheeler, Big ball with
name is Grecia
.-aks of cuties and
bet Mace and a xbox
Ella Martin - Age6 zigzag lines I also
Sanchez. I am 5 years
2.00 cloth
Parents - Jared Martin want My own comput- 1 and app tv and a tv
old. This year I have
Carter ;_2rr,t4twAge6
and a 3de.
er in my
room.
been good.These are
Parente - mellow* Smith My name is Maddox I
Grace - Age 7 Aden Overbey - Age 7
three
six years old r
Parents - Brian and wishinthings I am
Parents - Misty,Tracy
g fora Bike, barMy name is Parker I arr fe..ir I have been re,i,
Lee Overbey bie doll, and americ
an
6 years old This year'
jood
I
would
re
I
ley
like
I
thank
I
have
been
girl doll.
have been reeally g(
I've been nice I want
It if you could bring me a good girl this year
I would really like it •
$ 130.
shokins E5ook or dis
I want a bitty baby
My name is Abby. I
yoa aka brineie a
Maddox - Age6 close and Hatchamals sothing spo karyoky
am 5 years old. This
stuffed puptThank
Parents - Eric-a Brown irod fitbit aria a fitbit mshin.
year
you and Me ChristAnnelise Hayden - Age TheseI have been good.
cases love you sante.
are three things
Mast
ben
a
good
boy
8
, Lola Renfroe - Age 7
I am wishing for HatParker Morris - Ago. all y thank you for
Parents -Ryan and chime'
Parents- Lindsey White
s,
robot
kitty,
Panspte Jaftln Morris our elf.
Amanda Hayden and robot
and Adam Renfroe
monkey.
Colton Hall Age 5
My nank 2,udrey
Parents bar I have been a very good My name is Lyric I am
lam 7 year old This
7 years old.This year i My name is Caeley. I
Ethen girl and I want spy
am
5 years old. This
year I have been really
have been really good
glasses, The Ameriyear I have been good.
sood I would really
like
I'm
Reaga
I
would
n
really
and
like
i
it
was
if
can
Girl E3ahia Berry
These are three things
tt If
you
could
bring
me
good
you
kan
could
you
bring
get
me
a
a
Stand
and
the Canue
I am wishing for a
a a r4-.- set Thank you
xbox and 4 romot can- set
100 dlors Thank you
for
Lea
Clark.
and Merry Christmas. celer and mincka
and Merry Christmas! phone, elf on the shelf,
ft
cd.
Hadlee
Jo
Age
8
Audrey - Age 7
Lyric Gray - Age 7 and spongebob.
Reagan - Age8
Parents - Justin &
Parents - Lee Overbey
Parent
s
-Rebe
cca
Kimber
ly
Roger
s Parents -Tiffany Gray
Beavers
This year I have been
I
have
Been
a nice girl
really good I would re- I
My name is
have
been
good.
I
But
my
Broth
ers
has
ally like itif you could
want
Kialee. I am 5
a
play
statio
n
4.
not.
I
want
a
Hatbring me a x box. thank With madden mobile
years old. This
.
chama
ls
and
iPod
and
you and Merry Christyear I have been
Owen - Age8 fitbit
mas!Love Memphis
Paren
te
Court
ney
Talyn
- Age 7 good. These are
Me
Dray
e6
three things I
and Justin
Parent
e
R•esto
Trffany
n
Parents - Mitzi
am wishing for
I have been good theis I want Shopkins for
Hatchimals,
want a rifle and a
year. I would like a car- christmas mostly but baby alive doll,
troand
jutçan
mo robat and g-ta 4.
If
you
can i would like a and iPhone.
aavino
hank
Gunne
r
Age
7
fi
tbit
and books.
AL../
Pants - Hiy
Faith Jones - Age 7
Jack -Age 7
Parent - Randy and
s
Parente -Julie
Tanya Jones
12
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